Science and technology are often presented and taught as two separate essences. When this is done, students as well as teachers are forced to attempt to develop the appropriate linkages. This book is one of a series designed to help teachers develop their science and technological education in ways that are both satisfying to themselves and stimulating to their students. Chapter 1, "Introductions," includes an overview of the concerns of those in the field and a layout of the book. Chapter 2, "Different pupils, different responses," discusses some of the differences that exist among students. These differences are listed as educational, psychological, physical, social, and cultural. Chapter 3, "Responding to pupil differences: some possible teaching tactics," is concerned with the teaching tactics that can be used to respond to the individual characteristics of pupils so that each can be helped to learn science effectively. Chapter 4, "Responding to pupil differences: some possible classroom strategies," discusses two different approaches: mastery and flexible learning. The final chapter, "Putting the ideas to use," links theory and practice so that readers will be better able to make use of the book in relation to their own teaching. (ZWH)
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Series editor's preface

It may seem surprising that after three decades of curriculum innovation, and with the increasing provision of centralised National Curriculum, that it is felt necessary to produce a series of books which encourage teachers and curriculum developers to continue to rethink how science and technology should be taught in schools. But teaching can never be merely the 'delivery' of someone else's 'given' curriculum. It is essentially a personal and professional business in which lively, thinking, enthusiastic teachers continue to analyse their own activities and mediate the curriculum framework to their students. If teachers ever cease to be critical of what they are doing then their teaching, and their students' learning, will become sterile.

There are still important questions which need to be addressed, questions which remain fundamental but the answers to which may vary according to the social conditions and educational priorities at a particular time.

What is the justification for teaching science and technology in our schools? For educational or vocational reasons? Providing science and technology for all, for future educated citizens, or to provide adequately prepared and motivated students to fulfil the industrial needs of the country? Will the same type of curriculum satisfactorily meet both needs or do we need a differentiated curriculum? In the past it has too readily been assumed that one type of science will meet all needs.

What should be the nature of science and technology in schools? It will need to develop both the methods and the content of the subject, the way a scientist or engineer works and the appropriate knowledge and understanding, but what is the relationship between the two? How does the student's explicit knowledge relate to investigational skill, how important is the student's tacit knowledge? In the past the holistic nature of scientific activity and the importance of affective factors such as commitment and enjoyment have been seriously undervalued in relation to the student's success.

And, of particular concern to this series, what is the relationship between science and technology? In some countries the scientific nature of technology and the technological aspects of science make the subjects a natural continuum. In others the curriculum structures have separated the two leaving the teachers to develop appropriate links. Underlying this series is the belief that science and technology have an important interdependence and thus many of the books will be appropriate to teachers of both science and technology.

Keith Postlethwaite's book will be a stimulus to anyone concerned that each student should develop their potential in the science lessons. It is not primarily about organisational strategies, or even about what a teacher should do - though there are many important guidelines included. It is primarily about gaining an understanding of individual students, how they think and how they learn, and thus developing attitudes towards students so that the learning experience matches their
potential. It is an optimistic book, asserting that nearly all students can master the content and processes of science if taught appropriately and uses Blooms’ theory of mastery learning as one way. The book nicely intertwines theory and practice, asserting that successful practice can only be developed by teachers as they actively engage with underlying theory. Any teacher concerned with issues of differentiation or of special needs will find much of value here.

Brian E. Woolnough
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CHAPTER 1

Introductions

An introduction to the field

Children differ from one another in a great variety of ways, many of which are relevant to their work as pupils in school. Children with special educational needs are part of this continuum of variation, but they lie towards an extreme of one or more of the dimensions of that variation. Clearly, if the educational system is to serve all these different children well, including those with special needs, it must consider how to respond to the relevant differences, and to what ends this response should be directed. The present book is concerned with selected aspects of this debate. It discusses ways in which teachers in mainstream secondary schools can help all their pupils benefit, to the greatest extent to which they are capable, from a common science curriculum.

The previous sentence is an important one. It encapsulates many of the starting points for this book. I shall therefore begin by considering it carefully. I shall first make brief reference to all the points it makes, and then return to two in greater detail.

A crucial point is the emphasis on teachers. I shall argue that the most significant response of the education system to the wide range of pupils with which it works is not one of large-scale system organisation (such as provision of selective schools and special schools), nor one of individual school organisation (such as use of setting or streaming), but one of imaginative and flexible teaching on the part of teachers. In relation to the science curriculum, mainstream science teachers and special needs teachers will each have a role to play, but, it is undoubtedly these teachers, not politicians or administrators, who will create solutions to the complex question of responding effectively to all children in school.

The emphasis on pupils in mainstream schools serves to flag that this book is not concerned with the highly specialised task of teaching pupils with the most severe educational disabilities. Even in systems which stress integration, such pupils are still very rarely found in mainstream schools – even at the level of locational integration.

The emphasis on science is a consequence of two things: first, it reflects my general belief that the most helpful books on the subject of attending to differences amongst pupils are likely to be those which concentrate on one subject area so that examples can be explored in sufficient depth to be of direct relevance to a teacher’s teaching; secondly, it is a consequence of the fact that my own professional background is in science teaching.

The emphasis on secondary schools is less fundamental. My own teaching experience is at this level and examples from this context fall most readily and most convincingly to hand. However, the subject oriented specification of the UK National Curriculum for primary as well as secondary stages suggests that some of what this book has to say about responding to individual differences amongst pupils in a subject teaching context may also have relevance to primary teachers.
Perhaps the most important single point in that earlier sentence is its emphasis on all pupils. The book does deal with the teaching of science to pupils who have special educational needs, though within that large field it will concentrate on pupils with learning difficulties or high ability. However, a fundamental stance of the book is that the tactics which a teacher might use to make provision for such pupils are unlikely to be effective if they are considered in isolation from the broader teaching strategies which are adopted for all the pupils in the class. The book is therefore about differentiation in the teaching of science to all pupils, including those with special educational needs.

Differentiation for all can clearly be justified in its own terms. It seems to me self evident that, if we require all pupils to attend school from the age of 5 to the age of 16, then we have a professional duty to ensure that what is offered in school is relevant to each of those pupils. This is one of the ways in which a school teacher differs from, say, a person running a voluntary evening class. In the latter context the teacher can reasonably say: 'This is what I shall do and how I shall do it. Take it if it suits you, or leave it if it does not.' Since in formal schooling the pupils cannot 'leave it', it follows that the teacher should not adopt teaching styles which are inaccessible to any of the individuals who have to 'take it'. Indeed if we were to announce openly that it was our intention to teach to one particular level and that other pupils would simply have to sink or swim, it would not only offend against natural justice but would also be quite unacceptable to pupils and their parents. This case for the teacher needing to take account of differentiation for all pupils is further strengthened by the fact that differentiation is a clear element of national policy which runs through the DES policy statements of the mid-1980s, the GCSE criteria, the National Curriculum and the concerns of CATE (the body which accredits courses of initial teacher education).

The arguments of principle and policy rehearsed above clearly apply to pupils with special needs who should therefore be included in the scope of any differentiation we are planning. However, the importance of provision for such pupils being related to an overall policy of differentiation became clarified for me during a research project on the effectiveness of enrichment materials for able pupils in which I was involved. One, almost incidental, finding of that research was that the teachers who thought about varied provision for all pupils in their classes found it possible to help able pupils use enrichment materials in an effective manner. Those for whom provision for the able was seen as something to be grafted on to an otherwise homogeneous teaching style reported much more difficulty in achieving this end. My confidence in the validity of the view that general differentiation was a significant factor in special needs provision was greatly reinforced by the ideas of John Fish (1985) which were expressed in his important book Special Education: The Way Ahead. Fish argued that (p. 26):

A search for higher standards and more effective schools has implications for special education. These depend on how the search is carried out. On the one hand, it could result in a better matching of tasks, objectives and materials to individuals. On the other, it could result in a narrower common curriculum, a less flexible approach to individual needs and the stigmatisation of pupils as not up to standard. The former approach leads to special educational arrangements being seen as a variant of a number of different approaches to learning while the latter may characterise it as charitable provision for failures.

This convinced me that to consider differentiated teaching for all pupils is not to marginalise the issue of provision for pupils with special needs. Rather it is to face that issue head on, in an admittedly complex framework, but one which cannot be ignored if effective provision for pupils with special needs is to be made.

Finally, that earlier key sentence talks about helping pupils to benefit, to the greatest extent to which they are capable, from a common science curriculum. The Warnock Report (HMSO, 1978) made a strong case that education for children with special needs should itself be special, not in terms of the aims or objectives which it sets for pupils, but in terms of the methods it uses to help
all pupils towards common, socially valued goals. This can also be seen as a significant strand in curriculum documents in the 1980s and in the National Curriculum in England and Wales (though recent developments (e.g. in relation to music) could be said to have challenged this position to some extent). The arguments for this focus on a common curriculum have been summarised elsewhere (e.g. Postlethwaite and Hackney, 1988) and I refer to one significant argument at the start of Chapter 3.

The phrase about pupils benefitting 'to the greatest extent to which they are capable' is a recognition that some pupils will move more slowly through any common curriculum than others. It is important that the teacher does not have predetermined limits in mind for any individual pupil – whether they be fast working, able or motivated pupils, or slower, less able or less motivated pupils. But it is also important that we avoid the trap of aiming for exactly the same achievements for everyone within a fixed period of schooling, for that would be either to impose artificial limits on the attainments of some pupils or to make unrealistic demands on others. In Chapter 4, I shall discuss a model of teaching which addresses these issues by enabling all pupils to work for mastery of a common core curriculum while allowing opportunities for some to explore significant objectives outside this common core.

I hope that the book will be helpful to teachers, to student teachers and to those who provide initial teacher education. Perhaps it will also be of interest to parents, governors and administrators who help to determine the circumstances in which these professional educators work. It is, though, important for all these readers to remember that no book of this kind can provide ready-made solutions for teachers to apply in their own teaching. What it can do is refocus teachers' thinking, encourage critical examination of their current practice, extend the range of possible solutions which they are aware of, and stimulate their own creative responses to the particular set of opportunities and constraints within which they work.

Before embarking on the main part of the book, it may be helpful to say a little more about some of the points raised above and to introduce a further general consideration. First, it is interesting to consider in a little more detail how the debate about the way in which the educational system should respond to differences amongst pupils has changed its focus over time. Certainly, there do seem to have been significant changes in the dominant formulation of that debate. It would be wrong, of course, to suggest that all teachers, all schools or even all LEAs have kept in step with the 'majority position'. Some have held on to formulations which were at the heart of earlier debates; others have been instrumental in challenging accepted thinking and have been the stimulus which has taken the dominant view forward. However, despite these important variations, the changes in the main focus of the debate are of interest.

For many years after the Education Act 1944, the issue of how to respond to differences amongst pupils was considered to be an institutional matter. It was seen as a question of selecting supposedly different types of pupil for different types of school – for grammar schools, or for secondary modern schools, or for special schools. The validity of this model is questionable. For example, it is interesting to note that, after the development of comprehensive schooling, research which compared comprehensive and selective systems failed consistently to establish that selection produced higher overall levels of attainment (Clifford and Heath, 1984).

Within comprehensive schools themselves, the debate shifted to one about organisation. It was then more often formulated in terms of the suspected problems and proposed merits of separating the wide range of pupils in a given school into different streams or ability sets, or of placing them in mixed-ability groups. Interestingly, research comparing grouping systems seemed, like the research on selective schooling, to be dominated by findings of 'no significant difference' (Newbold, 1977; Postlethwaite and Denton, 1978). There was again no clear evidence that any one of these organisational strategies, in itself, held the solution to higher standards of education for all pupils.
Most recently, the dominant professional concern has been changing again, away from group-based institutional and organisational procedures and towards notions of how, through appropriate teaching, individual pupils' needs can be most adequately catered for within a comprehensive school, and within whatever grouping system has been adopted by that school.

The place of pupils with special needs in these different strategies is interesting. In selective schooling, and in the early years of mixed-ability grouping, special schools were seen to be appropriate for the 2 per cent or so of pupils with the most significant difficulties. A larger group of less disadvantaged pupils (up to 20 per cent of the school population) were placed in the mainstream system and, for them, special classes, small 'remedial sets' or withdrawal systems were seen as the appropriate approach. Thus, in various ways, pupils with special needs were usually taught outside the system that was regarded as appropriate for most other pupils. Post-Warnock, thinking has changed. Although pupils with the most severe educational disabilities are still usually placed in special schools, many pupils with quite significant difficulties are now integrated into mainstream schools, and into mainstream classes within those schools, despite disabilities which would earlier have placed them within the special school sector (Postlethwaite and Hackney, 1988). Provision for them then becomes a matter for the teacher of those classes, with support from special needs specialists based in the school or elsewhere within the LEA. For most of the 20 per cent group generally regarded as having special educational needs who have always been educated in mainstream schools, systems involving separate classes or withdrawal are tending to be replaced or supplemented by systems in which pupils are educated in mainstream classes (Postlethwaite and Hackney, 1988). Again, provision falls to the mainstream teacher, sometimes with the support of special needs staff or of non-teaching assistants.

Professional pressure is therefore towards differentiated approaches to the teaching of all pupils – hence the focus of this book. As political pressure in the UK begins to refocus attention on grouping systems, it will be important for professional educators to remember that such systems, in themselves, have not provided solutions in the past. A given grouping system may make it easier for a teacher to respond to individual differences, but it is only if we maintain an interest in the differentiation of teaching within whatever grouping system we operate that we can hold out hope of avoiding a return to sterile, over-simplistic 'solutions' to what is undoubtedly a complex pedagogic problem.

An important factor in the changes mapped above has been the change in emphasis from responses built around notions of differences amongst groups of pupils, to those designed around individual differences. Institutional and organisational responses to pupil differences are clearly consistent with a belief that the differences that matter are essentially those amongst groups of pupils – groups which can be conveniently identified and then assigned to the different schools or streams. More recent thinking stresses the characteristics of the individual pupil and the consequent response which the teacher must make to that individual (albeit in a class context). This is an interesting issue which deserves some further consideration as it would be easy to give the seriously misleading message that concern about groups is, in some sense, wrong.

In some contexts it is essential to think about group differences: for example, when considering differences of race, or gender, or social class. Such group differences are characterised by the fact that, in each case, large numbers of pupils fall into each of a relatively small group of categories. Pupils in each of these categories may have, or may be expected to have, different educational needs; they may make, or may be expected to make, different responses to educational provision. What is more, these needs and responses may be significantly influenced by the status of the group in society as a whole and by the attitudes of society to the group. The group is therefore an important factor which must be taken into account in planning provision for all the pupils in that group. To ignore the role of the group can lead to inappropriate attitudes and actions. For example, educational
decision makers should not expect teachers fully to remedy the under-performance of some girls in science by addressing individual learning needs, unless the system is also doing something to change sexist attitudes and stereo-typed expectations and role models within society generally. An individual girl's under-performance may be affected by individual characteristics which the teacher can understand and address by responding to her individual learning needs, but it may also be affected by factors which arise because she is a member of the group 'girls' which generates expectations, attitudes and opportunities which can only be addressed in relation to that group as a whole (and then only in part by the teacher in their role as teacher).

Group-based decision making therefore has an important place, but not all differences amongst pupils can properly be thought of as group differences. Some can best be thought of as individual differences: for example, differences in ability, or motivation, or prior learning, or alternative framework. Groups or categories are less important here. It is the difference between one individual and another that is significant. These differences can be quantitative (e.g. differences in the extent to which pupils have a particular characteristic such as IQ; or they may be qualitative, e.g. differences in the nature of pupils' naïve understanding of a scientific concept).

What is interesting in the context of this book is that ability, an individual difference and not a group difference, was so often the basis of institutional or organisational decisions about pupils' educational futures. Placing pupils in different schools, or different sets or streams necessarily assumes that groups of pupils should be treated differently. Of course, there are really no neat categories of IQ that can then be made to correspond to a neat set of school types. Furthermore, once one recognises that qualitative differences in understanding can be at least as significant as quantitative IQ differences, the search for a neat set of types of school, or of streams or bands within a school, looks much less than wise. Therefore, ability-based grouping decisions on school placement or streaming could only be expected to lead to acceptable educational outcomes if attention was also paid to individual differences within the groups. Unfortunately, this was not a strong feature of that thinking. Top sets were (probably) taught differently from bottom sets, grammar school pupils were (probably) taught differently from pupils in secondary modern schools, but individual differences within a set or a grammar school were not a major feature of the planning or practice. As a result, the decision-making risked falling into the trap of stereotyping which is always present if emphasis is placed on group differences. The trap is that characteristics of a given category of pupils (both characteristics that are firmly established by careful research, and those which arise from common experience, suspicion, or hearsay) may be applied in an over-generalised way to all individuals in that category, and that insufficient attention may then be paid to the individual differences amongst the pupils in that category. Inappropriate educational provision, or expectations, or responses can then follow for an individual pupil as a result of these stereotypical views.

The change in emphasis to planning on the basis of individual difference is an attempt to get over many of the problems associated with this inappropriate use of group-based decision making. However, the change does bring its own risks. One has already been raised: namely, that if we view all educational needs on an individual basis, we may begin to pay too little attention to the effects of the status in society of the groups to which a pupil belongs. Just as group-based decisions can only function effectively if individual decisions are superimposed, so the converse may also prove to be true. This is something which needs further exploration. Solutions may lie largely outside practice in the classroom and are certainly outside the scope of this book. However, it is necessary to raise the point if we are not to be presented, as teachers, with an impossible task and then condemned for failing to achieve it.

In the classroom context, the idea of truly individual differences presents teachers with several very challenging problems which are properly our professional concern. For example, how are we to
make accurate and sufficiently broad assessments of each pupil in order to respond appropriately to their different needs, and having made such assessments, how are we to manage our responses given the resources available, and the expectations of pupils, parents, school governors and governments with respect to what education in schools should be like? Also, in relation to pupils with special educational needs, the emphasis on individual differences is a timely reminder that although it might be valuable to talk about children with, say, moderate learning difficulties in a general way in book such as this, at the level of provision in the classroom, generalities have to be replaced with careful individual assessment and provision.

In summary, thinking about the differences amongst pupils has shifted from group-based differences towards individual differences and from broad institutional and organisational approaches to what the teacher actually does in the classroom. It is this emphasis on classroom teaching in response to individual differences in mainstream schools that is the concern of this book. This does not negate the importance of considering the groups to which pupils may belong, nor of pursuing responses to educational difficulties outside the narrow context of the classroom or school. It is simply that these are not issues dealt with at length here.

An introduction to the layout of the book

After the brief introduction provided by the present chapter, Chapter 2 is concerned with a more detailed look at general principles. It will provide an analysis of the nature of individual differences which might be relevant to the science teacher. By drawing on, and expanding, ideas that have been developed in an earlier article (McIntyre and Postlethwaite, 1989) it will identify various kinds of difference and the characteristics of each. In relation to the most significant of these (educational and psychological differences), it will outline relevant research findings to give a general picture of the characteristics of pupils which are relevant to their learning of science. It will include discussion of what the particular characteristics of pupils with special educational needs might be. One outcome of the analysis in this chapter is that simplistic division of pupils into a small number of types of school, or into just ability groups within a school can never be a full response to the issue of individual pupils’ needs. Another implication is that we should be willing to think of responses of two kinds: remedial responses in which we attempt to alter some aspect of the pupil and circumvention responses in which we seek to help pupils despite some continuing characteristics that might otherwise impede their learning.

Chapter 3 is concerned with specific remedial and circumvention tactics which an individual teacher might deploy to help pupils who find science difficult to learn, and to extend and enrich the science education of those who learn it with ease. It relates these tactics to the analysis of the range of pupil characteristics that were discussed in Chapter 2. It is a long chapter, but is divided into two major sections: one is concerned with tactics relevant to educational differences amongst pupils; the other deals with tactics which address psychological differences. The chapter outlines the theoretical and empirical background of these tactics and provides examples of their application to science teaching, basing illustrations on content which can be easily linked to the National Curriculum.

The development of such tactics is a challenging task for the teacher, but it is perhaps the easy part of making provision for the whole range of our pupils, including those with special educational needs. An even more difficult issue is that of how to bring tactics into play in the complex context of a busy laboratory or classroom. Chapter 4 is about this issue. Several strategies which the individual teacher can use are discussed, again at the level of principle as well as day-to-day practice. However, the particular emphasis of this chapter is on Bloom’s Mastery Learning model which will be illustrated through an example which I developed with several lecturer, teacher and student teacher colleagues in Reading. Since the range
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of pupils in mainstream schools is becoming ever broader, this section also looks beyond the resources of the individual teacher in supporting pupils with special educational needs and discusses ways in which the relationship between the science teacher and the special needs department can be managed to provide appropriate support.

Finally, in Chapter 5, I will discuss the role of theory (of the kinds described elsewhere in the book) in influencing teachers' practice. I hope that, by providing specific examples of tactics for the more able, of tactics for pupils with learning difficulties, and of more general classroom strategies, the book will directly help teachers to extend their repertoire of action in the classroom. More importantly, I hope that by relating these ideas to broad theoretical frameworks, the book will encourage teachers to consider ways of modifying the suggested approaches to suit their own national or local situations, without losing sight of the relevant principles. The emphasis of this chapter is therefore on the essential part that teachers have to play in creating solutions to the problems of differentiated teaching that are appropriate to their own professional context.

Any book of this kind has to be selective in its content. The principle which has guided selection in this case is that change in provision in schools rests on teacher attitudes towards the differences amongst pupils, and teacher knowledge of appropriate tactics and strategies for responding to such differences. I hope that Chapters 3 and 4 will have some direct effect in broadening teachers' repertoire of tactics and strategies; I hope that these chapters, together with the more general context provided by Chapters 2 and 5, will have some influence on attitudes.

As emphasised in Chapter 5, I do not pretend that this book provides ready-made answers. However, I hope that it will stimulate enquiry on the part of teachers. This may be informal trial of individual tactics, or a full-scale action research study of a teaching strategy, or something between these two extremes. It is through such enquiry that teachers will construct their own understanding and develop their own skills, in ways that are sensitive to general principles and to the particular contexts of their own schools. I acknowledge that this process is demanding at a time when so many demands are placed on teachers' time and energy. I would argue, however, that there is no alternative—that professional development can never be handed over through a lecture, or course, or book, that it has to be constructed in context. I am confident that teachers will want to engage in the process.
CHAPTER 2

Different pupils, different responses

The focus

This book addresses the question of how science teachers in mainstream secondary schools can meet the educational needs of all their pupils. It therefore parallels the emphasis on differentiating teaching to match the characteristics of individual pupils which is apparent in much of the recent educational change in England and Wales. This emphasis can be traced through numerous HMI reports (e.g. HMI, 1978, 1979, 1982), through policy documents such as ‘Science 5-16’ (DES and Welsh Office, 1985b), through the concern over differentiation in the GCSE criteria (DES and Welsh Office, 1985a), through much of the background to the National Curriculum (e.g. DES and Welsh Office, 1989a; NCC, 1989a, b 1991), through the TVEI initiative (DES and Welsh Office, 1991a) and through the criteria of the Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (DES and Welsh Office, 1989c).

Throughout, and especially in Chapter 3, I shall be directly concerned with those pupils whose educational needs are sufficiently extreme or unusual to be designated ‘special’ but I will argue that these special needs can best be met when a general concern for individual differences is uppermost in teachers’ thinking. However, I will not deal with pupils with the most severe educational disabilities such as the profoundly and multiply handicapped who are, at present, very rarely found in mainstream schools. Also, within the special needs field, I shall be particularly concerned with learning difficulties and with high ability. This is not completely to exclude pupils who have medical conditions, or physical or sensory handicaps: it is merely to focus on trying to understand and respond to the learning difficulties and the learning opportunities that may be associated with their conditions. Nor is it to exclude pupils who have behavioural difficulties: again it is to focus on the consequences for learning which follow from the behavioural repertoire which they adopt. In short, with regard to these sub-groups of pupils within the special needs field, the book is concerned with enhancing learning and not with means of dealing directly with the physical or medical condition in the classroom, or of managing the disruptive behaviour as such. These are admitted highly arbitrary limitations. The teacher has to deal with pupils as complete individuals and, in practice, cannot choose to attend to just one aspect of their individuality. Nevertheless, I hope that the book will be helpful in the area which it addresses, and that teachers will find that it supplements other texts (e.g. Male and Thompson, 1985; Gray and Richer, 1988) which deal with the areas which are not covered here.

Before we can seriously consider ways in which we might respond, as science teachers, to the individual differences amongst our pupils, and especially to those differences which relate to learning, we should take time to analyse exactly how pupils differ. That is the purpose of the present chapter.
Kinds of differences amongst pupils

At an anecdotal level we can quickly convince ourselves that there are differences of many kinds. In a class of 12-year olds, Lucy was quite capable of discussing possible causes of pollution, but revealed that she had no understanding of the concept of ‘between’. ‘The factory is between the two towns’ had no meaning for her. I wondered how much of our lessons passed her by and marvelled at the fact that she had acquired so much understanding in spite of her patchwork of basic concepts. Michael was short of confidence and spent most of the time allocated for doing immaculate drawings in answer to the first question rather than risking his hand at later questions which he felt he might not be able to do. I was as surprised as he was at what he could actually achieve when given sufficient support to risk the attempt, and was concerned that it was so difficult to spend enough time with him to help him at the appropriate moment. Graham was full of good scientific ideas which he could communicate very clearly when he spoke about them, but his written work was slow and laboured, his spelling was chaotic and he quickly lost interest when required to write his ideas down. I wondered whether, at 15, he would still be willing to engage in lessons or whether assessments based so much on written work would have succeeded in fooling him (and us) into thinking that he was not really very good at science. John’s writing was so large that it was impossible for him to draw up a table or label a diagram since he could never fit what he wanted to write into the space available. The difficulty with diagrams was a nuisance, but the problem with tables meant that he was not really getting a sense of how useful they could be as a means of recording and communicating information.

At the same time, in a different class of 13-year olds, Sarah was able to predict, entirely on her own initiative, that reversing the current in a motor effect experiment must reverse the force on the wire carrying that current. She had already shown by experiment that reversing the magnetic field reversed the force, and she recognised that reversing the current was the topological equivalent of reversing the field. Her argument is summarised in Figure 2.1. Even to those who do not recognise the physics, the abstract nature of Sarah’s argument is impressive. I was left with a worry that most of what I was to teach Sarah for the rest of the year would be unchallenging for her in that it was focussed on specific examples of physical phenomena and largely ignored the abstract principles which serve to draw these examples together. It seemed clear, however, that these principles were the things that really interested her.

As these anecdotes suggest, any assessment of differences amongst pupils, that we might make in order to plan teaching for specific pupils, will have to be based on detailed knowledge of the individual pupils themselves. However, in thinking more generally about ways of conceptualising our approach it can be helpful to look for some broad categories of difference. Having the range of categories in mind can be helpful in extending the scope of our investigations of a given pupil, and understanding the nature of each category can help us to avoid fundamentally inappropriate responses to a pupil.

In an earlier publication (McIntyre and Postlethwaite, 1989), we argued that there were several kinds of differences amongst pupils. We labelled these as:

- educational differences
- psychological differences
- physical differences
- social differences in classrooms
- socio-economic and cultural differences

and argued that, in relation to each, it was important to think about their relevance to the classroom, their stability, where the locus of control lies, how pervasive the differences are, and what value judgements are made about the differences. It is on these issues that the rest of this chapter is focused.
Figure 2.1 Sarah’s argument about forces on currents in magnetic fields.

Experiment shows there is a force to the left, on the wire XY.

Experiment shows that the force is reversed when the magnets are reversed. Gravity plays no part, so the direction of the force will be unaffected by turning the whole experiment upside down by rotating it around the force axis. Therefore in (c) the force must still be to the right.

Note that rotating the power supply will place the positive terminal at the back. The set up is therefore just the same as (a), but with just the current reversed. Therefore, reversing the current alone must reverse the force.
Educational differences can be described as differences in what pupils already know, understand and can do in relation to the issue which is the subject of a planned education experience. The particular thing to note about educational differences is that they necessarily have a direct bearing on pupils' future learning. Since the very notion of learning implies modifying or extending what has already been learnt, differences in existing knowledge, understanding and skill must affect how readily and effectively a pupil can learn new material or new ways of doing things. Even rote learning of a spelling is impossible if that spelling is already known, or if letter names are not yet known. Meaningful learning of the concept of acceleration cannot be achieved without previous mastery, or concurrent teaching, of the concept of speed, and preferably that of velocity. Teaching about the role of density in explaining floating cannot be fully effective unless the pupil's personal explanation of why things float is understood, for only then can the teacher know what learning experiences might be appropriate either to support the child's view or to challenge it. This crucial point, that educational differences will affect learning, is not at all dependent on any particular theory of how learning takes place, but is simply a consequence of the meaning of the word 'learning' itself.

It may not be obvious how the teacher should take account of such things, but it is obvious that, to enable all pupils to learn as effectively as possible, the teacher must do so. This view is emphasised in Ausubel's (1968) much quoted remark: 'The most important single factor influencing learning is what the learner already knows.' It also forms the basis of Bloom's (1976) Theory of Mastery Learning which we discuss at length later in this book. There can therefore be no doubt that educational differences exist, and that they are highly relevant to the teacher's task. We would argue that this relevance arises directly out of the nature of education: it does not have to be demonstrated empirically.

Of course, much is already known of the variation in pupils' knowledge, understanding and skill in the area of science. Existing research findings from the Assessment of Performance Unit (APU), and from the wide range of studies of pupils' alternative frameworks can give some insights into the things pupils of a particular age are likely to know and be able to do, and into the things which are likely to cause them difficulties. The findings can also alert teachers to the range of likely differences amongst pupils.

We shall summarise some of these findings below. However, it is helpful first to draw attention to some of their limitations for our present purposes. In guiding a teacher's actions, nothing can substitute for direct investigation of the knowledge base of the individual pupils in a given class. This is particularly so if we are interested in individual children with special needs as their knowledge base might be expected to be varied and (like Lucy's) rather unexpected. There is also the point that the full range of pupils with special educational needs have rarely been the focus of the kinds of research mentioned above. For example, the APU survey specifically excluded pupils 'in special schools or in units designated as special within normal schools' (APU, 1982) from their enquiry, though by random sampling pupils in a representative sample of mainstream schools they clearly gained information about the largest part of the special needs group (the 'Warnock 18 per cent'). It is clear, therefore, that a teacher with concern for pupils with special educational needs would not want to rely exclusively on generalised research findings in planning how to respond to the whole range of individual differences.
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amongst the pupils in their class. Nevertheless, such findings can serve as useful starting points for direct individual investigation on the part of the teacher.

Pupils' knowledge, understanding and skills

Children differ in what they know, understand and can do. One useful source of insights into these differences can be found in the series of reports from the APU (1989). In science, the assessment framework used to structure the APU survey covered the following areas (the labels for the APU categories are shown in parentheses):

- the assimilation of information presented in a variety of forms (1a)
- the communication, in various formats, of information and of the results of experiments (1b and c; 5c)
- the use of apparatus (2a, b and c) and observation (3a, b and c)
- the interpretation and application of scientific ideas, sometimes in circumstances where knowledge of taught science is not required (4a, b and c), sometimes where it is (4d and e)
- the design (5a, b and c) and performance (6) of investigations

This framework can be seen as consistent with views on the nature of science as a form of knowledge in which the experimental test for truth, and the characteristic ways of working, stand alongside the key concepts of the subject and the patterns of relationship amongst them in defining the nature of the subject area (Hirst and Peters, 1970). It does, however, emphasise the skills and techniques often referred to as the processes of science, rather than the concepts. The APU framework is also consistent with parts of current GCSE examination criteria (DES and Welsh Office, 1985a) and with elements of the formal definition of science in the National Curriculum (DES and Welsh Office, 1989b, 1991b), both of which it predates. However, it is not based on any particular theoretical model of pupils' learning in science.

The APU science reports can therefore be expected to give an interesting picture of the range of pupils' understanding of some parts of the content of science and, particularly, to show the kinds of strengths and weaknesses that pupils might display in carrying out the processes and skills of scientific investigation. This proves to be the case. For example, the report on 15-year olds (APU, 1988) shows that, in relation to Category 1, most pupils, including the least able, could identify the tallest person from a bar chart of heights of individuals, identify the food with the most protein from pie charts of the composition of different foods and indicate the time of day when the temperature was highest from a line graph. However, average and less-able 15-year olds had difficulty when graph interpretation required scale interpolation, when two or more quantities had to be manipulated arithmetically or when graphs were superimposed.

On many tasks involving the use of apparatus (Category 2): 'The lasting impression . . . is of positive achievement'. (APU, 1988, p. 52) However, APU also showed that, when readings from instruments involved interpolation, or when use of decimals to two places were required, many pupils had considerable difficulties in coming to correct answers. Furthermore, APU showed that boys were more competent than girls. We should, of course, be cautious of interpreting this as a difference in aptitude between the genders. The attitudes and expectations of adults regarding boys and girls, and the different opportunities they offer to them as youngsters, may be just as likely as explanations of the differences in attainment that the two groups show in use of apparatus.

In terms of making and interpreting observations (Category 3), only the most able were found to look beyond single observations even when the question cued them to do so. Less able pupils tended not to explain their observations, or to make explicit their interpretation of those observations. Interestingly, on this category, girls tended to perform better than boys.

In response to questions in Category 4, which required pupils to interpret presented information, less able pupils tended to score badly.
However, the report states (With original emphasis) (p. 74):

... the failure of less able pupils to score may not be in some cases through innate incapacity to 'interpret' the information. Question-writing strategies which produce a greater involvement in the data, and which indicate broadly what kinds of methods and responses are indicated, can allow the deployment of competencies otherwise unused.

In this comment APU have gone beyond mapping pupil differences which the teacher might wish to take into account in planning teaching for all pupils, and have suggested ways in which he or she might structure support, during assessment and during normal teaching, for those who have the particular difficulty which has been identified. This is a useful example of the way in which the information summarised in this section might be used by teachers, and we shall return to ideas like this in later chapters.

As expected, the APU report also gives specific insights into pupils' understanding of some concepts. For example, in the context of questions on combustion, it appeared that only about half the pupils in the topmost of five, equal-sized performance groups (defined on the basis of pupils' total scores in APU test packages) had a clear enough grasp of the concepts to be able to elucidate quantitative aspects of the topic. Even though the questions did not require pupils to engage in actual calculations, all four remaining performance groups were similar in their inability to comment correctly on the quantitative outcomes of combustion. (For example, in all the lower four groups, the modal response to a question about phosphorus burning in a closed container of air was that there would be a mass decrease.) The report suggests that this profile of performance also applied to other concepts. Even the highest performing group seemed to experience difficulty in transferring their understanding of the concept of combustion to the (relatively) novel situation of the petrol engine.

Given the emphasis in recent science education on the teaching of concepts, it is perhaps surprising that '... understanding of the concepts of taught science represents the area of lowest competence' (APU, 1988, p. 85). It is, perhaps, wise to note that the report warns of the difficulty of making valid generalisations about pupils' conceptual understanding on the basis of the kinds of tests used by APU. Nevertheless, APU's suggestions that this understanding could be improved by a '... reduced conceptual burden' and by '... diversity of illustration and application' (APU, 1988, p. 85) are helpful insights to which we shall return later.

In planning investigations (Category 5), pupils of all abilities tended to perform better on questions about handling variables than on questions about a range of operational details of an experiment. However, this difference was particularly marked for pupils in the bottom two performance groups. The questions on operational details required pupils to visualise an experimental activity describing how measurements might be taken, or what sequences of action might be needed, whereas the questions about specific variables were more clear cut. It is also interesting that, asked to identify variables that needed to be controlled, most pupils (including most of the least able pupils) could identify one variable. Able and less able pupils differed in their ability to identify more than one control variable. APU interpret this as showing that able pupils had a '... more sophisticated conceptual model of the situation.' However, questions about whether particular variables were relevant to an investigation or not seemed to be more uniformly answered across the whole range of pupil ability. Another finding in this category was that linguistic difficulties sometimes made it difficult to be sure that pupils extracted from questions the meaning that was intended by the question writers, and to be sure that markers were clear of the meanings which pupils intended in their answers. In some situations APU felt that interviews might be necessary if detailed maps of pupils' thinking were to be obtained.

The APU survey of pupils' ability to conduct practical investigations (Category 6) revealed that 'a very large majority' of pupils could work along logically sensible lines when investigating one
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dependent and one independent variable, and that just under half could deal with situations involving two independent variables. Control of variables was attempted, to some extent, by ‘almost all pupils’, though they were not always able to discuss the control steps which they had been observed to take and may have been simply ‘keeping everything the same’, rather than identifying relevant variables which needed to be controlled. To conduct an investigation, pupils needed to translate a general question such as ‘Which is the best paper towel?’ into a question about a variable that could be measured or observed. APU found that reformulation of the problem into one involving a quantitative measurement caused difficulty for many 15-year olds, that repetition of readings was undertaken by considerably less than half the pupils, with systematic repetition being a feature of less than 10 per cent of observed investigations, but that choice and use of apparatus was often appropriate. Generally more able pupils were observed to ‘perform better in a fairly uniform manner across the aspects of tasks studied’. However, where tasks gave less able pupils opportunities to engage in simple concrete activities that closely matched the formal structure of a well-designed experiment (e.g. when they were offered springs of equal length but varying diameter, and springs of varying length and equal diameter, and were asked to investigate factors affecting how quickly a load bobs up and down) their ability to discuss that formal structure after carrying out the practical work was quite similar to that of more able pupils. Where manipulative complexity prevented less able pupils from engaging in practical exploration, their ability to discuss the formal structure of the experiment was less than that of their more able peers.

These brief comments on the findings of APU do nothing to map the richness of the surveys, but they do give some insight into the kind of information that can be acquired by reading the full range of reports that have been produced. Such information is clearly of considerable help to science teachers in indicating the kinds of variation that might be associated with ability differences in a class of a particular age, and the kinds of work that could be expected to give difficulty for some groups of pupil. It can clearly provide clues to how the teacher might then respond. However, it is helpful to repeat the point made at the beginning of this section: namely that general information of this kind can never replace the need for individual investigation of pupils’ attainments, especially where pupils with special educational needs are concerned. It is also important to remember that the APU findings relate to the particular context of science education that existed at the time the surveys were carried out around the beginning of the 1980s. That context has changed considerably in the meantime and pupils patterns of attainment may well have changed as a result.

Pupils’ alternative frameworks

In science in particular, the notion of pupils’ alternative frameworks has become another important source of insight into possible educational differences amongst pupils. The idea of alternative frameworks does have a strong theoretical base which lies in the Personal Construct Psychology of Kelly (1955). The frameworks arise as pupils strive to construct their own meaning for, and understanding of, the experiences that they have. These personal, perhaps idiosyncratic, frameworks are then used by pupils to explain and predict phenomena that they encounter. The frameworks, which may not be at all similar to accepted scientific explanations, do nevertheless work for the pupil who has constructed them. At least, they work in the, perhaps limited, range of circumstances in which the pupil usually operates. These personally constructed frameworks interact with more widely accepted ‘scientific’ explanations offered by teachers, and can affect how the pupil responds to the things that the teacher says. Since the alternative frameworks usually serve the pupil concerned quite well, they may not readily be displaced by the teacher’s explanations, especially as these are often more complex. The pupil’s personal framework may be particularly resistant to change because it generally provides more or
less successful predictions within the context that the pupil normally operates, whereas to appreciate the greater range of application of the teacher's explanation, the pupil has to consider situations which she does not normally encounter. The greater power of the formal explanation may therefore be seen as a small advantage which is greatly outweighed by the increased difficulty of the ideas.

Various summaries and discussions of work in this field exist (e.g. Driver, 1983; Gilbert and Watts, 1983; Osborne and Freyberg, 1985). Interestingly, some of the investigations of alternative frameworks have been based on data derived from the APU surveys we have discussed above. These data have been re-analysed, and sometimes extended by use of additional questions focussed more specifically on the alternative frameworks issue. Other investigations have been based on completely independent data, sometimes collected by interview with pupils, rather than tests as such.

We cannot hope to give a comprehensive view of the results of this work here. Nevertheless, it might be helpful to indicate something of the nature of pupils' alternative frameworks by reference to one or two examples. For instance, Osborne and Freyberg have reported that, in answer to a multiple-choice format question about a candle burning in daylight, some 60 per cent of a sample of 144 12-year olds who had not studied light in any formal way stated that the light stayed on the candle, whereas about 20 per cent stated that the light came out until it hit something. In response to a similar question about a candle burning in the dark, about 10 per cent of the 12-year olds thought that light stayed on the candle, whereas about 20 per cent stated that the light came out until it hit something. In response to a similar question about a candle burning in the dark, about 10 per cent of the 12-year olds thought that light stayed on the candle, and nearly 50 per cent felt that it came out until it hit something. While the proportion of correct answers to both questions was greater for a sample of 235 13-year olds who had studied light, the misconception that light stayed on the candle during the day was persistent: just over 40 per cent of pupils continued to give this answer. Similar multiple-choice questions revealed that less than 40 per cent of a sample of 17-year olds thought that bubbles in boiling water contained steam; about 35 per cent thought they were hydrogen or oxygen, about 20 per cent thought they were air, and a few pupils thought they were 'heat'. Osborne and Freyberg go on to discuss pupils' views of the concepts 'living', 'plant' and 'animal', and their ideas about electric current, force, motion under gravity, evaporation and burning. (They also provide a table of over 80 references to papers giving a fuller picture of the work that has been done, mainly in the area of the physical sciences.)

Similar examples can be found in the collection of papers edited by Archenhold et al. (1980) and in Driver et al. (1985). Of course, as in the case of the APU results, we might expect that pupils who experience a different science curriculum at school will acquire different alternative explanations for phenomena, for one influence on children's thinking is likely to be the formal science teaching which they receive. We might tentatively predict that children in the UK will soon have rather different alternative frameworks from those which are currently reported in the literature because of the increased significance of science in the primary school curriculum following the introduction of the National Curriculum. However, Driver et al. (1985) offers some interesting general comments about such frameworks which may well represent a more fundamental insight into children's thinking, and which may hold true across a range of science teaching contexts. These general comments may be particularly helpful in guiding teachers' exploration of individual pupils' concepts and in planning responses to them. Driver and her colleagues reported that:

- children tend to be dominated by the perceptual features of a situation rather than to emphasise underlying concepts (thus sugar disappears in water, rather than continuing to exist as dispersed particles too small to see)
- they tend to focus on one aspect of a situation rather than on all relevant changes (cf. Piaget's notion of centring)
- they tend to concentrate on characteristics of situations which change rather than on aspects which remain fixed, and may fail to apply ideas derived in changing situations to steady state ones (e.g. forces may be recognised in...
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connection with motion but be ignored in statics problems)
- they tend to think in terms of linear change and may find it difficult to think of two-way or multi-way interactions (e.g. energy input to cause melting is much more readily accepted than energy release during freezing; reversible chemical change and equilibrium are more difficult to understand than one-way processes)
- they tend to use a single concept which includes elements from a range of scientific concepts and to use it in a rather undifferentiated way (e.g. electrical power is used with a meaning which includes parts of the concepts of current, charge and potential difference)
- they sometimes use different ideas to explain essentially the same phenomenon if that phenomenon is presented in rather different contexts, but they also have some favourite ideas which influence the nature of their thinking in a range of situations

It is easy to see that this kind of insight into the general nature of children's thinking, and into the kind of differences that might exist in the frameworks used by different individuals in connection with scientific phenomena, could be of enormous benefit to the science teacher if appropriate ways of responding to them could be developed. For our present purposes the two most important points which emerge from this field are first that there are insights available into pupils' alternative frameworks, and secondly that these frameworks will necessarily affect pupils' learning as, once formed, they can be quite resistant to change.

PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES

Another important category of variation amongst pupils is that of psychological differences. This includes quantitative differences amongst pupils in such general cognitive characteristics as intelligence, and in specific abilities such as spatial or mathematical abilities, as well as qualitative differences amongst them in such areas as their feelings about a subject and about themselves as learners of that subject, their Piagetian stage of development, their preferred cognitive styles, and the ways in which they seek to explain their own successes and failures.

It is probably true to say that all psychological characteristics which are subject to quantitative measurement are held by different people to different degrees. Indeed, characteristics which showed no variation would have no predictive power and would therefore be of only limited interest. It is this question of predictive power that makes psychological differences interesting to educationalists. If variation on a given characteristic can be shown to be related to pupils' different levels of success in learning in the school environment, then teachers might find knowledge of pupils' scores on that characteristic of value in planning their teaching. The crucial point here is that any relationship between the characteristic and the pupils' learning has to be established empirically: there is no logically inescapable reason to prevent a pupil with low IQ, say, from learning any skill or concept if an appropriate way of teaching that skill or concept to that pupil is devised. If experiment does show a link between IQ and learning, then we might be wise to take
account of IQ in our educational planning, but in doing so we should bear in mind that the link can only be assumed to hold in the circumstances in which the experiment was done. It is perfectly logical to look for different ways of teaching that might break that link. An unfavourable score on any psychological characteristic may therefore alert us to the need to deal with a pupil in a different way, but it is not a trap which condemns that pupil to poor levels of performance whatever we, as teachers, do to help.

Given this view of psychological differences, it may be helpful to discuss some examples and to indicate something of what is known of their links to educational outcomes. We will begin with several kinds of difference in which people hold given attributes to varying degrees; we will then consider other ‘qualitative’ psychological differences where it is the nature of the attribute itself which varies from person to person; finally we will consider some differences derived from information processing models.

**General intelligence**

An important psychological characteristic is that of general intelligence. This concept relates to the commonsense observation that some people are generally more ‘intelligent’ than others, in the sense that they engage in behaviour, across a wide range of activities, which tends to be effective in solving problems and leading them to the goals which they desire. More formally, the concept of general intelligence rests on the positive correlations that exist between an individual’s results on a range of tests, each of which is designed to cover one of several problem types. General intelligence can therefore be identified with the general factor which can be derived from results on that range of tests through the statistical procedure known as factor analysis (Child, 1981). Sometimes a set of factors, rather than a single general factor, can be generated by factor analysis of test results, but where these are non-orthogonal, they can themselves be subjected to factor analysis, often resulting in a second order factor which can then be interpreted as general intelligence (Sternberg, 1985). General intelligence can therefore be taken as nothing more than an empirical construct summarising test correlations. It can, however, be seen as a consequence of the notion that certain components of intelligence (particularly some of those metacomponents such as planning, monitoring and evaluating, which serve an executive function in intelligent behaviour) come into play in a very wide range of tasks and therefore encourage a common performance level for an individual on all such tasks (Sternberg, 1985).

IQ tests, which provide measures of general intelligence, certainly reveal differences in this characteristic amongst people. Indeed, the fact that they are constructed so that they have a given standard deviation implies that differences between people are central to the very notion of the IQ test. The empirical evidence for the educational significance of general intelligence comes mainly from studies which reveal the power of IQ in predicting pupils' later performance on educationally important tasks. For example, Zigler and Seitz (1982) state that (p. 598),

Despite the many shortcomings of an IQ score, no other measure has been found to be related to so many other behaviours of theoretical and practical significance.

They go on to quote correlations of 0.70 between IQ and school performance, without indicating exactly what aspects of school performance they were reporting on. Vernon (1957) does, however, give quite specific correlations between IQ and School Certificate results: 0.51 (mathematics); 0.50 (English); 0.39 (chemistry). These figures clearly suggest that IQ has relevance to learning in schools.

The existence of this link between IQ and performance in school is important. It is, however, equally important to note several other things about it:

- even a correlation of 0.70 leaves just over 50 per cent of the variance in the respective area of school work unaccounted for, so IQ does matter, but so do other things unrelated to IQ
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- in some subject areas the correlation is not as big as those quoted above (biology: IQ = 0.12; art: IQ = -0.02; Vernon, 1957)
- although correlations between IQ and school performance are often high, correlations between IQ and 'everyday performance in life in the postschool period' are small - perhaps about 0.20 (McClelland, 1973)
- IQ itself is not a fixed characteristic for individual pupils: it can be altered through training programmes such as Instrumental Enrichment (Feuerstein, 1980)
- even where large correlations do exist they can only be assumed to apply in the teaching and learning situations that were experienced by the pupils who were studied; in other situations the links could be much weaker
- correlations should not be taken to imply causative links; IQ and achievement may be correlated, but high or low IQ may not be the cause of high or low performance in school

These points reinforce, for IQ, the general statement which was made about psychological differences above: an unfavourable score on an IQ test may alert us to the need to deal with a pupil in a different way, but it is not a trap which condemns that pupil to poor levels of performance whatever we, as teachers, may do to help.

Specific abilities

We indicated above that general intelligence can be related to the common variance of scores from a range of tests. However, some psychologists place much more importance on those elements of the variance in test scores which are not common and consequently derive models of intelligence in which several specific abilities play a significant, and sometimes dominant, part. An early version of this approach was that of Thurstone which resulted in a model consisting of nine 'Primary Mental Abilities', such as Verbal Comprehension, Number Facility and Perceptual Speed (Thurstone, 1938). A highly elaborate version exists in the 'Structure of Intellect' (SI) Model developed by Guilford (1959, 1967) in which 120 different specific abilities were postulated and the notion of general ability was rejected. Guilford has subsequently updated the model: he now predicts 150 abilities and claims to have demonstrated the existence of 105 of them (Guilford, 1977, 1982). Some argue that Guilford’s model is little more than a statistical artifact (Eysenck, 1967), but there does seem to be some acceptance of the idea of specific abilities, even if their exact structure is still a matter for debate.

Given such models, it is not surprising that a test of any specific component of intelligence reveals individual variation on that component, and that sets of tests covering a range of components reveal different profiles of scores for different pupils. The educational significance of these profiles has, of course, to be established empirically.

Guilford has shown that some 20 abilities within his SI Model are closely related to school performance, and that, where individual pupils have strengths on some SI abilities, these can be used to help them to raise their performance on other abilities within the model on which they showed weaknesses. This clearly has potential for the teacher seeking ways to help pupils improve performance across the range of demands placed upon them in school.

The educational significance of other ways of charting specific abilities have also been explored. For example, some specific abilities can be measured by the Differential Aptitude Test (DAT) battery which provides score on sub-tests such as Verbal Reasoning, Space Relations, Mechanical Reasoning, and Language Usage (Bennett et al., 1974). Denton and Postlethwaite (1985) investigated the relationship between 13-year old pupils' scores on these DAT sub-tests and performance of those same pupils at age 16 in public examinations in four subject areas. The pupils' scores on the DAT sub-tests were related to subsequent O-level scores in English, French, physics and mathematics through the process of stepwise multiple regression. In each subject area the statistical procedure generated a 'prediction equation' consisting of the weighted combination of DAT
results that was found to be the best predictor for the O-level score in that subject. Different sub-tests were found to feature in each of the four prediction equations indicating that different DAT profiles were related to high performance in these four subjects. Interestingly, in each subject, the weighted combination of appropriate DAT scores provided a better prediction of O-level score than did IQ alone.

Individual sub-tests of the DAT battery have been shown to be predictive of post-school performance in specific tasks. Otherwise, all the points made in relation to the educational significance of IQ continue to apply in relation to specific abilities.

**Personality, motivation and attitudes**

Although some theories of personality emphasise the individualistic nature of personality attributes (see, for example, the psychoanalytic theories of the Freudian school), others (e.g. Eysenck, 1953; Cattell, 1965, 1970) are concerned with placing individuals at an appropriate point along a predetermined dimension or trait. Using a factor analytical approach similar to that used to develop multidimensional models of intelligence, Eysenck identified two main personality dimensions: ‘extroversion–introversion’ which relates to how socially outgoing a person is, and ‘neuroticism–stability’ which relates to a person’s tendency to be anxious. Similar methodology led Cattell to propose a model with 16 personality factors but these were intercorrelated. Two of the main categories into which Cattell’s factors can be grouped were concerned with extroversion and anxiety. Therefore, in terms of the dimensions of personality, the differences between Cattell’s and Eysenck’s models are not very great (Cohen and Manion, 1981).

The relationship between school performance and personality traits of these kinds are not straightforward, but they have been shown to exist. Cohen and Manion (1981) point out that the link between ‘extroversion–introversion’ and performance is age related. Below the age of about 14, extroverts performed better than introverts; above about 14, the relationship was reversed. Evidence for a link between the dimension of ‘neuroticism–stability’ and performance is less clear cut but can be inferred from experiments which have shown that performance within a given teaching style can depend on pupils’ levels of anxiety: Seiber et al. (1977) showed that in a teaching style that placed considerable reliance on students’ memories, anxious pupils did less well than those who showed lower levels of anxiety. It is interesting that in teaching styles imposing lower memory loads the differences in performance between students of different levels of anxiety were not in evidence. This is a nice example of our assertion that evidence for a link between a psychological characteristic and school performance in one context should not be regarded as evidence for an inevitable link in all contexts.

Clearly, then, personality differences can have effects on educational attainment, though the precise nature of those effects is complex. Clearly, too, teachers can act in ways which will reduce the disadvantage which appears to be suffered by pupils with some personality traits.

Closely related to the personality traits discussed above are aspects of motivation. The motives underlying human activity have been very differently conceived in different theories. Weiner (1985) divides such theories into three broad groups. The first of these comprises psychoanalytic and drive theories which argue that actions are taken to reduce tension or satisfy needs. Weiner states that such models place relatively little weight on any cognitive processes that might be involved in stimulating behaviour. Weiner’s second group includes theories such as Atkinson’s Theory of Achievement Motivation which, he argues, have a much greater cognitive content in that they assume that humans are motivated by the value they place on certain goals and the expectations they have that given behaviour will lead towards those goals. Weiner’s third group includes personal construct theory, attribution theory and the humanistic theories of Maslow and Rogers which explain motivation in terms of people’s striving for understanding of themselves and their environment, and for what Maslow
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describes as self-actualisation (i.e. striving for self awareness, self acceptance, spontaneity, creativity, etc.).

The place of individual differences in motivational theory is complex. Weiner (1985) reports, for example, that psychologists pursuing psychoanalytic and drive theories paid much less attention to individual differences than did Atkinson for whom such differences were highly significant.

Where individual differences have been regarded as psychologically important (e.g. in connection with the concept of ‘need for achievement’ (nAch)) it is important to ask if they have any educational significance. This has been investigated, but the results prove to be somewhat complex. Links between nAch scores and educational performance have certainly been found (McClelland, 1955; Raynor, 1970), but sometimes links between nAch and achievement have not appeared in experiments designed to detect them. Lavin (1965) provides a useful review of some of these studies. One possible reason for the conflicting results is that achievement is affected by so many factors that great variation can be expected amongst people with similar nAch scores (Weiner, 1985). Another is that the profile of students’ nAch and anxiety scores taken together may offer a better predictor of achievement than either of these characteristics taken separately (Cronbach and Snow, 1977).

Need for achievement, particularly in association with anxiety, may therefore be an educationally relevant psychological difference. It is, however important to note that most of the detailed work on nAch is based on male subjects, and that where females are studied, data appear to show less systematic relationships. This serves only to reinforce our major conclusion that links between motivation and educational performance are unusually complex. This can also be confirmed by reference to literature on the educational implications of other motivational dimensions such as ‘need for affiliation’ (Cronbach and Snow, 1977).

In Chapter 3, I will outline some possible tactics for the teacher who is trying to respond to individual differences in motivation amongst pupils and will draw on the different theoretical models of motivation in doing so. At this point it is perhaps worth stressing that the established complexity of the field raises doubts about simplistic ideas for teaching methods that may support less motivated pupils (e.g. by simply making the material or lesson more interesting or, in a general sense, more relevant to adult life), and suggests that, although these may be necessary elements in a teacher’s response they will not, alone, enable us to respond fully to pupils to this kind.

The preceding discussion has been linked to the various psychological models of personality and motivation. A brief, and more pragmatic discussion of studies which have demonstrated the educational significance of individual differences in pupils’ attitudes will now be given. I shall mention attitudes to a specific subject, to school in general and attitudes towards self as a learner.

Pupils’ attitudes towards a subject can be assessed by questionnaire asking such things as how much they would like to continue with study of that subject, and what they like or dislike about it. Such attitude scores have been correlated with achievement in the same subject, typical results being correlations of the order of 0.3–0.4 (Bloom, 1976). Such results imply that these attitudinal scores can account for 10–20 per cent of the variance in achievement. In the specific context of science, Ormerod and Duckworth (1975) have produced a detailed review of research on pupils’ attitudes and leave their reader in no doubt about the educational relevance of pupils’ attitudes to the subject.

Bloom (1976) also reported that correlations of the order of 0.3–0.4 were found between pupils’ general attitude to school and their academic achievements. Of course it is possible that attitudes to school could be influenced by ability factors which themselves relate (as we have seen) to performance. One could, for example, speculate on a mechanism in which high ability leads to early success in school which in turn generates high levels of later performance and favourable attitudes. It is therefore particularly interesting to find that attitude scores have been found to have predictive validity for academic achievement over
and above any that might be accounted for through such links. Denton and Postlethwaite (1985) related pupil characteristics at 13 to subsequent performance in O-level examinations at 16. The measures of specific cognitive abilities provided by the Differential Aptitude Test battery were part of the set of 13-year olds' characteristics that were used in this study and their links to examination performance have already been discussed. However, a set of attitude scales, originally developed for primary school children by Barker-Lunn (1970), and later modified by Ferri (1971) for secondary age pupils, were also included. These were found to enter in to some of the multiple regression equations linking 13-year-old characteristics and 16-year-old performance. For example, the attitude 'Relationship with Teacher' was found to enter in to the equation predicting performance in O-level English, after the DAT scales 'Language Usage', 'Spelling' and 'Verbal Reasoning'. The significance of this finding for the present discussion is that the statistical procedure that was used would only have drawn this attitude scale into the equation, in fourth place, if the attitude contributed additional predictive power, over and above any that might have been present because of correlations between it and the DAT scales already entered. This can be interpreted as clear evidence that attitudinal variations on the part of pupils can, in their own right, be important to the teacher if he or she is to help all pupils to learn effectively.

Finally, it is interesting to ask about the educational value of individual differences in pupils' academic self-image. Bloom (1976) quotes several studies in which this has been investigated by correlating self-image scores with academic achievement. The median correlation across all studies considered for pupils in the early secondary age range was 0.49 indicating a link which should be taken seriously. There is other interesting evidence that suggests that there is a relationship, particularly for boys, between low academic self-image scores and disruptive behaviour (Gray and Richer, 1988). Behavioural outcomes are important in their own right, so irrespective of links with academic performance, there would seem to be good reason for teachers to consider this aspect of individual pupil variation.

Qualitative psychological differences

Bannister and Fransella (1980) criticise much of the study of individual differences of personality, as (p. 47)

... the study of group samenesses. Here we have focussed on the establishment of general dimensions, at some point along which all individuals can be placed, rather than on the study of the dimensions which each individual develops in order to organise their own world.

This criticism could be taken to apply to many of the other aspects of difference discussed so far in this chapter. To redress the balance, I shall now turn to some of the qualitative ways in which pupils differ. The issue here is not, 'Where does Jane lie on some predetermined dimension of personality, or understanding?', but 'In what ways do the particular characteristics of Jane's personality or understanding differ, qualitatively, from those of other people?'.

One good example of the particular structures which individuals develop to make sense of their own world is that of the alternative frameworks which pupils build to explain phenomena to themselves. We have already discussed these and argued that they should be classified as educational, rather than psychological differences, since they have direct bearing on pupils' subsequent learning. However, according to Kelly's (1955) Personal Construct Theory, pupils actively construct their own understanding of more general aspects of their world: they not only build their own models of why things float or of what is meant by political power, they also construct their own ways of thinking about friends, or teachers, or school subjects or school generally. For example, one pupil may set up a system of dimensions (constructs) to help them understand their friends in which these friends are each placed on the dimensions of 'is fun–is boring' and 'conforms–rebels'; another pupil may seek to understand the
same set of friends in terms of the single dimension 'selfish—helps others'. These two pupils do not simply disagree in quantitative terms on where a given friend lies on the dimension of conformity. Their disagreement is more fundamental; the difference between them is qualitative. One does not use the dimension of conformity at all in seeking to understand their friends' behaviour and attitudes. It would seem likely that knowledge of the differences between these two individual construct systems would be important for a teacher who wants to understand the dynamics of the peer group so as to devise activities to encourage that group to work together in ways that will maximise the learning of all the pupils involved.

Similarly, pupils' constructs of their teachers, of school subjects, or of school generally can be expected to differ, as each construct system is created by each individual in an attempt to make sense of their whole range of relevant experience. These more general constructs, and the individual differences associated with them, might sensibly be classified as psychological differences. As such, we would argue that their relevance for education needs to be demonstrated empirically. Unfortunately, though several studies of teachers' constructs of pupils exist (e.g. Wood and Naphthali, 1975; Postlethwaite, 1984; Postlethwaite and Jaspars, 1986) studies of pupils' constructs, and especially studies of the educational significance of such constructs, seem to be rare. The British Education Index, for example, catalogues 24 publications dealing with personal construct psychology in the period 1978–88, but only three of these are centrally concerned with pupils' or students' own constructs and even these tend not to be focussed on the educational significance of those constructs.

Another interesting area in which qualitative differences may exist amongst pupils is concerned with how individuals explain their own success or failure at tasks. This work, which is described as Attribution Theory (see, for example, Kelley, 1972), suggests that people explain their own success and failure in terms of causes such as ability, luck, ease or difficulty of the task, and amount of effort devoted to the task. The kinds of attributions made depend on such things as the success of others on the task (if many fail, an individual who fails is more likely to produce attributions based on task difficulty than those based on low personal ability), and the person's own record of past success (if a pupil usually succeeds but fails on a given task, the explanation of that failure is more likely to be in terms of luck or effort than ability). There is a suggestion that attributions have an ego-protective element: success is likely to be attributed to personal characteristics, failure to factors outside the individual's control.

Attempts to systematise the attributions produced by individuals have led to a three-dimensional model in which individual attributions are classified as either stable or unstable, internal or external, and controllable or uncontrollable (Weiner, 1985). As in the case of personal constructs, attributions are generated by individuals to make sense of their range of relevant experiences and of the circumstances in which these occurred. Individual differences in attribution are therefore inevitable. Some group differences have also been suggested (e.g. that boys are more likely to make external attributions of failure whereas girls are likely to attribute failure to internal causes).

It is also clear that the attributions pupils make may influence their subsequent performance. Raviv et al. (1980) has shown that advantaged pupils tended to attribute success to internal stable causes such as high ability. Continued success was therefore expected. They tended to attribute failure to internal but unstable causes such as the amount of effort put in to the task. Since this implies that future success lies within their own sphere of control (they can choose to put in more effort next time), such pupils were inclined to persist with efforts to succeed. Disadvantaged pupils tended to attribute failure to internal stable causes such as low ability and therefore expected to fail again. In such circumstances there is no logical reason why they should make any further effort. Thus pupils' attributions matter to teachers in two senses: the teachers can affect attributions that are made by the circumstances they create in their classrooms, and these attributions can affect
pupils' later engagement in the tasks the teachers set.

Other examples of qualitative differences amongst pupils lie in areas of cognitive development and cognitive style. Piaget's work on the development of thinking is well known. In his model, children pass through stages of cognitive development in the following order: the sensori-motor stage; the pre-operational stage (sub-divided into the pre-conceptual and the intuitive); the concrete operational stage (sometimes sub-divided into early and late concrete operations); the formal operational stage (again sometimes sub-divided into early and late stages). A teacher can gain a view of the stage at which pupils are functioning from the responses they make in the work they are doing. One could argue that a teacher can modify teaching to take account of these responses without the additional baggage of Piagetian theory. Doubtless there is some truth in this, but an advantage of the theory is that one can (with the caution that should always attend extrapolation) make assumptions about other aspects of a pupil's thinking once observation has enabled one to place that pupil at a particular stage.

Piaget assigned ages to the different stages, but children do not pass cleanly from one stage to another. Instead they tend to move backwards and forwards between adjacent stages, only gradually becoming more consistent in the more sophisticated thinking of the higher stage (Cohen, 1983), and even when confident in formal operations, the child may still continue to function in many day to day situations at a concrete level (Child, 1981). Also, the rate at which individual children pass through the stages varies considerably: Shayer and Adey (1981) suggest that at the age of 11 about 7 per cent of pupils will not yet be at the stage of early concrete operations, whereas at 14 years some 7 per cent will have reached the late formal stage. Thus a teacher concerned with pupils who have special educational needs, and with able pupils, may find it helpful to have an understanding of the characteristics of all Piaget's stages (except perhaps the sensori-motor stage).

In Piaget's model, pupils at the pre-conceptual stage can be thought of as dominated by particular instances. The child is dominated by their own particular point of view and does not recognise that a given scene, looked at from a different direction, would look different. General concepts are not used, and if two particular instances are seen to go together on one occasion, they are assumed to go together on all occasions. At the intuitive stage, the child tends to concentrate on one aspect of a situation rather than looking at all aspects. This 'centring' gives rise to the well-known conservation problems where a child watching one of two equal balls of plasticine being rolled out will say that the rolled one is now bigger — because it has got longer. The judgement is an intuitive one based on an assessment on one aspect, rather than a carefully reasoned one based on all aspects. At this stage the child is not capable of mentally reversing a procedure (which also contributes to the error over the plasticine, for once you see that the rolled out ball can be rolled up again you can begin to argue that there must have been no change in the amount of material).

At the stage of concrete operations, pupils can see both similarities and differences in a set of things and can put objects into order (e.g. in order of size), so meaningful classification of things becomes possible. At this stage conservation problems begin to sort themselves out, but pupils are still dominated by the particular situation confronting them at the moment and cannot see the range of other possibilities that could exist. It is at the stage of formal operations that pupils can finally work with the whole gamut of logical thought, able to distinguish reality and hypothesis and to pay proper attention to both. The distinction between pupils at the stages of concrete operations and formal operations can, perhaps, be summed up crudely but effectively in the following example. A red-headed girl is asked to consider the syllogism:

All red-heads are boys
I am a red-head
Therefore I am a boy.

If she is at the stage of concrete operations, the girl is likely to reply that the logic of the statements is faulty because she is a red-head and she is a
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girl. If she is at the stage of formal operations, the
girl is able to see past the concrete example of
her own hair colour and sex to the soundness of
the syllogism as a piece of formal thinking.

The qualitative difference in thinking implied
by these stages, and the associated development
of pupils' abilities to appreciate such things as
conservation of number, volume and mass, are
still the subject of debate amongst psychologists
(see, for example, Donaldson, 1978; Mogdil and
Mogdil, 1982), but in so far as it is possible to
assign a given pupil to a given stage, it is clearly
helpful for the teacher to take account of the char-
acteristics of thought at that stage if the pupil is
to be taught effectively. There are various sug-
gestions to guide teachers' attempts to match
teaching to pupils' Piagetian stage. These include
a detailed set of suggestions from Shayer and Adey
(1981) which are directly concerned with the
teaching of science. An alternative approach is to
attempt to accelerate pupils' progress through the
earlier stages. I shall return very briefly to this
notion in Chapter 3.

The issue of cognitive style is also about the ways
in which people think, though the focus is dif-
ferent from that of Piaget. Rather than concep-
tualising differences in terms of stages through
which individuals pass, cognitive style theorists
(like some of the investigators of personality to
whom we have already referred) have tended to
set up several bipolar dimensions along which each
person can be placed in terms of the way in which
they prefer to tackle problems. These dimensions
include field dependence-field independence,
focussing-scanning, and reflectivity-impulsivity
(Fontana, 1977) and holist-serialist (Pask, 1975).

Compared with the field-independent person,
the field-dependent person prefers to take a more
global view of what is perceived, may find it diffi-
cult to pick out an element from its surroundings,
and may have trouble remembering the details
of something with which he or she has been pre-
sented. Cronbach and Snow (1977) present some
evidence for the educational significance of field
dependence. They report a study which indicated
that field-independent boys performed best in a
didactic teaching style whereas field-dependent
boys did best in a discovery-based style. This is
consistent with the notion that field-dependent
people take a more global view of a situation.

People who are 'focusers' tend to delay form-
ing a hypothesis about something until they have
assembled enough evidence to make that hypo-
thesis quite a likely one; scanners prefer to jump
in with a hypothesis, hold on to it in the face of
further evidence and have to go back and start
again if their original idea is shown to be no longer
tenable. As Fontana (1977) points out, these dif-
ferences will matter in the classroom as scanners need
the chance to review earlier information if they
find their original idea was wrong, and focusers
may find the pace of the classroom too high to
allow them to formulate their ideas in the first
place.

Reflective children tend to be slow as they weigh
up alternative answers and are able to tolerate
long periods of indecision while this process is
worked through, impulsive children respond
quickly, but not necessarily correctly. Again there
would seem to be implications for the fast moving
work of the classroom.

Holists prefer to concern themselves with the
whole area under consideration, and to look for
interconnections and analogies amongst the vari-
ous parts, whereas serialists tend to follow the
logical connections within one aspect of the topic
to the initial exclusion of other elements of the
topic. Just as holists may fail to examine and learn
from the logical structure of subsections of a topic,
so serialists may fail to benefit from what might
be helpful analogies and tend not to form an
overall vision of the work and its relationships to
other things. Pask (1975) describes a study in which
he has shown that these learning styles relate to
learning outcomes. In particular he has shown that
people learn more effectively when they are taught
in a style which matches their preferred learning
style.

Insights from information processing models

Information processing models offer us a picture
of how people think. They are concerned with
such things as:
the ways in which we attend, selectively, to sensory input and store it in memory
the ways in which information in memory is retrieved and processed
the ways in which processing is internally supervised
the ways in which results are output in the various overt and covert modes that enable us to influence our environment

Different researchers have somewhat different notions of the details of these elements of information processing (see for example, Sternberg, 1988) and there is still much to be understood about the ways in which the elements are combined into, for example, the inductive, deductive, or creative problem solving strategies which are elements of intelligent activity. In our present context, a particularly interesting notion is that individuals may differ qualitatively in the combinations of processes which they use for, and therefore the nature of the strategies that they bring to bear on, given problems (Sternberg, 1988).

Studies related to information processing models have already revealed many characteristics of children with learning problems which could be most helpful in guiding teachers in ways of helping such children to learn more effectively. I will summarise some of these characteristics below. Many of them relate to the internal self-supervision, or monitoring, of problem solving behaviour. This is a particularly interesting area, as monitoring is an aspect of thinking which is common to all kinds of problem solving whichever other information processing elements are being employed. The monitoring process may therefore generate the common element which can be found across the range of aspects of a pupil's performance, and which gets measured as 'general intelligence'.

Borkowski et al. (1984) and Ashman (1984) report that a common finding in research on memory and problem solving is that pupils with learning difficulties sometimes have appropriate strategies to solve a problem – that they can do all the necessary component steps – but that they do not spontaneously bring these strategies into play, and do not coordinate the sequence of steps to take them through to a solution of the problem.

Sternberg (1984) quotes extensive evidence for the idea that pupils with learning difficulties do not monitor their own problem solving in effective ways. They do not keep track of where they are in the problem, do not allocate time appropriately (e.g. to planning and execution of a problem-solving approach), and do not recognise strategies which are taking them up dead ends. In some studies it has been shown that pupils will persist with a strategy even after they have been shown that it can take them nowhere, and have even altered the problem so that, in their own new terms, their flawed strategy works.

Sternberg also argues that such pupils tend not to be able to identify exactly what the problem is that they are being asked to tackle. This may be closely related to findings from other researchers (see Ashman, 1984) which have indicated that pupils with learning difficulties tend to perform less well when novel cues were embedded in the tasks they had to tackle and when they had to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant information.

Poor ability to attend to the task in hand is another characteristic of children with learning problems (Lupart and Mulcahy, 1984). A cognitive view of such shortcomings in attention is that they result from background knowledge which is insufficient, and cognitive strategies which are not sufficiently developed, to allow the pupil to focus on the task in hand. Lack of attention is therefore closely related to the inability to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant information, and is influenced by the familiarity of the task and the level of motivation which the pupil has for completing it. On this model there is a qualitative difference in the thinking of a pupil who is attending and one who is not and, since lack of attention is seen as a matter of knowledge and cognitive ability, rather than simply as a matter of will, there is clearly potential for helping pupils to be more effective in attending.

Children with learning difficulties have been shown to be less effective than their more able
peers at remembering things. This may to some extent be a structural problem, but it also appears to be related to the way in which children use their memories (Campione et al., 1982; Ashman, 1984). Ashman, for example, describes children with IQ around 70 as:

- less effective at rehearsing on input (i.e. of going over in their mind the earlier elements of a list of points to be remembered while receiving the later items)
- less inclined to chunk things together on input (e.g. would remember 1,9,2,7 as four separate numbers rather than chunking them together into a four-figure number, or a pair of two-figure numbers)
- less able to use classifications to help to cluster items when recalling them (e.g. one may recall a long list more effectively if one remembers that there are six animals and two trees in the list – the classification enable one to search for clusters of items)
- less able to make use of redundancy in material to reduce memory load (e.g. would remember 3,4,5,3,4,5,3,4,5,3,4,5 as 12 separate digits rather than four lots of 3,4,5)

Not surprising, pupils with learning difficulties have been found to be slower than other children, not only on large scale school tasks but also on quite specific cognitive functions (Sperber and McCauley, 1984). They tend to be imprecise, impulsive and non-systematic in gathering information, either from real-world observation or from books (see relevant evidence presented by Ross and Ross, 1981). They have difficulty with 'if-then' links (Byrnes and Spitz, 1977) and they find it difficult to generalise from one situation to another (see: a sequence of chapters on this topic in Brooks, 1984). They also have a poorer knowledge base than other children, both as a consequence of the characteristics described above, and perhaps as a cause of at least some of them.

A common reaction to this list of characteristics is that they seem to describe most pupils! It is probably true that most people display some of them to some extent, some of the time. The distinguishing feature of pupils with learning problems may be the depth, extent and consistency of these characteristics in their problem solving. However, the similarity with other pupils does tend to reinforce the view that there is nothing special about teaching pupils with special needs. That good teaching for them is simply good teaching. That in turn reinforces our view that proper attention to the needs of such pupils cannot be divorced from the issue of attending to the whole range of individual needs in a classroom.

Another common reaction is that the list represents a negative view of pupils with learning difficulties emphasising, as it does, what they cannot do. We accept that it is important to recognise what such pupils can do. For example, Professor Blackman has described such pupils as the ‘vanishing handicapped’ in the sense that although they have difficulties at school they often lead perfectly successful lives running jobs and personal relationships as well (or as badly) as academically far more successful pupils. His general observation is well supported by empirical data (e.g. Ashman, 1984). However, we would not accept that, even as it stands, this list of characteristics is a cause for pessimism. The key feature of many of the characteristics listed above is that there is every reason to suppose that children can be helped to change. The detailed finding from studies based on information processing models (which are merely outlined above) offer a basis for thoughtful intervention on the part of the teacher, not a rationale for despair. However, as Blackman and Lin (1984) point out, at present this is more a leap of faith than an empirically established fact.
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OTHER TYPES OF DIFFERENCES

Physical differences

In this section we will discuss physical differences amongst pupils which are the consequences of temporary injury or illness, long-term physical or sensory handicaps, or chronic medical difficulties. We suggest that it is not the more dramatic aspects of some of these conditions (for example, the diabetic coma or the epileptic seizure) that present teachers with their major professional challenge. Certainly, as teachers, we should be able to carry out routine first-aid procedures. We should know when medical help should be summoned and how this can most effectively be done in our own particular school circumstances. We should be aware of straightforward ways of reducing the likelihood of these dramatic incidents (e.g. by allowing the child with diabetes to eat in class when necessary) and of ways of reducing the seriousness of any consequences of such incidents (e.g. by assigning an adult specifically to watch over a child with epilepsy during a swimming session). We should be alert to behaviour which might be of value to the child’s doctors either in refining diagnosis or monitoring changed treatment regimes and should know how to report these observations.

Time needs to be taken to acquire the necessary knowledge and expertise about such issues in general terms. Liaison will be required with doctors, and other health professionals such as occupational therapists and speech therapists, both about these general aspects and about the particular needs of an individual pupil. In connection with particular pupils, advice will certainly be needed from the parents who are recognised as often having considerable knowledge and expertise in the day-to-day management of the physical and medical problems of their offspring. These are not trivial matters, however, neither are they enormously complex. The teacher is not expected to become a medical expert, but simply to take the kind of care that a well-informed and caring parent would. What is complex for the teacher, is how to analyse and act upon the educational and psychological differences which might be associated with physical conditions. It is these consequent educational and psychological characteristics which affect learning which are the teacher’s main professional concern.

To continue with the examples of diabetes and epilepsy, teachers need to think of how to take account of the fact that a pupil’s drug regime, while largely preventing major incidents, may have side effects which hinder learning. They also need to act on knowledge of features of the handicapping condition itself. For example, the pupil with epilepsy may have quite frequent periods of altered consciousness that pass almost unnoticed in the classroom; the pupil with diabetes may become drowsy as a result of fluctuations in blood sugar level which even the best treatment may be unable to eliminate completely. These are not dramatic consequences of the conditions or their treatment, but they may well have more bearing on the pupil’s learning than the occasional seizure (Postlethwaite and Hackney, 1988).

In more general terms, the educational differences which may be associated with physical conditions will cover aspects of what the pupil knows and understands, as well as what he or she can do. First we shall consider some ways in which physical conditions can affect what pupils know and understand. One obvious problem is that sensory handicaps will alter the range of pupil’s experiences of the world and may reduce the opportunity for them to construct their personal understanding of phenomena in the ways that teachers are likely to expect. Even if alternative ways of exploring the environment provide rich
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insights for, say, a partially-sighted pupil who has a highly-developed sense of touch, teachers may not be able to understand and use these insights, and may expect other patterns of understanding which are not readily available without the use of normal sight. A somewhat different problem accompanies a condition like arthritis which may extend the time taken up by normal routines such as dressing, may reduce the range of pleasurable play activities because of limited mobility, and may tire the child. In these ways informal learning experiences are inevitably changed and opportunities for formal learning may be reduced (if, for example, essential physiotherapy also takes place during normal school time). In consequence of problems like these, children with physical difficulties may have a different knowledge base from that of their normal peers. They may know less of some things; they may know more about others (e.g. more about issues related to their condition, more about themselves, more about interpersonal relationships, and perhaps, if their condition has provided long blocks of time which the pupil has chosen to use in reading, more about some school topics). If we are to help such children to leave school without an educational handicap to add to their physical problems, it is essential that we seek to understand what they already know and that we find ways to use what they already know, recognising that their different experiences will present us both with constraints and opportunities for encouraging learning. It is also essential that we try to provide circumstances which will enable them to build aspects of understanding which might not readily be available to them without help. Medical colleagues and parents may be able to offer guidance in where to begin on these tasks, but essentially they lie within the professional domain of the teacher.

When we think about educational differences in terms of what pupils can do, there are again some obvious implications of physical difficulties. Partial sight, or cerebral palsy might be expected to limit pupils' abilities to manipulate apparatus in a science experiment; hearing loss may have safety implications for the science laboratory. Nevertheless, through the use of special equipment such as that which might be used by a similarly handicapped person in their kitchen at home, through sensitive sharing of tasks amongst handicapped and non-handicapped pupils in group work, through the services of a classroom assistant, or through the advice of an occupational therapist, a teacher might help pupils with these problems to get very much involved in practical activity and to learn much of what is expected of normal peers. Certainly the fact that such a pupil may not be able to do everything in a practical task should not be taken as an indication that he or she is incapable of any involvement. Again, it is our responsibility as teachers to explore ways of reducing the limits which pupils' physical conditions set on the activities in which they can engage. It is also their responsibility to ensure that imaginative teaching is matched by imaginative assessment so that a pupil who can, say, identify relevant variables, design an experimental protocol, and analyse and interpret results is given recognition for these aspects of practical science even though lack of the fine motor control might mean that someone else had to connect up the circuit and plot the graphs.

As well as directly relevant educational differences in what a child might know, understand and can do, psychological differences in abilities and attitudes may accompany physical handicaps. For example, low IQ can be associated with cerebral palsy. It is, however, interesting to note that very many conditions (including the more common ones found in mainstream schools, such as asthma, diabetes and simple epilepsy) are accompanied by the normal distribution of IQ scores (Male and Thompson, 1985). It is therefore essential that teachers avoid the assumption that physical disabilities are necessarily related to low IQ.

Perhaps the more generally relevant area of psychological difference is that of pupils' attitudes. Crucial, here, are their attitudes to themselves, to their disability, to the reactions of others to their problems and, in cases such as muscular dystrophy, to such matters as their increasing dependence on others, the progressive nature of their disease and their significantly shortened life expectancy. In taking account of such factors, teachers can
expect helpful advice from health professionals, parents, and perhaps especially, from educational psychologists. Nevertheless there remain significant educational problems which only the teacher can solve. Identifying and acting upon these is perhaps a good example of Warnock's comment that special needs present teachers with intellectual challenges of the highest order (DES, 1978).

We suggest, then, that by analysing physical differences in terms of their educational and psychological characteristics, we can begin to identify ways of responding to pupils that can maximise their learning. We can also be alerted to situations where physical differences really have no educational significance beyond the need for appropriate knowledge of 'first aid' of the kind we discussed earlier, to prevent or respond to occasional medical emergencies. We should be as willing to try to help physically handicapped pupils avoid the effects of any consequent educational and psychological handicaps as we are to help other pupils whose unfavourable educational and psychological attributes are not linked to a physical handicap. We should certainly be very wary of assuming that physical handicap in itself will set limits on what a pupil can achieve.

Social differences in the classroom

These are differences in the ways in which pupils behave in the social circumstances of the classroom. They are, for example, differences in the extent to which they are inclined to ask questions of the teacher, to answer the teacher's questions, or to express an opinion to the teacher, to individual peers or to the class. They also include differences in such things as pupils' willingness to get involved in group work, to respect the views of others, to express their own views and to take the lead where appropriate.

Such differences may relate to educational characteristics (such as what the pupil knows) and clearly relate to the psychological characteristics of motivation, personality and attitude which we have discussed above. Indeed, they might be seen as some of the more obvious expressions of these underlying characteristics. However, they do not stand in a one-to-one relationship to those characteristics in the sense that similar observed classroom behaviour may be related to very different characteristics in different pupils. For example, one pupil who chooses not to contribute to a class discussion may not understand the work which is being done, another may be introverted, another may have a low achievement motivation, and another may have a negative attitude to the subject or to school. These pupils would call for very different responses from a teacher determined to encourage their learning to as great an extent as possible.

Therefore, there will not necessarily be a direct link between observed social differences and teaching tactics. The more helpful view may be that extremes of social differences in the classroom are helpful signals to the teacher that further investigation of that particular pupil will be needed so that appropriate teaching can be devised.

Socio-economic and cultural differences

With cultural differences – and we include here differences related to factors such as race and gender, and to socio-economic background within any given race – the position is similar to that with physical handicaps, but even more complex.

Cultural differences can be expected to result in educational differences in that they will affect pupils in terms of the experiences they have and therefore the explanations of experience they construct for themselves. Cultural differences have also been shown to be related to psychological differences. For example, the link between social class and IQ has frequently been explored. From an overview of five studies conducted between 1937 and 1973 in USA, France and Scotland, Schiff and Lewontin (1986) conclude that the mean difference in IQ scores between children of high and low socio-economic status (SES) was 13 points. (In this comparison the high SES group consisted of the top 10 per cent of the SES scale; the low SES group was the bottom 50 per cent of that scale.) However they do point out that there is enormous variation in IQ scores within each social group so that social class accounts for only
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about 20 per cent of the variance in IQ so that simp-
listic arguments about IQ and class are difficult
to substantiate. Furthermore, cultural differences
may affect pupils in terms of their explanations
for success and failure (which may, in a minority
group for example, stress issues of prejudice which
do not feature in the explanations of children from
majority groups), they may affect pupils' attitudes
to subjects (e.g. they may affect girls' views of the
value of physical sciences), they may colour pupils'
attitudes to teachers and to school generally. Also,
they may affect pupils' problem solving abilities
and their self-image as learners. For example,
Feuertein et al. (1980) makes the point that cul-
tural groups differ in the extent to which adults
act as mediators for children's learning, structuring,
organising and limiting their experiences so that
they learn and come to recognise that they can learn.

In so far as these educational and psychological
attributes matter, then cultural background mat-
ters, in terms of educational performance. Again,
as in the case of physical handicap we see every
reason to want to help pupils overcome any un-
favourable elements in these characteristics, in
much the same way that one would without the
cultural link.

One might, therefore be tempted to ignore the
cultural source of such educational and psycho-
logical differences and treat them just on their
own merits. However, we have already discussed
the point that different socio-economic and cul-
tural groups may value education differently, and
may seek different outcomes from it for their
children. These differences will also matter. A
controversial issue is how far we should respect
these cultural differences even when they conflict
with our own philosophy – e.g. how far should a
teacher committed to equality of educational
outcome for boys and girls in the UK education
system, accept the different educational goals
sought by some Asian families for their male and
female offspring? In whatever way we answer that
question in theory, we must recognise that our
treatment of those educational and psychological
differences that are rooted in cultural variety will
be a practical statement of our, perhaps uncon-
scious, solution. If our actions are to carry the
force that we intend, and if they are to avoid
implications with which we would not wish to
associate ourselves, then we should analyse the
cultural source of some individual differences and
plan our responses accordingly.

Furthermore, we should remember the possi-
bility of bias in relation to cultural differences.
The relatively weak links between IQ and class
that we have already mentioned are accompanied
by the fact that the prevalence of some educational
outcomes is highly dependent on social class, high
social class students being some 10 times more
likely than low social class students to gain entry
to university; low social class students being far
more likely to be assigned to remedial classes
(Schiff and Lewontin, 1986). The scale of these
differences suggests that, even in present schools
where IQ is related to outcome, IQ x Class cor-
relations do not fully account for differential
educational performance of pupils from different
classes. Certainly one explanation could be that the
pupils' different views of the value and purpose of
education compound the effects of IQ difference.
It could also be that teachers' views about, and
expectations of, pupils from different cultures and
classes, have an effect. There could also be cultural
or class bias in the institutions and procedures of
the education system. If we think only about the
educational and psychological differences within
pupils from different cultures we risk overlooking
these other, possibly significant factors.

A further risk in omitting cultural differences
from our analysis is that not all cultural influences
on educational and psychological characteristics
should be assumed to be unhelpful. We should be
quick to capitalise on opportunities for successful
learning which are generated by cultural attributes.
Of course, this may not be easy to do for we run
the risk of being trapped by our own culture and
expectations, but it is important to be alert to the
possibility.

Other relevant considerations

The analysis presented above of various kinds of
pupil characteristics is important for, as we have
seen, there are differences in the relationship
between these characteristics and educational achievement and these need to be taken into account in planning teaching. However, there are other ways of analysing the differences amongst pupils, which tend to cut across the types of variation which we have so far discussed. These are considerations of stability, locus of control, pervasiveness and value.

**Stability**

Individual differences can vary in their stability. Some persist, relatively unchanged for many years and can affect pupils' lives throughout their time in school, and beyond; some characteristics, at the other extreme, vary from day to day. It is important to note that the severity of the problem faced by a pupil does not necessarily depend on its stability. Some short-term problems such as those associated with a traumatic event at home can be very severe. However, the treatment of a problem must take account of its stability. For example, very temporary characteristics may require no intervention on the part of the teacher as a change to a more desirable state can be expected to come about of its own accord; some potentially short-term problems may call for swift action to bring about the desired change in order to avoid the development of more persistent consequences; entirely stable characteristics call for attempts to circumvent their effects rather than attempts to change the characteristics themselves.

Generally, educational differences tend to be relatively unstable in that what people know, understand and can do change constantly as they learn new things. Psychological characteristics tend to be more stable – indeed to some extent they depend on their stability for their power to explain behaviour – but some such as IQ are more open to change than is often imagined and those which are closest to educational differences (such as academic self image) tend to share their potentially temporary nature.

**Locus of control**

Closely linked to the concept of stability is that of the extent to which teachers and pupils are able to control whether or not a characteristic changes: the extent to which the characteristic is alterable. Some characteristics, like cerebral palsy may be long-term and outside anyone's control given the present state of medical science; some, like a broken bone, may be temporary, but essentially outside the control of the teacher; some, like IQ, may be fairly stable but open to some change if the teacher employs appropriate strategies of kinds which we shall discuss later; some, like the lack of a piece of learning which is a prerequisite for some new learning task, lie very much within the teacher's expected and normal sphere of influence.

The stability and alterability of characteristics will affect whether it is wise to tackle them within a remedial model where change of the characteristic is the aim, or whether one should seek instead ways to enable learning to continue despite the characteristic which is itself unchanged.

**Pervasiveness**

Some characteristics of pupils are quite pervasive in that they affect all aspects of the pupils' work in school. Others appear only in a very restricted range of contexts. Differences of this second kind may, perhaps, be more usefully seen as problems of the context than as problems of the children themselves. One consequence of this is that their educational impact may be open to change by change in the context alone. Another implication is that context-specific characteristics should never be allowed to limit the pupil's access to parts of the curriculum for which they are not relevant. Something of this thinking lies behind pressure to integrate physically handicapped pupils into mainstream schools so that they can study the full range of subjects for which their physical problems are not a bar – opportunities which might not exist in a small special school for physically handicapped pupils without, say, science facilities. A final point is that remedies for more pervasive characteristics may sometimes be applied in a very context-specific way, and may in consequence be of severely limited benefit to the child. Some of the ineffectiveness of remedial provision for poor readers may fall into this trap by failing to
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address the differences between reading in, say, science and the reading of novels. If the reading problem is pervasive, the treatment may be too specific to help across the whole scope of the problem.

Implicit value judgements

The very concept of altering a pupil implies that the characteristics under consideration are not only alterable but also undesirable. In contrast, the concept of finding ways round a pupil's problem so that it no longer limits their learning does not necessarily carry such implication. Often, though not always, there would be widespread consensus about any such value judgements; but clarity of thinking about individual differences does require a disentangling of people's described characteristics from judgements about their desirability or about what the people need.

SUMMARY

To summarise the argument so far: there are educational, psychological, physical, social and cultural differences amongst pupils. For each of these we should be concerned to establish the stability and pervasiveness of the characteristic, to consider the extent to which change in this characteristic can be controlled by the teacher, and to analyse any implicit value judgements that may accompany our thinking about the characteristics. We should remember that educational differences are the only ones which inevitably have effects on educational outcome. Other differences can sometimes be shown empirically to have such effects in the particular circumstances in which the empirical work was done.

This framework for thinking about pupils generates a very significant challenge: namely that of planning a response to all the different characteristics which we have discussed. It is this challenge that we will attempt to meet in subsequent chapters.
CHAPTER 3

Responding to pupil differences:
some possible teaching tactics

In this chapter, we are concerned with the teaching tactics which can be used to respond to the individual characteristics of our pupils so that each can be helped to learn science effectively. The account of pupil characteristics from Chapter 2 can be helpful here as it reminds us of the range of possible factors which might be influencing a pupil's learning and therefore of the range of approaches to teaching that we might need to devise. Because of the wide range of differences identified in Chapter 2, this is a long chapter. It has two main sections: one is concerned with tactics related to educational differences; the other is relevant to psychological differences. The chapter begins with a brief discussion of some broader issues: and ends with some specific comments about tactics which are relevant to able pupils.

REMEDIATION AND CIRCUMVENTION

Chapter 2 can be used to justify – and indeed can be said to require – two broad approaches to pupils' difficulties: the remedial approach and the circumvention approach. The argument that was developed there suggests that, in analysing a pupil's problem, we must decide if it is a persistent or potentially short-term problem, and if it is the latter we must decide if it is within our control to bring about change. If it is, we must make a value judgement about whether the characteristic which generates the problem is undesirable. Though this may rarely be problematic, it may require some very hard thinking where, for example, cultural differences are involved. Where potentially short-term, undesirable characteristics lying within our sphere of influence are identified, we can think in terms of trying a remedial approach designed to correct the difficulty which the pupil has. Where the problem relates to characteristics which are permanent, or to temporary characteristics which nevertheless lie outside our sphere of influence, or where the characteristics cannot properly be seen as undesirable, we must think of ways of circumventing the problem so
that the pupil can be helped to learn despite the continued presence of the characteristic. There is, of course, nothing here to suggest a return to crude labelling of pupils as 'remedial pupils'. 'Remedial' is a type of teaching tactic, not a type of pupil. This explicit distinction between remedial tactics and tactics of circumvention is essential if we are to proceed on a firm footing. Within each of these broad approaches we have then to be able to identify or devise tactics which are relevant to the very different educational, psychological, physical, social and cultural categories of pupil difference.

Some points of simplification

The requirements outlined above might, with justification, be regarded as a significant challenge. However there are some opportunities for simplification. First, some of the points which were raised in Chapter 2 have greater relevance to our attitudes to pupils than to the tactics which we should use to teach them effectively. This reduces the range of specific tactics with which we need to be concerned. Secondly, we rarely have to devise tactics from scratch. Many appropriate tactics already exist and are well documented in the literature (e.g. Harvey et al., 1982; Bulman, 1985; Raban and Postlethwaite, 1988; Montgomery, 1990). What is necessary is that such tactics are readily available to teachers and, especially, that they are analysed to ensure that we know what kinds of tactics they are, and what kinds of problems they might address. Finally, a commitment to teach with regard to individual differences does not mean that we have to resource all lessons at the same time. The work which we do will be of long-standing value in the sense that the procedures which we devise will be reusable with other classes and in later years. It follows that an individual science teacher or a school science department could work towards greater sensitivity to individual needs over a period of years concentrating development on, for example, different year groups or different aspects of the 11–16 science curriculum at different times.

It is largely this set of simplifying ideas which will provide a structure for this chapter. Though, the discussion above has stressed the issue of learning difficulties, I will keep the needs of more able pupils in mind as I try to address the various points. In addition, I shall end the chapter with some specific comments about able pupils.

Teacher attitudes to pupil differences

Some of the points raised in Chapter 2 offer little in the way of direct guidance on how we should teach a pupil but are nevertheless of great value to teachers as they can help to shape our attitudes to pupils. One point of this kind is the argument that a single-factor model of intelligence based on IQ should be replaced by a multifactorial model in which intelligence is represented by several different aptitudes which are only slightly correlated. In such a model a pupil might have quite high scores on some aptitude, but lower scores on others. This pattern of scores might well produce a low general ability score, and yet the pupil's areas of strength may be quite specifically linked to our subject and could be expected to lead to sound performance in that subject. It is therefore important that we keep an open mind about performance in our subject, when we hear some general information about a pupil's characteristics. (This can have a significant impact, for it might well make us very suspicious of calls to base the academic organisation of our school on streaming which places pupils in the same teaching groups for all subjects on the basis of some general measure of ability or achievement.) Of course, keeping an open mind and waiting to be surprised by a pupil's success will not be enough: we will need to think carefully about our teaching methods in order to encourage the pupil to make use of his or her strengths. It may not be easy to see how the multi-dimensional model of intelligence can help us to design such teaching, but that does not weaken its value in influencing our attitudes.

A similar point – indeed, perhaps the key point – is that the educational significance of most pupil characteristics has to be demonstrated empirically. It is not a logical necessity. As we pointed out in Chapter 2, this means that links between a pupil
characteristic and educational performance which have been established, can only be assumed to hold in the circumstances in which they were determined: there is no reason to assume that they must necessarily hold in all other circumstances. This, in turn, implies that when a pupil with some particular characteristic experiences difficulties in our lessons we should be spurred to consider and modify our teaching so as to break the link between the characteristic and achievement. We should not too readily accept the alternative view that the link is such as to make the pupil's difficulties inevitable.

This has far-reaching consequences for it also implies that we should be suspicious of teaching which too readily sets lower expectations for some pupils on the grounds that they have some particular characteristic. Even if there is evidence that such pupils often perform badly in relation to the normal aims we have for education, this cannot be interpreted as showing that they will necessarily perform badly in relation to those aims by whatever methods they are taught. This, in turn suggests that we should be slow to alter the aims and objectives of education for pupils with particular characteristics, especially as alternative aims often carry less weight outside school, for example in areas such as the employment market. There is surely no justification for denying pupils access to the normal, more influential educational goals just because in some circumstances they do not achieve these as easily as some of their peers. Indeed, to do so would seem to offend against natural justice. This position is nicely summarised by Cronbach and Snow (1977, p. 522):

...shunting some students into a 'non-academic' curriculum cannot be tolerated, so long as proficiencies formerly considered 'academic' are necessary for most kinds of success and participation in society. Educators have to invent methods to open opportunity to persons who would not attain traditional goals in traditional ways.

Of course, the argument that a different teaching tactic could help pupils with low IQ to achieve more than we might be tempted to expect, leads one immediately to ask whether there is evidence that this has actually been achieved. Several of the tactics that can be used with pupils who have learning difficulties have been carefully researched and can provide affirmative answers to this question. Some of these are discussed later in this chapter. However, at this stage, I would like to refer to direct and believable evidence which can be found in a splendidly titled book Yes, they can! (Weber, 1974). In a chapter entitled 'For those who believe that adolescent slow learners cannot think', Weber describes his work with a group of nine pupils whose average WISC score (across the verbal and performance components) ranged from 68 to 88. He also describes a set of five problems which he set them. (An example of a problem is: 'A farmer has three pigs which he keeps in triangular pens. The pens are made of gates (one for each side) and the gates are all the same length. He can afford to buy one more pig, but he cannot afford any more gates. Move the gates around until you make four pens that are all the same size.') To help the pupils, the problems were first presented orally, pupils were given small sticks to manipulate to help them work out a solution, and pupils were given the opportunity, as a group, to explore the general features of the situation (e.g. how the original pig pens were made) before the actual problem (penning one extra pig) was posed for them to work on individually.

This description of Weber's approach offers us clues to a possible teaching approach to help pupils with low IQ to solve problems. However, more significant at this stage of the argument is his evaluation of the effects produced. Since nine pupils each did five such problems, 45 answers were possible: only one was recorded as 'no solution offered' and only four were inaccurate. The time taken to solve the problems ranged from 13 seconds to 10 minutes 6 seconds, indicating both considerable speed on the part of some pupils in their problem solving and considerable tenacity on the part of others.

Weber goes on to say that he tried similar problems in a small-scale comparison between university students and his 'slow learning' pupils. The pupils solved the problems more quickly than
the university students. He accepts that this may reflect the amount of practice that the pupils had in this kind of problem solving, but it certainly indicates that pupils with low IQs can solve problems that are non-trivial to people who are traditionally reckoned to be very much brighter. In discussing Weber's work with my own university students I have sometimes also set them Weber's problems to do and I have also found that university graduates were often slower than Weber's group of pupils in coming up with solutions. The extent to which the students expressed surprise, even disbelief, at the comparison of their efforts with those of the pupils may indicate just how strongly we tend to believe that low IQ pupils simply cannot do things.

The evidence from Weber's work, coupled with the theoretical justification (presented in Chapter 2) for the view that correlations between IQ and achievement are not inevitable, can perhaps lead to the weakening of this attitude. This can, in turn, encourage us to search for teaching tactics which match the characteristics of our pupils in ways that help them all (those with low IQ and those with other characteristics which are generally seen as unfavourable) to achieve significant goals. The results of more formal studies of the effects of the specific teaching tactics which I will report later, will, I hope, continue the process of attitude change.

In the next two major sections of this chapter, I will suggest some tactics for responding to many of the pupil characteristics discussed in Chapter 2, and will try to distinguish between 'remedial' and 'circumvention' approaches so that appropriate tools can be used in any given situation. The next section will concentrate on tactics relevant to educational differences. The following section will cover tactics relevant to psychological differences. In both sections I shall draw heavily on existing ideas in the literature. So much can be found there that I shall not even attempt a comprehensive catalogue of tactics. I shall, however, try to give a broad perspective, quoting examples in each area, together with references to sources where much more detail can be found.

TACTICS RELATED TO EDUCATIONAL DIFFERENCES

I pointed out, in Chapter 2, that there were two major sources of general insight into what pupils know, understand and can do: the Assessment of Performance Unit (APU) reports can indicate areas of the science curriculum in which pupils might be expected to have difficulty, and the research on pupils' alternative frameworks (notably that of the Children's Learning in Science Project) can indicate the ways in which pupils might be expected to think about some science concepts. These two sources do not replace the need for us to enquire in detail into the understanding and alternative frameworks of our specific pupils, but as we plan lessons to take account of our pupils' educational differences we can use these general sources in different ways.

Tactics related to differences in pupils' understanding of accepted scientific ideas

The APU reports give us clear indications of some areas in which pupils can be expected to have difficulty in our lessons. As an example of the way in which such information might be used, the APU
survey of 13-year olds (APU, 1982) reveals that about 70 per cent of these pupils gained no marks on a question which asked them to explain, in terms of particle theory, the fact that the pressure in a car tyre increases during a journey. At the same time, some 4 per cent gave a full qualitative explanation of this effect. With this information in mind, we can appreciate the need to return to the basics of the particle model of matter with older pupils in order to clarify its main points before building on them in some new teaching. We can also see the importance of planning some extension work for the 4 per cent to do so that the lessons spent on this are not wasted time for them.

Furthermore, the details of the answers which pupils gave in the APU survey can suggest the kinds of points which our new treatment of the model might emphasise, and can give pointers to how we might change our earlier treatment of the topic so that the 70 per cent are better able to grasp the topic the first place. For example, 8 per cent of 13-year olds said that the particles expand or increase as the tyre gets warm. These errors might encourage us to draw explicit attention to the distinction between what is happening at the macroscopic level and what we believe to be happening at the microscopic level. It might encourage us to say: ‘The particles themselves don’t get bigger. It’s just that they move about faster and bang into the tyre at higher speed creating a bigger force just like a faster moving ball creates a bigger force on you if it hits you.’ We might also look for concrete experiences for pupils which will reinforce this message. In addition, we might draw from the APU findings the conclusion that pupils tend not to string their ideas together into a logically developed explanation and might therefore decide to spend time pointing out the characteristics of such an explanation. The APU findings can then directly inform the way we teach.

This example, based directly on the APU reports is very neat, but risks stating the obvious. Lessons which we will need to teach will rarely be as closely linked to APU results as was the case here. Nevertheless, APU findings can still be useful in helping us to address educational differences. This is because the APU results can give us insights into pupils’ understanding of background concepts which are relevant as necessary precursors to a wide range of lessons that may not be focused directly on those concepts. For example, many practical lessons will involve the use of graphs. Thus, if we are about to teach the concept of half-life to GCSE pupils by plotting activity against time and then inspecting the properties of the graph, it is helpful to know from APU that scale interpolation gave rise to problems for the average and below average performance groups in their survey of 15-year olds. Alerted by this specific finding, we might, in advance of our lesson on half-life, design a homework task or classroom activity which will give us insights into our own pupils’ abilities to interpolate graph scales. With information from this enquiry in mind, we can plan how to give attention to this issue with the class as a whole before expecting pupils to use the graphs effectively, or how to take up the issue with individuals as we work with them during the lesson. Thus the APU results can help us to focus our attention, during a ‘diagnosis’ as well as a teaching phase, on aspects of the interpretation of graphs that might hinder our pupils in their learning of a new concept.

To summarise, since differences in prior understanding necessarily affect new learning, we must clearly plan our lessons in ways that take account of what pupils must already know. A first step is to decide what the necessary prerequisites are for the new teaching we are planning. Once this is done, APU surveys can often provide at least partial information on how much of this necessary prior knowledge pupils in general can reasonably be expected to have, and on the kinds of difficulties that might be expected. This can help us to target our diagnostic enquiry into our own pupils’ current understanding, and increase the probability that it will provide us with useful information. Such diagnostic enquiries might then be made through homework activities, or through a review of pupils’ written work, or through a structured class discussion in which pupils can be encouraged to talk about the topic in ways that
reveal something of their thinking. The results of such enquiry can affect our lesson planning for the group, and the ways in which we work with individuals within that group. It is worth noting a helpful simplifying point: planning of this kind will usually cover a series of lessons rather than just an individual lesson. This greatly reduces the planning workload and makes the whole enterprise much more realistic.

This sequence presupposes, of course, that we can determine what is needed as prior understanding. Very often our subject expertise and experience of teaching pupils will be entirely adequate to enable us to do this. However, we will find that pupils sometimes have difficulties in learning even after we have planned our lessons to take account of the variations in what they already know about the expected precursors for the new learning. In such circumstances it is possible that we have overlooked some necessary precursor and that pupils who have difficulty with this are therefore unable to benefit from our teaching. It is then helpful to have some basis for a closer analysis of what the necessary precursors are. One set of ideas which can help in carrying out such an analysis is Gagné’s work on hierarchies (of which a useful summary can be found in Gagné and Briggs, 1974). By drawing our attention to different kinds of precursors for learning, Gagné widens our view in ways that might be helpful in planning work for a whole class; by indicating that some precursors are very basic, he can alert us to things which we might otherwise continue to overlook even when thinking hard about a particular pupil’s difficulties. These points will, I hope, be clarified in the discussion which follows.

Gagné proposes that problem solving in the intellectual domain requires the use of rules which themselves require an understanding of concepts, which in turn require the pupil to make discriminations between things they see or hear. These discriminations require the pupil to use more basic intellectual skills, but these will rarely be the concern of secondary school staff – even those in special needs departments. Gagné argues that this hierarchy can be applied to any subject matter.

The meaning of the terms can be illustrated by a simple example. Suppose a pupil is to interpret the results of a chemical test using litmus paper. To do this successfully, the pupil must be able to: discriminate between blue and red; have the concept of acid and alkali; know and be able to apply the rule that acid turns blue litmus red and that an alkali turns red litmus blue. Faced with a pupil who has difficulty with this task, a thoughtful chemistry teacher is likely to check up on the pupil’s understanding of the rule and may explore their grasp of the concepts but may well overlook the need to establish whether the pupil can make the necessary discrimination. Gagné’s model helps to alert us to the need to explore the whole range of necessary precursors for the task we have set. We will now explore these elements in more detail.

Gagné describes discriminations as the ‘capability of making different responses to stimuli that differ from each other along one or more physical dimensions’. We have already considered the relevance of visual discrimination of colours. Another example involves auditory discrimination: a necessary precursor to the ability to test the hypothesis that short objects produce higher notes than long objects is the ability to discriminate pitch. This again indicates the kind of very basic thing it would be easy for a science teacher to overlook if a pupil was having difficulty with the scientific hypothesis. If Gagné’s work was limited to the role of helping us to consider the importance of such discriminations it would be of value. However, it goes further: it indicates ways in which pupils can be helped to learn to discriminate. At this very basic level, his advice relates closely to classical stimulus–response learning theory:

- he suggests that work on discriminations might begin by asking the pupil to consider stimuli which are very different and easy to discriminate (e.g. notes more than an octave apart) and move on to those where the differences are more subtle
- he draws attention to the need to reinforce pupils’ responses, distinguishing clearly between correct and incorrect discriminations, by giving pupils simple, familiar, pleasurable activities to
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follow correct discriminations – activities which are not given following wrong discriminations

- he points out the importance of giving this reinforcement within a short time span of the discrimination being made, and the importance of repeating the exercise several times

This kind of work might well take place in a one-to-one setting such as a withdrawal session in the special needs department, or as an individualised activity in the science laboratory with a classroom assistant. In these contexts, reinforcement activities can perhaps be built in to a game where correct discriminations allow the pupil to move a further step round the board, or to have the next part of a picture revealed, or whatever. It would not be difficult to enlist the help of the computer in providing the pupil both with discrimination tasks and with rewards.

Conceptions enable us to group a number of things together into a class on the basis of some key characteristic(s), even though they may differ considerably in other ways. The concept of ‘current’ enables us to group together the superficially very different phenomena of a 1 μA current in a semiconductor, a 300 A current in a car starter motor, an alternating current, a direct current, a nerve impulse, a movement of electrons in a wire and of ions in a liquid on the basis that they all involve moving charge. This is useful as we can predict the properties of all these different currents on the basis of experiments done on some examples of the class. Gagné sub-divides concepts into concrete concepts and defined concepts. Concrete concepts are concepts of which examples can be identified directly by observation: ‘girl’ is a concrete concept; so are notions of object position such as ‘above’ or ‘between’. Defined concepts are more abstract in that they involve relationships: ‘sister’ is a defined concept in the sense that one has to understand the family links between people to identify whether someone is an example of the concept or not. The decision cannot be based solely on observation. The distinction between concrete and defined concepts sometimes seems rather slippery and Gagné makes the helpful point that one can appreciate some concepts at both levels. ‘Circle’ can be a concrete concept if a pupil judges a given figure on its general appearance in order to decide if it is an example of the class ‘circle’ or not. However, it can also be a defined concept where the pupil understands that a circle is the set of points which are all a fixed distance from a given point. The concrete version of ‘circle’ might serve pupils well in many school situations, but it might leave them unable to cope with work in maths or science which relied on the formal properties of a circle. There are many opportunities for confusion if the pupil is coping with work on the basis of a concrete concept whereas the teacher imagines that he or she is using the defined concept. There are also clearly links between these views and Piaget’s notions of concrete and formal operational thought.

Gagné argues that pupils learn concrete concepts if they can already make the necessary discriminations and if they are given lots of examples of the concept and lots of non-examples. If too few examples are presented, the pupil’s view of the concept may be too narrow (e.g. if all examples of ‘square’ are open line drawings the pupil might fail to recognise a square filled with a pattern as an example of that concept; if convection is always shown in liquids, pupils may not see that it also applies to gases). Similarly, if too few non-examples are presented the pupil’s view of the concept may be too wide (e.g. she or he may include a rectangle in the class of ‘squares’, or may consider stirring to be an example of convection).

Defined concepts make greater demands on pupils and give scope for different kinds of confusion between the teacher and learner. If we teach that ‘current is the flow of electric charge’, the pupil, in order to learn that defined concept has to be able to recall the concept of charge and the concept of flow. If the pupil’s notion of charge does not include the idea of positive and negative, ideas about current in liquids are likely to be puzzling; if the pupil’s idea of flow does not include the idea of backwards and forwards motion then alternating current is going to present problems. We may not wish to address all of these issues when we first define current, but we will
need to remember that later difficulties with, say, alternating current, may relate back to some partial understanding of one of the component concepts. There is another, and perhaps more interesting problem: namely that a pupil can repeat the verbal string 'current is a flow of charge' without knowing the meaning of the concept of 'current' at all. Rather than asking for definitions to test pupils' understanding, we need to get the pupil to use the concept, e.g. by suggesting a model for current.

Other insights into the learning of concepts are summarised by Howard (1987). He discusses the value of:

- explicitly teaching the defining features of a concept as well as presenting examples and non-examples
- discussing the irrelevant features (e.g. with squares, whether they contain a pattern or not)
- drawing attention to superordinate concepts (e.g. 'mechanisms of heat transfer' is a concept which is superordinate to 'convection' in the sense that it is the more general concept into which 'convection' fits as one of several examples)
- listing subordinate concepts (e.g. listing mammals, fish, reptiles, amphibians, insects, birds as subordinate to the concept 'animal')

He also discusses the interesting idea that potentially confusing concepts (especially concepts at the same level of generality) should be taught at the same time and that the elements of concept teaching outlined above should be used to draw explicit attention to the similarities and differences between these concepts and their range of application. This idea would, for example, encourage us to teach the concepts of momentum and energy at the same time during a more formal treatment of motion, say for 15- or 16-year old pupils, rather than separating their treatment by a term or more 'in order to reduce confusion'. Another, closely associated idea is that of the concept map which is a diagrammatic representation of the kinds of relationships amongst concepts which are described above. A brief, and helpful discussion of the use of concept maps in science is provided by Brodie (1991).

To return to Gagné's hierarchy: at the top, Gagné places 'rules'. These cover a wide range of human behaviour. Pupils use rules (though they may not be able to state them explicitly) when they construct sentences; they use rules when they classify a cell seen under a microscope as either an animal or plant cell, or calculate the unbalanced force acting on an object using $F = ma$. As is clear from the example of animal and plant cells, the definitions of defined concepts are themselves one kind of rule.

Once they are learnt, simple rules can be sequenced by the pupil (with or without help from the teacher) so as to offer a solution to a novel problem. The sequence is then remembered and used to solve similar problems in the future. Some rules that pupils construct govern their own thinking (e.g. to remember a French word, try to find a similar English word that has a related meaning and remember the trio of words together as in roi-royal-king). Gagné described these as cognitive strategies.

Gagné argues that basic rule learning requires that:

- the pupils are told what they will be able to do when they have learnt the rule
- they are given help to review the concepts which are involved in the rule
- they are helped to learn the rule (either by discussion which gradually pieces the rule together or by less closely guided 'discovery learning')
- they are asked to demonstrate that they can use the rule (not merely state it) and are provided with clear feedback on their performance
- they are helped to make a verbal statement of what the rule is
- there is review of the rule a day or more after the original learning

To encourage the sequencing of rules into problem-solving strategies, Gagné suggests that the teacher should ask questions that encourage recall of the component rules and should, to a greater or lesser extent channel the pupil's thinking. At a minimum this consists in defining 'the goal of the activity (and) the general form of the solution'; it may also include providing input designed to focus
the learner on particularly helpful elements of the situation.

Gagné therefore provides a system for analysing precursors to new learning, and describes specific teaching tactics designed to help pupils to acquire basic skills and understanding. However, both Gagné and APU stress the extent to which pupils know and understand the usual scientific explanations of phenomena. They map educational differences by showing how far pupils have come down the path of an already-defined science curriculum. The next section takes a different viewpoint.

**Tactics related to differences in pupils' alternative explanations for phenomena**

Research on pupils' alternative frameworks takes a different view of educational differences from that attributed to Gagné and APU above. It stresses that pupils will have their own explanations for phenomena that will work, at least to some extent, for them. It stresses that these explanations will affect the ways in which pupils react to our teaching. In this model, if we are to teach individuals effectively, we need to understand individual differences in prior understanding not so that we can go back far enough to build upon a firm base that the pupil may have, but so that we can try to change the limited, less powerful explanations that they have constructed, into the more generalisable, more powerful explanations that lie within the scope of formal science.

The research on alternative frameworks that we discussed in Chapter 2, gives insights into what pupils often think about some common scientific phenomena. If we are about to teach lessons concerned with these phenomena we may well be able to make direct use of this research, in ways that we will shortly consider, in order to make our teaching more effective for all our pupils. However, as in the case of the APU work, it is perhaps helpful to ask the more general question of how knowledge about alternative frameworks can inform a wider range of teaching.

First, it is helpful to note that research on pupils' frameworks has identified some general characteristics which we might be able to take account of in our teaching. Osborne et al. (1983) have summarised some of these. For example, children tend to focus on direct aspects of experience rather than abstract ideas, often taking a self-centred, or at least human-centred point of view. Thus, children may find it easy to think in terms of energy when the context is personal or human activity (e.g. food is a source of energy), but may find the notion that a spring can store energy quite meaningless. The person-centred notion of energy is not generalised to provide understanding of the abstract term. In such circumstances it is little wonder that schemes of work on energy which stress the transformation of energy from one abstract form to another (e.g. chemical energy is transformed into electrical energy in a battery and then into heat and light in a bulb) have been ineffective for so many children. Such schemes sub-divide an already abstract and inaccessible idea into still more abstract sub-categories. More recent schemes of work, such as Nuffield Co-ordinated Science, which stress the transfer of energy (e.g. energy is transferred from the battery to the bulb and then into the environment) are more likely to be accessible, in part because they take account of this characteristic of pupils' own ways of thinking about energy without compromising the validity of the science which they present.

Another general finding is that pupils tend to look for specific explanations of specific events. They seem not to be worried if their explanation of one phenomenon is contradicted by their explanation of another. They tend not to seek broad generalising concepts. For example, pupils may argue that they suck liquid up a straw, that gravity causes an evacuated can to collapse and that the engines hold a plane in the air. They will not look for, nor be particularly impressed by, the notion that air pressure can explain all of these effects. They may well find the explanation of flight based on Bernoulli's principle implausible and complex compared with their simpler idea. Similarly, pupils holding the common view that objects need a force to keep them moving, may not be at all
bothered by the contradiction between this and the fact (that they may also know) that there is no force in the direction of motion of the earth that keeps it moving round the sun.

Finally, Osborne et al. report that children tend to bring their increasing knowledge of the common use of words to bear on their scientific thinking. This can lead pupils to change their personal explanations, moving away from earlier correct notions to less acceptable ones. A good example is that young children will often describe a spider as an animal, whereas older children, influenced by the common link between this word and images of four-legged furry or hairy things like dogs, cats, horses and cows, may not.

Another useful general notion about children's alternative frameworks is that they tend to have three elements. Children think about an agent (some basic cause of the effect); they think about an object (something which is being acted upon); they think about an instrument (some means by which the agent acts on the object). This has two implications for a teacher wishing to explore children's thinking. First, it suggests that we need to know all three aspects of their model in order to have a full picture of it, and that if we do not know what the child is regarding as agent, instrument and object we probably have only a partial picture of their framework. Secondly it suggests that once children have identified all three aspects, they may look no further. For example, in the situation of a battery lighting a bulb, a pupil may regard the battery as agent, the bulb as object and a wire from battery to bulb as instrument. The child may then feel that all aspects of an explanation are in place and fail to notice, or to be convinced by the teacher's emphasis on, the need for a return wire from bulb to battery.

All these general insights can be useful to the teacher in the kind of way that I have illustrated in the case of APU's findings. They can help us to be alert to children generally might be thinking and therefore, when we try to discover the particular alternative frameworks of the actual pupils in our classes, they may guide our enquiries and urge us to continue until a full picture is obtained. But how might such enquiries be conducted?

**DIFFERENTIATED SCIENCE TEACHING**

**Discovering pupils' alternative frameworks**

If we are interested in our pupils' thinking in areas where research has already established what the common alternative frameworks are, we can make good use of written tests. Multiple-choice questions can be used, where the distractors are based on common alternative frameworks or their implications. Short-answer questions can be used, and pupils' answers analysed to reveal the nature of their thinking, rather than simply to establish the degree of match with some predetermined mark scheme. Questions that discuss a novel context may be particularly revealing (e.g. 'Describe Brownian Motion from the point of view of the smoke particle' or 'You are an electron going around a circuit in which a single battery lights two bulbs in series. Describe what happens to you in the battery, the wire, the first bulb and the second bulb. What happens after you have been through the second bulb?'). These approaches can be used with whole classes in order to guide our general approach to a topic, or on a one-to-one basis in order to help us decide how to remedy a pupil's problems with a given topic.

Another approach which can be useful with whole classes is the brainstorming technique in which pupils are encouraged to contribute as many ideas as possible about some issue such as why things float. While ideas are being collected from the class no judgements are made about their validity. If a large number of ideas are collected, it may be necessary to prioritise some for further investigation in the lesson, but this should be done as a separate stage and ideally, we should try to find opportunities to discuss the other ideas with the pupils who generated them.

Where we suspect that some idiosyncratic alternative framework is giving rise to particular difficulties for a pupil (a possibility that may be well worth considering when teaching a pupil with special educational needs who has significant learning difficulties in our subject) we may wish to explore their thinking at greater depth than can be achieved through written work or class-based brainstorming. The technique of 'interviews about instances' (Gilbert and Osborne, 1982) can
be helpful for this purpose. These interviews are conducted on a one-to-one basis, and are best tape recorded so that pupils' responses can be considered at length after the event. For this reason they are better suited to the withdrawal situation and might ideally be conducted, on behalf of the science department, by scientifically qualified special needs staff should such staff exist.

Interviews about instances are concerned with a pupil's understanding of a particular concept such as 'reaction' in chemistry. The pupil is shown up to 20 cards each with a picture which either does or does not represent an example of this concept. The pictures (ideally, perhaps, colour photographs) relate largely to everyday contexts. There might, for example, be pictures of a saucepan boiling on a cooker, of a firework going off, of a car going rusty, etc. The pupil is asked whether, in their meaning of the word 'reaction', each card is or is not an instance of that concept. They are then asked to explain their reasoning. Because of the interview situation, the pupil can discuss the card, ask for clarification, and so forth, all of which can be revealing about his or her thinking. After sufficient cards have been presented, the pupil is asked to define the concept. (If they cannot, they are provided with the usual definition.) The process then continues with more cards depicting examples and non-examples of the concept in traditional science contexts (e.g. magnesium burning in oxygen in a gas jar).

The choice and order of presentation of the cards is important. The interview should start with familiar and accessible situations so as not to unsettle the pupil at first. In a research setting, the card orders used would be subjected to formal pre-test, but when interviews-about-instances are used as a diagnostic tool for the teacher, repeated use of the method should enable them, over time, to choose the most effective cards and card orders. In interviews about instances the teacher must take care to put the pupil at ease. The pupil must be assured that there is no 'right answer': that it is the pupils' own ideas that are the point of interest. The teacher must also take care to ensure that pupils are not prompted along a given line by verbal or non-verbal cues, and that negative feedback is avoided when pupils are saying something which does match the formal scientific definition.

Of course, all such approaches have limitations. Multiple-choice questions can only reveal the extent of use of the frameworks which are embedded in the distractors. They cannot reveal that some other framework is being used by a particular pupil. Also pupils may have learnt the trick of providing the scientifically acceptable answer to the teacher in a formal test setting, while still actually believing an alternative explanation which they continue to use in less formal situations, even in science lessons. Unmotivated children may choose not to contribute to discussion-based explorations, shy pupils may not respond well to one-to-one interview situations, pupils with poor academic self-image may not feel that their ideas are worth expressing and, in most approaches, pupils' incomplete mastery of language may mask their actual thinking. Factors of this kind may be especially significant when we are exploring the alternative frameworks of pupils with special educational needs. Nevertheless, investigations of pupils' thinking can be valuable, especially if we have some clear ideas on how we might bring about change once their thinking has been made explicit. It is to this issue that we now turn.

**Changing pupils' alternative frameworks (constructivist learning)**

The constructivist model of learning to which concerns about alternative frameworks belong has, at its heart, the notion that pupils are active agents in their own learning, observing phenomena and constructing models to explain them. These models are remembered and used if they enable the pupil to make accurate predictions of what will happen in later circumstances in which the phenomenon may occur. As Driver (1983) points out, this active view of the learner is consistent with Piaget's theories of cognitive development, though Piaget is concerned with changes in pupils' general style of thinking (e.g. from concrete operations to formal operations) whereas constructivist views
of learning in science are concerned with changes in some specific aspect of thinking about a scientific effect (e.g. a changed view on the explanation of floating). Piaget's theory rests on the notion of the pupil assimilating information (or any form of input from the environment) into an existing cognitive structure. If the new information fits the existing structure, assimilation is the end of the matter. However, from time to time information is assimilated which does not quite fit—in the sense that predictions based on the existing structure do not match the new observations or information. A period of disequilibrium then exists and it is the need to resolve this which provides the intrinsic motivation for learning. The process by which resolution is achieved is known as 'accommodation': the pupil's cognitive structure is changed in order to accommodate the new information. This change enlarges the scope and the predictive power of the pupil's thinking and is therefore a genuine advance in their learning. It is interesting to note that information which cannot be made to relate at all to a pupil's existing structure will not be assimilated, but will simply be ignored or rejected. As Driver points out, this suggests that what is needed to bring about accommodation, is new information or observation which embodies 'moderate novelty'.

The idea about changing pupils' alternative frameworks by presenting them with input which contains a moderate amount of novelty has been investigated by Nussbaum and Novick (1981) who suggested the following sequence for teaching:

- make children's alternative frameworks explicit to them (e.g. in one or more of the ways discussed above)
- present evidence that does not fit (this is the element of moderate novelty – Nussbaum and Novick call this a 'cognitive conflict')
- present the new framework based on formal science, and explain how it can account for the previous anomaly

In the science teaching context, probably the most powerful way of introducing a cognitive conflict is by presenting experimental evidence which does not fit with pupils' predictions based on their alternative frameworks. Thus, if a pupil's view is that wood floats because it is wood, presenting an experiment in which a dense hardwood sinks in alcohol will establish a cognitive conflict. To make the teaching sequence effective the anomaly has to be sufficiently powerful to engage pupils' interest. The teacher has a part here, in drawing attention to the conflict in a stimulating way ('Just a minute. Look at this. This isn't what we expected is it? Look the wood has sunk...'). Also, the teacher has to prevent pupils from dismissing it as 'just an oddity' (e.g. by regarding wood provided by the teacher as special and not subject to the rules of ordinary wood), and from accepting it as 'mysterious' or as 'teacher's party trick' (i.e. as something that they cannot expect to explain, and do not need to explain).

The teacher also has to be wary of the possibility that pupils may partly accept the new framework, but may distort it to enable them to retain most of their previous thinking. For example, Nussbaum and Novick suggest that pupils who think the earth is flat, presented with evidence which points to a round earth, may think in terms of the earth as a flat circular disc, thus retaining their flat model but incorporating something of the new idea of roundness. The appropriateness of the teacher's language, and the scope of the evidence presented to pupils, may both affect the likelihood of such partial learning. This is consistent with the idea put forward by Posner and colleagues (1982) who suggest that such a sequence of teaching will only work if the new framework is readily understandable and clearly explained, and if it is not too far removed from what the pupils already know.

Hashweh (1986) adds some further suggestions to improve this basic teaching tactic. He suggests that we should take care to:

- ensure that the pupils' original ideas are never treated as wrong, but merely as ideas of limited application – decent ideas built perhaps on limited evidence, or misperceptions, or special cases
- show that the new ideas based on formal science works where their ideas worked
show that the new ideas work where their ideas did not.

- point out the differences between these situations.

Watts and Bentley (1987) also argue that this active role for the pupil makes considerable demands on them in that they are being expected to reveal their thinking and to be open minded enough to change that thinking. This is only likely to happen in a supportive classroom environment where the teacher takes care to accept pupils' ideas seriously and is also unwilling to allow pupils to ridicule one another's thinking.

There are two main reasons for discussing pupils' alternative frameworks and the associated constructivist view of learning. First, they provide us with powerful tactics for differentiating teaching for all pupils (e.g. by class-based brainstorming of explanations and subsequent planning of class practical work to investigate at least some of them). Secondly, they provide ideas for attending to the science-related learning difficulties which might be faced by some pupils with special needs (e.g. by individual interviews about instances and individualised treatment of their own ideas on a one-to-one basis). However, Selley (1981) points out that the constructivist view of learning science is also consistent with the vision of science itself as a system of models which describe how the world might be, rather than a set of statements about how it actually is. In this view, the models created by scientists derive their validity not from their accuracy in describing the real world, but from the accuracy of any predictions which might be based upon them. To ask if gravity really exists is to ask the wrong question; the right question is whether the concept of gravity and its associated detail such as the inverse square law, enables us to make accurate predictions of planetary motion, tides, etc. If it does then gravity is a good model which is worth preserving in our scientific toolbag. A further reason for adopting a constructivist approach to science teaching is therefore that it enables us to help pupils towards a more sophisticated understanding of the nature of science.

Tactics related to differences in pupils' understanding of basic concepts

The tactics based on APU, on Gagné's theory, and on the constructivist model of learning, all have a wide range of application in science. They can be expected to help us to focus teaching on individual pupils' needs across most of the content of the science syllabus. They help us to be more sensitive to the needs of able pupils, as well as to those of pupils with learning difficulties. However, there are other sources of insight into ways of dealing with pupils who have difficulties with very basic concepts. These deserve brief attention as they may be particularly valuable in helping the most disadvantaged of the pupils whom we are likely to meet in secondary schools. Some of these tactics are fairly much a matter of commonsense. Once we have been sensitised to the fact that pupils may have difficulties with quite basic things like concepts related to space and time, we can use our routine experience as teachers to devise simple instructional tactics which are very likely to help. Raban and Postlethwaite (1988) describe several tactics of this kind. Though it is impossible, in a book of this size, to describe many such tactics in sufficient detail to enable teachers to make direct use of them, some examples are included below — partly because they may be useful in their own right, and partly because they indicate the kind of thing which is called for.

For teachers looking for further guidance, it is helpful to note that Adey and his colleagues (1989a) have gone beyond common sense and have used insights from Piaget's work and from that of Feuerstein (see later in this chapter) to develop an extensive, theoretically grounded range of ideas covering many important aspects of thinking related to science. These have been the topic of systematic evaluation, and have been shown to be helpful to pupils (Adey and Shayer, 1990).

Space

Some pupils (like Lucy who was mentioned in Chapter 1) have difficulty with science, partly...
because they are unsure about concepts that are concerned with position in space. If the notions of ‘left’ and ‘right’ are insecure, what hope does the child have of understanding the discussion of factors affecting the force on a wire in the catapult field experiment? If ‘towards’ is a concept without meaning, how can children appreciate explanations of electroplating phrased in terms of charged particles moving towards oppositely charged electrodes? If the concept ‘below’ has little meaning for the pupil, how can they understand the geological significance of the fact that older fossils are below newer ones in a cliff face? This same conceptual problem may also prevent a pupil from following our explanation when we say that copper is below magnesium in the reactivity series, or that an interesting result can be found two lines below the top in a table. If we recognise that learning problems in these areas might go back as far as problems with these basic spatial concepts we will also recognise the need to develop tactics to help pupils understand them.

Such tactics can often take the form of simple games on which pupils might work in pairs or small groups. For example, one pupil can be given a photograph of objects (e.g. standard laboratory equipment) in a simple arrangement. That pupil then gives instructions to the other pupil to arrange the same real items to match the photograph. The pupils then compare the arrangement with the photograph and discuss any discrepancies. In such discussion the teacher ensures that the pupils are using spatial terms in appropriate ways. At first the arrangements should be simple so that a very few instructions will suffice; later, more complex arrangements might be used. At this stage the first pupil would be encouraged to write down the instructions so that they can still be checked at the end. Where writing is a problem, the first pupil might be given a worksheet on which the instructions are given in a multiple choice format (e.g. the beaker is above/below/to the left of/to the right of the tripod). All the pupil then needs to do is to underline the instruction that she thinks is correct as she gives it to her partner.

In a follow-up task, pupils might be given copies of a simple street map. The first pupil has a map on which the buildings are named or numbered; the other pupil has a map on which they are unlabelled or labelled by letter only. The pupils agree on a starting point. The first pupil then issues instructions to the other to guide them to another building. The second pupil follows these instructions on their own map. At the end of the sequence of instructions they compare notes and discuss any discrepancies in the planned and executed journeys. Again, first attempts should be limited to short sequences of instruction. Later on pupils can try more complex journeys which may again need writing down in order that the subsequent discussion can take place. The map task is much more complex than the task of arranging apparatus as it involves changes in frame of reference as the pupils imagine themselves moving around the space defined by the map.

Computer-based versions of these games can obviously be valuable, not least because they offer opportunities for immediate feedback to the pupil without the teacher's continuous presence. One readily-available program which could be used in this way is LOGO. As a pupil issues LOGO instructions to turn right, turn left, etc. a ‘turtle’ can be seen to turn in that direction. 'Real world' motor-driven turtles are better here than on-screen turtles for there can clearly be a problem for the pupil in entering the frame of reference of an object on a vertical screen in order to anticipate what effect the instruction 'turn right' will produce. The fact that such an instruction would result in a turtle that was moving horizontally across the screen turning to move up or down the screen world hardly help a pupil to untangle notions of right and left from those of up and down!

It is interesting that the process of checking intended and achieved outcomes in such games can also provide opportunities for the teacher and pupils to discuss strategies for systematic, non-impulsive and precise observation (Raban and Postlethwaite, 1988, pp. 14–15). In doing so, further areas of potential weakness to which I drew attention earlier in this chapter for the pupils can be addressed. In all of the work described in this section, the discussion that takes place between pupils and teacher is crucial. It is here that pupils
attention is drawn explicitly to the spatial concepts with which we are concerned, and to the fact that they have been able to handle these successfully. It is therefore through such discussion that pupils’ competence and confidence in working with spatial relationships grows.

**Time**

Difficulties with concepts related to time can cause significant problems for pupils. Some science lessons make direct use of time (e.g. in discussion about rates of reaction, or of speed and acceleration, or of human reaction times and the consequences for road safety, or of the geological development of the earth) and the different units and vastly different time scales involved here may not be very meaningful to some pupils. Some lessons require an understanding of time in more subtle ways: for example, clarity about the temporal sequence in which something happens is essential to consideration of possible causes for the effects seen. Also, in all lessons, pupils’ difficulties in managing their time within the problem solving process (see Chapter 2) could well relate to difficulties that they have with the concept of time itself if, for example, they have no real feel for how much time is available to them when the teacher says they have 10 minutes for a task. To attempt to remedy these problems it may be helpful to establish basic concepts such as ‘before’ and ‘after’ by asking pupils to sequence pictures of processes which are relevant to science and which are presented to them in a random order. These may be sequences of everyday events with a science content (such as ice melting to form a puddle and the puddle evaporating), or sequences of steps in an already familiar experiment. Sequencing tasks of this kind can be used on material involving a wide range of time intervals up to a few weeks or even months. The more familiar the context, the longer the time intervals that pupils may, initially, be able to handle. For example, sequencing pictures of familiar seasonal change taking place throughout a year might well be a realistic task, whereas sequences of a relatively unfamiliar laboratory process may need to be confined to steps which take place within the length of a single school lesson if they are to be accessible to the pupils. As in the case of work on spatial concepts, activities such as these sequencing tasks should be followed up by discussion in which pupils are asked to make explicit the reasons for the sequence they have chosen and to discuss and evaluate other sequences that may have been chosen by peers. The teacher’s role in such discussion is to ensure that notions such as ‘before’ and ‘after’ are used with understanding.

To give pupils a sense of the magnitude of common units of time, a variety of activities can be used. It is helpful to begin with work on time intervals which are meaningful to pupils in terms of day-to-day life. Short time intervals – say in the range 10 to 30 seconds – can be worked on by asking pupils to estimate the length of short events and then to measure the time with a stopwatch. Longer intervals of up to one hour can be handled by reference to an analogue clock face. For example, pupils can compare the sector of the clock face equivalent to 15 minutes to the whole 1 hour circle (using cut out 15 minute sectors if necessary); pupils can compare the sector equivalent to 5 minutes to that for 15 minutes, and so on. In these ways a basic understanding of common time intervals and their relationships can be reinforced. (It is interesting to speculate that exclusive use of digital clocks could well contribute to some pupils’ lack of ‘feel’ for the length of time intervals in the range 5 minutes to 60 minutes.) Discussion of the equivalence of different units may also be helpful at this stage. For example, pupils may be asked to say whether 20 seconds is shorter, longer or the same as 1 minute, or whether 11 hours is longer or shorter than a day. (This is not trivial in that common usage may encourage children to think of a day as the hours of daylight which may well be less than 11 hours!) Computer programs, and hardware such as the Unilab computer interface, can be of particular use here, partly because some of them make it easy to present such work in a games format, but more especially because they provide immediate feedback to the pupil.

For very short time intervals, extended use of the tickertimer as a clock can be very helpful.
For most pupils the time-measuring role of this equipment is not problematic and little difficulty is caused by moving quickly from its first introduction to its role in analysing speed. However, for pupils who have difficulties with the notion of time, the fairly direct way in which the timer represents short time intervals can provide a real stimulus for understanding that very short-lived events do nevertheless take time. For example, pupils can measure the time for which one hand is in motion during a handclap simply by attaching tickertape to the moving hand and then counting the number of spaces between dots.

Very long time intervals may best be handled by reference to time lines which enable the pupil to make sense of abstract relationships such as before and after, in terms of more concrete relationships of left and right. The relative nature of time terms can also be illustrated. For example, by plotting dates on a time line drawn on a scale of, say, 1 cm = 10 years pupils can be helped to recognise that, in 1900, 1950 was in the future. This can be very helpful in any discussion of the history of science (e.g. by helping pupils to realise things that were not known at the time a particular idea was being developed, but which are now taken for granted).

Tactics related to differences in pupils' reading ability

Differences in pupils’ ability to read text are best classified as educational differences because they reflect differences in what pupils can already do. This is just as important an element of prior learning as what they already know and understand. As science teachers, we should clearly share the task of remediating reading difficulties if at all possible. This is partly because all teachers have a general responsibility for helping pupils to acquire such an important basic skill, but also because there are characteristics of reading in science which, to some extent, set it apart from reading generally.

The mathematical language of some science, and the use of chemical shorthand serve as two examples of aspects of scientific writing where the pupil has to read every symbol in order to decode the text accurately. Word-by-word, and especially symbol-by-symbol reading is not a skill which a pupil needs to develop to read many kinds of book—particularly to read novels for pleasure. The English or Special Needs teacher, working to support pupils’ general reading, will help pupils to develop the skill of reading fluently. The teacher may even encourage pupils to move away from word-by-word reading in order to help them to become involved in the general flow of a story and to begin to appreciate the enjoyment that reading can provide. Science teachers should, of course, try to reinforce this vital aspect of reading ability, but we also have an important role in encouraging pupils to develop the word-by-word, and symbol-by-symbol reading skills which are complementary to fluency, and so necessary to successful reading in our subject area. We are also well placed to help pupils recognise when each type of reading is appropriate.

Guidance on how we can attend to reading difficulties can be drawn from a wide range of sources. These include the use of readability scores and reading age tests to match texts to pupils, the use of comprehension tests and cloze tests (see below) to check the matches that have been made to that better judgements can be made in the future, and the use of carefully structured reading tasks that focus pupils’ attention on particular outcomes for their reading. These techniques can be viewed as remedial strategies if the main aim is to encourage better reading by ensuring success on well-chosen and well-structured reading tasks. However, they can also be viewed as circumvention strategies if the teacher sees them only as methods of getting particular content across through the medium of text despite pupils’ weaknesses in reading. The difference will depend on whether, in talking to the pupil about the work, the teacher stresses the reading skills that were in use or the content that was being read. (Discussion of the reading skills would include: talking about any words pupils found difficult; asking whether they were able to find clues in the text that helped them sort out what difficult words or
sections might mean; encouraging them to use any diagrams etc. to support their understanding; directing their attention to the use of the index to help solve difficulties . . .) Even if our focus is fairly heavily on the content, it is interesting that by giving some attention to these aspects of reading, we can support the more specialist remedial reading help that a pupil may be receiving elsewhere, and begin to meet the aim of helping the pupil to develop skills for reading science that I mentioned above.

What, then, is available as guidance on the match of reading to pupils, and on the design of reading tasks, that will enable us to help our pupils to learn science, and to learn about reading science? Harrison (1980) describes a range of readability formulae which enable teachers to make an estimate of the difficulty which a given text is likely to present to pupils before actually offering the text to the pupil. Most of these formulae give a result which can be interpreted as the age that a reader of average ability would have to have in order to be likely to be able to cope with the text with the support of the teacher. The SMOG formula (which is described in Appendix 3 and is very simple to apply) is standardised differently, and can be interpreted as giving the age for unsupported use of the text. It is important to recognise that such formulae are not precise indicators of the difficulty of a text and should perhaps be regarded as indicating a range of about three years over which the text might be effective (e.g. a readability score of 12 might be seen as justifying use of a text, in class, with 11-13-year old average readers).

Readability formulae tend to concentrate on grammatical factors such as the proportion of long words and the length of sentences in a piece of writing. However, long words are not always difficult words – especially in science texts. For example, it is unlikely that pupils who are reading about temperature measurement in the context of lessons where thermometers are in use and are frequently referred to in conversation, would find the word ‘thermometer’ difficult to read. Its frequent appearance in a piece of text could, however, inflate the readability score for that text. In contrast, several factors which would not contribute to the scores returned by most readability formulae could nevertheless make text more difficult to read. Such factors might include the size and style of the font used, the layout of text on the page (e.g. the line spacing and even the point in the sentence at which the line breaks occur), the relationship between text and photographs or drawings, the frequency of use of short but unusual words, the unfamiliar use of common words (e.g. the unusual use of the word ‘returned’ in the previous sentence), the order of ideas in a sentence, and the complexity of the ideas themselves. Perera (1980, 1986) discusses many of these factors at length. It follows that readability formulae can only be used as a guide, but as they focus attention on factors that may not be easy to judge by inspection, they remain useful guides.

Readability formulae, together with the insights provided by Perera, can help us to choose appropriate text for the pupils we are to teach. They can also help us to produce more appropriate written materials (such as worksheets, revision notes, and comprehension exercises) for our pupils’ use. See Raban and Postlethwaite (1988) for further details.

Reading-age tests can be applied to pupils to establish whether they are average readers (reading age equal to chronological age) or not (reading age above, or below chronological age). Such tests are quite a common element in special needs department record keeping and can give some confirmatory evidence on the extent of an individual’s reading difficulties. A useful review of such tests is provided by Vincent and colleagues (1983). One might imagine that the use of readability scores and reading age would enable us to make a better match between text and pupil than the use of readability scores and chronological age. Up to a point this is true. There are, however, dangers in assuming that a text with a readability score of 12 will necessarily suit a 16-year-old poor reader with a reading age of 12 – the style and content of the text may well make it quite unacceptable to the older pupil whose background knowledge and interests are unlikely to match those of the 12-year olds for whom the text was
originally intended. The teacher will therefore need to make a subjective judgement about these issues as well as using the tests as a guide.

Use of readability formulae and reading-age tests, together with assessments of the other factors mentioned above, can help the teacher to make judgements about the suitability of a text for an intended purpose in advance of its actual use. These judgements can be checked after use of the text by means of cloze tests or comprehension tests. If pupils score 90 per cent or more on a comprehension test based on a text, it is safe to assume that the text can be used independently of the teacher by those pupils; if they score 75 per cent the text is suitable for use with the support of the teacher. Cloze tests are those in which a piece of text is modified by deletion of every fifth word. Pupils are then asked to read the text and fill the gaps. Marks are awarded only for words which are identical to those used by the author. Under this regime, scores of 60 per cent indicate that the text is suitable for unsupported use; scores of 40–45 per cent show that it can be used with the support of the teacher.

Support for poor readers is not limited to the selection of texts which match their abilities and interests. Pupils can be helped to gain information from quite a wide range of texts if they are set carefully designed reading tasks which structure their work with the text. It can, for example, be helpful if any reading which pupils do on their own is preceded by discussion in class, and followed by writing. It can be even more helpful if their reading is itself a group-based, interactive process. An excellent set of ideas for helping pupils to work with text in this way are the Directed Activities Related to Text (DARTs) developed by Lunzer and Gardner (1984) and described in the context of science teaching by Davies and Greene (1984). These DARTs activities can be divided into three groups: text reconstruction, text analysis and text representation. Some examples of DARTs activities are included in the material presented in Appendix 2.

Text reconstruction activities are those in which pupils are presented with text which has been modified in some way. The pupils’ task, in small groups, is to read the modified text and work together to reconstruct something which has the same meaning as the original. For example, words can be omitted from the original text and pupils have then to reconstruct the whole thing, or labels can be omitted from diagrams and pupils have to fill them in from the text, or an incomplete diagram is offered and pupils have to complete it from information in the text, or pupils have to annotate a diagram from such information. Although the exercise of filling in missing words in the text sounds similar to the cloze tests described above, it actually differs from it in several important ways. First, its purpose is to encourage learning, not to test it. Secondly, in the DARTs exercise words are not omitted at regular intervals. Instead, the omissions are carefully chosen to focus pupils’ attention on the point of the lesson. If we were trying to improve pupils’ understanding of the principles of experiment design we might modify a text describing a particular investigation, by leaving out words which relate to the identification of relevant variables, or to the criteria for choice of apparatus, or to the method of control of variables. If we were interested in the concepts being developed by the same piece of text we might focus attention on them by leaving out only words which relate to these concepts. Thirdly, pupils are not required to find the exact word(s) used by the original author. The important thing is their reconstruction of the sense of the piece. Further important aspects of the preparation of text for this completion exercise are that pupils should be given a ‘lead in’ of several lines in which no omissions are made so that they can get some sense of what the text is about, and that we should not delete all references to an idea from the prepared text. To do so would force pupils into a guessing game. Similar guidelines apply to the preparation of diagrams for reconstruction exercises. What we want to encourage in each case is discussion about the missing elements based on what the pupils have read earlier in the passage, or later. As well as focusing their attention on the ideas with which we are concerned, this develops their ability to tease out meaning from text based on the context which
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precedes and follows a section with which they may be having difficulty.

A different kind of text reconstruction is that in which a piece of text is shortened by omitting the final section. Pupils then have to predict how the piece ended, basing their views on what they have read and justifying them to one another in the group and, perhaps through subsequent writing, to the teacher. This task can be extended by breaking a piece of text into a series of sections. Pupils read (or listen to) just the first section, the teacher then asks a question aimed at helping pupils to predict the next step. Pupils discuss this in groups then report back briefly to the class. The teacher then reads the next section and discusses the various predictions in relation to the actual text. The teacher then asks a new question which prompts the pupils to consider the next stage in the argument. The process is continued until the text is complete. This exercise works best where there is a strong line of development in the text, e.g. in the case of a description of a process.

A somewhat similar task is that of sequencing. Here the teacher gives pupils a whole text which has been broken into steps and each step has been written on a separate card. The cards are shuffled and the pupils have to put the text back into sequence. This works very well with experiment instructions or other text in which there is a strong sense of sequence. It ensures that pupils read and think about every step before starting their practical work. Pupils' attention can easily be drawn to safety points, for example by writing them on differently coloured cards. This activity does not work at all with descriptive text which can be presented in practically any order. If possible, the text should not contain words which give away the sequence directly (e.g. 'first', 'secondly', 'finally' etc.). Pupils should have to reconstruct the order from an understanding of the points made by the text, not simply from a recognition of these direct clues.

Text analysis activities make use of unmodified text and include the tasks of underlining, segmenting and labelling. In the underlining activity, pupils are asked to underline words or phrases which serve a particular function in the text. For example, pupils might be asked to underline all the examples of expansion in a passage on heat. This can be extended to the task of underlining advantageous examples in one colour and troublesome examples in another. Two-colour underlining can also be used to identify different kinds of information in a passage. For example pupils could be asked to underline the parts of a flower in one colour and the function of these parts in another. The physical difficulty of writing on text books can be overcome in a variety of ways. In some circumstances photocopies of the text could be used, or pupils could do their underlining on acetate sheets, or could use paperclips to attach slips of paper to the page and write the key word on the paper. Segmenting and labelling activities can often be done as two parts of one activity. In the segmenting activity pupils are asked to break the text into sections which stand as units of information in some way; in labelling activities they attach labels to these segments. These labels, which are usually provided by the teacher, can either summarise the section, or describe the function which it is performing (e.g. describes a model; criticises a conclusion, etc.).

Text representation activities ask the pupils to present the information in the text in some other format. They could, for example, be asked to draw up a table, or an annotated diagram, or flow chart. The amount of support offered (e.g. whether column headings for a table are provided or not) can be varied according to pupils' overall ability in the subject.

Pupil discussion, during the lesson, about the text and the task which is based upon it, is a crucial aspect of all of these DARTs activities. The activities can often be followed up by a writing task. For example, pupils might take away with them the labels produced during a text labelling exercise and use them as a guide to re-write the main ideas of the text in their own words. This offers more support to the pupil than a simple request to 'Write it up at home' but it avoids the unproductive activity of direct copying of the text book.

As well as helping poor readers to learn from the usual range of school text books, these
techniques can help able pupils who are good readers to cope with very demanding material so can serve as useful components of text-based enrichment tasks.

Some theoretical justification for DARTs can be found in the list of characteristics of pupils with learning difficulties which can be derived from information processing models. These were listed in Chapter 2. For example, pupils working with DARTs have very well-structured tasks to do which focus their attention on the particular issue which the teacher wishes to address. They are therefore helped to define exactly what they are meant to be concentrating on—something which appears to present many pupils with difficulty. Similarly, the group-based discussion which is a feature of DARTs activities helps pupils to make the ideas their own, encourages them to link the new ideas to their own previous thinking and therefore supports them in remembering the new material—something, again, which such pupils tend to find difficult. This gives us a basis for believing that DARTs may well prove to be effective. In an annotated bibliography to their book, Davies and Greene (1984) draw attention to several empirical studies which have confirmed this effectiveness.

Earlier in this section we described readability tests and DARTs activities as having both remedial and circumvention aspects. In some circumstances pupils' reading difficulties may be so great that these tactics do not work in either aspect of their role. The science teacher may not feel competent (or, more likely, may not have the time) to use more basic remedial procedures. In such circumstances pure circumvention tactics may be required. These could include reading text or worksheets on to audiotape so that the pupil can listen to the material instead of reading it. Videotaped readings including close-ups of pictures or other visual support for the material may be even more accessible. Some computer software is becoming available which allows the computer to 'speak' the text which is being displayed on the screen. It is possible for pupils to record their verbal responses to such programs directly in the computer memory so that their work can be made available to the teacher even if their writing is also a handicap to communication. Such tactics clearly require careful preparation by the science teacher. Non-teaching assistants may be available in the science class to read material to the pupil, but again their effectiveness is limited unless the science teacher spends time explaining to them the aims of the lesson and the key points which are to be tackled through the reading.

**Tactics related to differences in pupils' grasp of numeracy**

Cockcroft (DES, 1982) drew sharp attention to the fact that pupils differ considerably from one another in their ability to work with mathematical concepts and techniques when he referred to the 'seven year difference in achieving an understanding of place value which is sufficient to write down the number which is 1 more than 6399'. A major element in attending to this aspect of educational differences is that of language. As Cockcroft points out 'mathematics provides a means of communication which is powerful concise and unambiguous'. Unfortunately, when teacher and pupil try to use this language, communication is not always the result. There are several aspects of this.

1. Different teachers often use different terms to say the same thing: one teacher may say 'multiply', another 'times'; one teacher may say 'raised to the power 3', another may say 'cubed'. The variety in our language can nicely be demonstrated by getting colleagues to read out an expression such as $4.01 \times (6y + 9)^3$. Several versions will almost certainly be provided: 'four point oh one'; 'four decimal zero one'; 'to the power three'; 'cubed'; 'open brackets, six $y$ plus nine, close brackets'; 'six times $y$ add nine all in brackets', etc. Such variety presents no difficulties for pupils who are confident in mathematics. Indeed, as they will undoubtedly meet all these versions in discussions which have a mathematical element, one could argue that to meet it in school is an important aspect of their
mathematical education. However, for the pupil who has difficulty with mathematics, such variety is just additional noise which obscures the message. One tactic for helping such pupils is therefore to establish a common language amongst the teachers in a school who make use of mathematics in their teaching. Special needs staff should, of course, be included in this range of staff.

2 The language of mathematics may not be unambiguous to the pupil. It often overlaps with common language and the pupil may make inappropriate connections between the two. Perhaps when new technical terms such as `area' are introduced, or when we first return to a topic that uses them, we should ask, `What does the word `area' mean to you?' We would then be in a position to make the mathematical use of the term explicit, and to add meaning to it by drawing links with the individual pupil's common usage and indicating where the two usages diverge.

3 An analysis of teachers' non-technical language in class has revealed that we tend to use more complex sentence structures when discussing mathematics than when discussing other subject content (Howarth, 1985). This can obviously present pupils with difficulties in understanding if their own language ability is weak or if they are struggling with the mathematical ideas which are embedded in this more complex teacher talk. Experienced teachers may find that knowing of this risk is enough to enable them to avoid it; beginning teachers may find it helpful to plan the language in which they will discuss the mathematical aspects of their lessons more fully.

4 Kerslake (1982) points out that to understand and act upon the precise language of mathematical symbols, pupils have to decode them into normal language that can guide their action. $3x$ only has meaning if it is decoded into a statement such as `whatever value $x$ has, $3x$ has three times that value'. We should give pupils practice in coding and decoding of this kind. In particular, we should note that there are often different ways of verbalising symbols and that sometimes one of these will lead to progress whereas others may lead to dead ends. For example, $12/2$ can be verbalised as 'How many twos are there in twelve?', and as 'What would each person get if twelve was divided between two people?'. Only the first of these is likely to help a pupil faced with calculating the value of $12/\frac{1}{2}$. We should therefore help pupils to be aware of the range of ways of verbalising formulae and to recognise the value of trying out different ways as steps in trying to solve a problem. This does not contradict the need for consistency. The variation being advocated here is useful variation; `four point oh one' and `four decimal zero one' are not in any way helpful variations.

5 We may need to arrange for a fuller exchange of mathematical language with our pupils. Much of the language which they use to deal with problems which have a mathematical element is usually hidden from us. We see only the results of their work; the all important language which led to these results is often private to the pupil. Asking pupils to work in groups on mathematical problems so that they share the language of solution with one another is one powerful tool which can be expected to improve pupils' fluency in language associated with mathematics. The group situation can also legitimate the trial of partially formed ideas: `I don't know whether this will work but why don't we try . . .' and the testing of solutions against general principles: `No, that can't be right. Surely it's bound to be bigger than the thing we started with . . .' Of course, if we can join in these group discussions we will be able to suggest ways of talking though the problem and will be able to listen to pupils with the purpose of diagnosis of their difficulties in mind. One part of our contribution to discussion can be to draw attention to errors made by the pupils in ways that encourage them to continue the debate, rather than simply accept that they have failed. Bishop has drawn attention to some helpful tactics of this kind such as showing that their approach would lead to a silly answer that they can recognise is wrong, or drawing attention to a specific step with a comment such as,
‘Haven’t you forgotten the decimal point here?’ (see Kerslake, 1982, for further details).

Alongside this more explicit attention to the role of pupils’ language in working with mathematics, we may, as teachers, profitably share more of our own mathematical language with pupils. Our presentation of mathematical solutions to pupils is often that of a polished performance where we move linearly to the solution. It may well be helpful to pupils if we were sometimes to reveal the whole of the process: the possible alternative starting points; our reasons for choosing one rather than another to begin with; how we sense a dead end; what we do when we reach a dead end; how we might work back from the solution if we get stuck.

Once this more open attention to the mathematical language of both the teacher and the pupils has been established as part of lessons where maths has an important role, it may be realistic to ask pupils to reveal something of their private mathematical language in their written work. We could, for example, ask them to write about their problem-solving at the end of a set of mathematical questions? Questions such as the following might encourage pupils to write things that will help us to help them in the development of their mathematical skills: ‘What did you find interesting about these questions? What did . . . mean to you? Did you get stuck anywhere? What did you try to get yourself “unstuck”? How did you check that your answers were reasonable? What still puzzles you?’ We should, however, be alert to the possibility that able pupils might find this writing tedious as they do not need the support that can come from this reflection and from the teacher’s help which can be based upon it.

These tactics are all essentially remedial tactics. We should note, however, that the calculator can serve as a useful tool for the circumvention of some mathematical difficulties – particularly those awkward computational problems that accompany the processing of real experimental data where numbers rarely come out in ways that simplify the arithmetic. We should be aware that some pupils will need help in entering data and operators into calculators, and in interpreting results – especially where the calculator produces a large number of decimal places. We should also, where possible, encourage pupils to make rough estimates of answers so that they can check their calculator work. If we do plan to use calculators, it is reassuring that the Cockcroft Report (DES, 1982) argued that their use had no adverse effect on basic computational skills.

Spreadsheets have similar functions as tools for circumventing computational difficulties. For example pupils working with Newton’s Second Law could be offered a spreadsheet in which sections permit the calculation of the value of $F$, $m$ or $a$, given the other two variables. However, combined with thoughtful teaching, such spreadsheets can have a more significant value. They can encourage pupils to explore relationships, e.g. to see that the mathematical law leads one to expect that, for constant $F$, as $m$ increases, $a$ decreases. This can be checked against experience and a feel for the implications of the law can be built up. Also, confidence gained through using a spreadsheet to get answers to problems on $F = ma$ might encourage pupils to work with a teacher to explore the relationships between the three variables (e.g. that the value of $F$ that you get is $m$ times $a$, or that the value of $a$ is $F/m$). These concrete examples might then be used by the teacher to lead the pupil on to appreciation of the processes involved in changing the subject of equations.

Educational differences – summary

In general, the tactics discussed above are remedial tactics in that we expect pupils’ understanding to change as a result of what we do with them. This is to be expected in that the whole notion of an education system presupposes a belief that educational differences are unstable, that increased understanding is to be valued and that change towards this condition lies, at least in some measure, within the teacher’s control. We should not, however, overlook the fact that the sequencing of learning might make it necessary to devise circumvention tactics that enable a pupil to learn X
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without first mastering Y which is a necessary step in learning X but also a source of difficulty for the pupil. For example, we may wish pupils to test the idea that the current is the same all round a simple series circuit. To do this convincingly the pupil may need to read an ammeter to a precision that would imply accurate estimation of readings that lie between the scale divisions of an analogue instrument, and we might know that some of our pupils have great difficulty with this. Such skill in scale reading is clearly something which we would want to encourage, but we might recognise that to put emphasis on this skill will deflect the attention of these pupils from the testing of the concept of constant current. We might therefore decide to adopt the circumvention tactic of using a digital ammeter, or of tweaking the experiment so that current readings lie exactly on scale divisions, so that these pupils can appreciate the point about current flow in spite of their continuing difficulty over precise scale interpolation. This would seem to be a very sensible decision as long as we recognise what we are doing, and as long as we find other opportunities (perhaps in the same few lessons, though perhaps much later) to help the pupil develop the scale reading skill. Circumvention tactics related to reading or numeracy may also have a place where the extent of a pupil's problem is such that it is impracticable for the science teacher to persist with attempts at remediation. We should however recognise that this leaves the pupil without valuable skills and should, at very least, ensure that someone is addressing these with the pupil. The general point, therefore, is that tactics for the circumvention of educational differences may be valuable to the science teacher in some situations, but that generally our long-term aim should be to find ways of remediating pupils' educational difficulties if this is at all possible.

TACTICS RELATED TO PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES

Tactics related to differences in pupils' intelligence (structure of intellect)

At the beginning of this chapter, I pointed out that the work on intelligence that I quoted in Chapter 2 was likely to have greater impact on our attitudes to pupils, than on the specific tactics which we use to teach them. However, some work on Guilford's multifactorial model of intelligence has generated specific teaching tactics and a possible implication of these for the science teacher will be discussed briefly below.

Through the Structure of Intellect (SOI) Institute in California, test materials are available that help to diagnose pupils' strengths and weaknesses in terms of Guilford's Structure of Intellect Model. In addition, remedial exercises have been produced which are designed to develop those areas in which a given pupil is weak. Very briefly, Guilford's model proposes that intelligence can be thought of as a three dimensional matrix. Different 'operations' on one dimension act on different 'content' on another to produce different 'products' on a third. Examples of operations are memory (which is self-explanatory) and divergent production (the ability to find a range of solutions to problems which do not have a unique solution). Examples of content are symbolic content (letters, numbers, notations) and semantic content (the meanings of words). Products include units (single
blocks of information) and classes (well-defined groups). Thus ‘divergent production of symbolic classes’ might be assessed by the ability to find many different ways of forming the numbers 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 11, 12 into two groups (even/odd; multiples of three/not multiples of three; prime/not prime; squares of integers/not squares of integers ...). A pupil may be generally weak on the operation ‘divergent production’. He or she may, on the other hand, be relatively strong on most aspects of semantic content and on most aspects of the product ‘classes’. Remedial exercises for such a pupil would stress divergent production of semantic classes – building on the pupils’ strength with semantic classes to give scope for the development of the divergent production operation.

Evaluations of the materials, which were conducted independently but published through the SOI Institute, suggest that the remedial exercises can improve performance on the relevant SOI tests, and also offer some suggestion that performance in related areas of the school curriculum can be improved through their use. The criticisms that have been levelled at Guilford’s model in general, do suggest that caution may be needed in interpreting these results, but they do seem to offer some indication that the procedure can be valuable.

Of course, to work directly on the different factors of intelligence identified in Guilford’s model it would be necessary to use the SOI materials and therefore to acquire them through the SOI Institute. However, it may be possible to gain inspiration from the idea that one should look at the pupils’ profile of test scores to identify areas in which performance is weak and then work to develop these in the context of areas where performance is relatively strong. In the science teaching context one might notice a pupils’ difficulties in mathematical reasoning and her strength in work on biology and seek to develop mathematical skills with reference to biological material; alternatively a pupil who has difficulty with experimental design but is good at electricity might be provided with design challenges which are based in the context of electricity.

**DIFFERENTIATED SCIENCE TEACHING**

**Tactics related to motivation**

In Chapter 2, I referred to the fact that there are many different models of human motivation and argued that links between individuals’ motivation and their achievements are complex. This certainly implies that motivating pupils in a class may be a far more subtle matter than simply that of finding interesting ways of presenting a given topic to them. This may, in turn, explain why our very best attempts to teach in an interesting fashion are sometimes met with indifference or even with negative reactions from some pupils. Our consequent feelings of anger (‘After all I’ve done to prepare this lesson and provide such interesting activities, all you can do is mess about...!’) may be understandable, but should perhaps be a spur to a closer investigation of the issue of motivation, rather than a reason for giving up on a class or an individual.

Maslow’s model of motivation states, for example, that there is a hierarchy of basic needs:

- needs to fulfil one’s own potential
- needs for self-esteem (recognition from others and personal feelings of competence)
- needs for affiliation and affection
- needs for physical and psychological safety
- physiological needs (needs for food, warmth, etc.)

Alongside these basic needs, there is a hierarchy of cognitive needs (including the need to acquire knowledge and understanding, and the need to analyse and organise such knowledge). Satisfying the cognitive needs plays a part in satisfying the basic needs – e.g. the child needs information in order to contribute to his or her own safety. In Maslow’s view, a person will devote their energies mainly to meeting the lowest need in the basic needs hierarchy which, for them, has not yet been met to a satisfactory degree. It is therefore clear that a teacher working with a hungry, or insecure, or unloved child is likely to get little return from a really interesting presentation of work on, say, respiration. Some attempts will have to be made to help such pupil fulfil their more fundamental basic needs if they are to begin to engage with the
knowledge-related goals which we are setting up for them.

Maslow's work implies that there will be limits to what an individual teacher can achieve in this respect, especially where needs which still have to be met are very low in the basic needs hierarchy. However, it also suggests that the teacher is not powerless. Well-established routines in school and in class might contribute to a pupil's sense of psychological security; cooperative work amongst pupils might encourage a sense of affiliation; a dogged determination on the part of the teacher to signal approval of pupils as individuals even when their work or behaviour requires (and receives) a critical response might convey a sense of affection; supportive feedback on pupils' work, display of work in the classroom, the production of work for audiences other than that of the teacher, and a determination on the part of the teacher to respond positively to a pupil's ideas and to discourage dismissive responses from other pupils, might all offer pupils a sense of recognition and self-esteem. These more general aspects of the affective environment in which we teach will not remove the need to find interesting ways of putting across the ideas of respiration, but they may well help to guarantee that energy devoted to the design of such teaching methods will not be wasted.

In Chapter 2, I also mentioned McClelland's idea of achievement motivation - motivation rooted in the pupil's need to achieve (nAch). Although the relationships between nAch and attainment have not been demonstrated with consistency (McClelland, 1972) and are undoubtedly complex, it seems that there might be value in trying to raise nAch levels on the part of individuals for which this is low. In one study, McClelland and Winter (1969) devised a programme of training designed to increase nAch and subsequent performance. This involved such things as discussion of, and involvement in, the styles of thinking of people with high nAch, consideration of the benefits of risk-taking and of delayed rewards, consideration of the participant's own self-image and career goals, and training in how to assess one's own progress towards such goals. de Charms and colleagues (1969) trained teachers to introduce nAch training of this kind to their own pupils and demonstrated that when teachers worked with pupils on this approach at appropriate times throughout a year, significant effects on school performance were produced. One might therefore be encouraged to try building work of this kind into one's tutorial work with pupils, if not into one's science teaching.

The points discussed above represent a remedial approach to pupils with low nAch. If, as a result of the lack of clarity in the evaluations of attempts to change nAch, we prefer to regard it as a relatively stable pupil characteristic, we must look for a way of circumventing the effects of low nAch scores. A different model, that of 'motivation for achievement', may offer a way forward for the teacher. Weiner (1976) points out that a pupil's overall motivation to engage in an achievement-oriented task (M) is related to the pupil's nAch, but also to the pupil's expectation of the probability of success in the task (P) and to the pupil's incentive in completing the task (I), i.e. the extent to which the pupil will feel a sense of pride in completing the task. Weiner explains that, in a model due to Atkinson, these factors are regarded as multiplicative:

\[ M = nAch \times P \times I \]

In this model the incentive value (I) is taken to equal \(1 - P\) (i.e. the greater the chance of success (P), the smaller the incentive value of the task (I)). It follows that:

\[ M = nAch \times P \times (1 - P) \]

This in turn implies that the task which is likely to generate the greatest degree of motivation to achieve is one on which the pupil judges his or her chance of successful completion to be 50 per cent. This prediction from the model might be helpful in guiding us when we are trying to match tasks to individuals. However, if we work to its recommendations we will naturally expect the pupil to fail sometimes, and must surely plan in advance what our response will be to such failure, for otherwise the pupil may quickly re-assess his
or her probability of success on similar tasks and will consequently be less motivated towards them in future. One aspect of the mastery learning model which I will discuss in Chapter 4 deals specifically with this point.

A final comment about tactics related to motivation can be based on attribution theory which is a theory about the explanations which people present to themselves for their success or failure on a task. A general finding is that success and failure are attributed to ability (‘I succeeded because I’m able’; ‘I failed because I’m stupid’), effort (‘I failed because I didn’t work hard enough’), task difficulty (‘I succeeded because the test was easy’); or luck (‘It wasn’t fair, I revised the wrong stuff’).

The kind of attributions that a person makes depends on such things as: the success of other people on the task (if everyone does badly then one is more likely to attribute failure to task difficulty than to ability); one’s past pattern of success on similar tasks (if one usually fails then ability attributions are likely, whereas if one usually succeeds but fails on a given task, luck, task difficulty, or effort attributions seem probable); the relationship between the work put in and the result (effort attributions are particularly likely if one succeeds after spending a lot of time on the task or if one fails after spending very little time); the randomness of success and failure within the group taking the task (an individual is likely to make luck attributions for his or her own success on a particular task if there is no link between the usual levels of performance of people in the class and their performance on that task).

It is commonly pointed out that these attributions can be classified in two ways: there is an internal/external dimension, and a stable/unstable dimension. For example, ability is an internal/stable characteristic; luck is an external/unstable characteristic.

Pupils will recognise that they (normally) have no control over task difficulty for the task is designed by the teacher; they clearly have no control over luck; they are likely to feel that they have no control over their ability. It follows that if they tend to attribute their failure on a task to one of these factors, there is no logical reason why they should expect to be able to improve their performance on the given task. Furthermore, if their attributions are in terms of ability or luck, they will feel that there is nothing that they can do to bring about greater success on any task. The logical conclusion would then be that there is no point in making any further effort in school. Raviv and colleagues (1980) has shown that disadvantaged children are particularly likely to attribute failure to internal causes over which they have no control (e.g. ability) and that they therefore display what he called ‘a behaviour of helplessness’. The one attribution that does not lead pupils into this trap is that of effort. If pupils believe that their success is dependent on the effort which they put in, then there is a basis for future engagement in the tasks that are presented to them in school.

Attributions can therefore affect future motivation for school work. It follows that if, as teachers, we can affect the attributions that our pupils make, then we should certainly seek to do so. From the discussion above it would seem to be very much in our interests to promote effort attributions. Being both internal and unstable, effort is the one attribution that leaves the pupil with a sense of control over what might happen next, and personal responsibility for the quality of their own school work.

From the discussion above of how attribution arises, one can speculate that pupils will only attribute success or failure to X if they see a relationship between success or failure and the characteristic X. They would not of course analyse it explicitly in these terms, but in effect covariance will be a crucial influence. Thus if pupils known to be able, always succeed, while those known to be less able, always fail, pupils in general may attribute their own success or failure to ability; if pupils always succeed when they work hard, but always fail when they do not, then they may attribute success to effort, and so on.

If we want to encourage effort-based attributions, this presents us with a problem for it is hard to know how much effort pupils are making. It is therefore difficult to ensure that pupils do well when they have put in a lot of work. Certainly,
norm referenced marking of pupils' work (particularly homework done when the teacher is not present to observe the pupils working) is unlikely to reflect the effort made by individuals. A pupil may have struggled hard, but may produce wrong answers and therefore attain low marks; yet, on another occasion, the pupil may dash off a piece of work, get it right and be rewarded with high marks. Such a pupil would see no link between effort and outcome, and would therefore have no evidence to encourage her to make effort-based attributions. Also, the fact that norm referencing implies that a pupil's mark will reflect the level of performance attained by the other pupils in the group will do nothing to ensure that an individual's marks reflect their own personal effort.

As long as criteria are well judged in relation to pupils' abilities, it is possible that criterion referenced marking may give rise to marks which reflect effort. At least the influence of the results of the other pupils on an individual's marks is removed. However, careful matching of criteria is not easy and some pupils may work very hard without mastering the next level in a criterion referenced scheme, and will therefore get no reward for their effort.

One suggestion, therefore, is that instead of norm-referenced or criterion-referenced marking, we should mark work against the pupils' own previous standards. The reasoning is that pupils will do well or badly in terms of their own normal standards according to the extra effort or the reduced effort that they will have given to the task we are marking. If we award marks that reflect their variation against their own norms, these marks will generally be high when their effort has been high, and low when their effort has been low. There will be a link between mark and effort and therefore pupils will be encouraged to make effort attributions.

Another possibility is that we might ask pupils to write about the way they tackled a task as part of their work on that task. For example we might have asked them what interested them about the task, what surprised them, what they did when they got stuck, what puzzled them about it. Their answers to these questions might well help us to estimate the effort put in to a task as well as encouraging them to take an overview of their problem solving which might well have cognitive payoffs in its own right. These insights into effort could then be rewarded with effort grades.

Assessment of pupils' work has, of course, to serve other ends and effort-related grades will not be the only assessments that we will need to make. If effort grades are given alongside other forms of assessment, it will be important to ensure that they are valued by the school and that this is apparent to the pupils. Perhaps reward systems (such as house points, or commendations from senior staff) should be based only on effort grades.

A further interesting insight is offered by Ames and Ames (1981) who have noted that competitive classroom environments (setting socially determined norms rather than criterion referenced ones) can emphasise ability and luck attributions and accentuate both the positive effects of success (which is helpful to the teacher) and the negative effects of failure (which is not). They feel that individualised goal and reward structures, and by implication a more individualised approach to classroom organisation, are more likely to emphasise effort attributions than will the competitive classroom.

A final idea is that of the teacher taking responsibility for pupils' failure. In this model, when a child does badly against the criteria which we have set for a lesson or a test, we say (or imply) that this has happened because we have made an error (we taught the work badly, or gave them a badly constructed worksheet, or whatever). In this way we protect them from ability-based attributions of failure. If we then give them time and support to succeed on what they had previously failed, we may hope to encourage effort attributions. Much of the mastery learning methodology which I will discuss in Chapter 4 could be seen in these terms and the effort-based attributions encouraged could be one reason for its success.

Attribution theory is still the subject of debate at the theoretical level and at the empirical level – in the sense that there is not always clear experimental evidence for some of the very plausible points which are made. It is, however, interesting
in its own right, it does raise questions about routine practice in schools, and does offer useful (if tentative) insights for teachers.

**Tactics related to insights from information processing models (instrumental enrichment)**

It is not possible here to give a detailed account of all the separate strategies that might be used to address individual differences in the specific aspects of cognitive functioning that were described in the section in Chapter 2 on information processing models. It is, however, instructive to look at one integrated programme of work for children with a range of problems of these kinds. Such a programme is that of Instrumental Enrichment (IE) (Feuerstein, 1980). Full adoption of the IE programme requires formal training. Some LEAs in England and Wales have arranged for staff to be trained, but this need for training does limit the scope for application of the programme as a whole. However, helpful materials have been produced by some LEAs and by individuals (e.g. Adey et al., 1989a) which are based on the principles of IE but do not require teachers to complete a formal training before use. It is therefore valuable for teachers to know something of IE, whether or not they work with individuals fully trained in the programme.

A basic assumption of IE is that some pupils have difficulties in learning and problem solving because they have not had what Feuerstein calls 'mediated learning experiences'. In their family situation or very early schooling, children have not recognised their ability to learn from what is around them because no one has acted as mediator, structuring, organising, limiting their experiences in order that learning from them becomes a possibility. IE seeks to allow the teacher to alleviate the ill effects of the lack of such experiences.

Feuerstein describes three stages in mental functioning: input, elaboration (the solution seeking stage) and output. He argues that a pupil can experience difficulties in any or all of these stages. He also recognises various modalities for mental functions – that is various kinds of information which are processed (e.g. verbal, numerical, figural-pictorial) – and argues that a pupil may have difficulty with say the input stage when working in the numerical modality.

The goals of IE are to help pupils improve their cognitive function across the range of stages and modalities. For example IE seeks

- to correct cognitive deficits such as impulsiveness, and lack of systematic observation (input phase), lack of 'if-then reasoning' and of hypothesis-testing strategies (elaboration phase) and lack of understanding of terms such as strategy, symbol, equivalent, similar, etc. (output phase and input phase)
- to increase pupils' intrinsic motivation by giving a habit of successful working
- to increase pupils' ability to engage in reflective thinking, and in particular to monitor their own thought processes so as to be more effective in using them
- to improve pupils' attitudes to themselves as problem-solvers

It is immediately apparent that IE makes very good sense in terms of the descriptions of pupils with learning difficulties that are provided by information processing research (see Chapter 2). It is also clear that if IE can be successful in modifying these characteristics, it should result in a raising of pupils' general problem-solving capacity and that should in turn be reflected in higher IQ scores.

The lesson style within the IE programme is well worth considering at some length as it offers helpful guidance to anyone wishing to tackle aims that are similar to those of IE. The full IE programme involves a series of $5 \times 50$ minute lessons per week for two years. A minimum time commitment for an IE programme is $3 \times 50$ minute lessons per week for this two-year period. A lesson typically involves 10 minutes or so of discussion between the teacher and class to introduce the problems, to explore what the pupils need to know in order to solve it, and to formulate one or more strategies. Then the pupils work on the pencil-and-paper exercise (instruments) largely
in the elaboration phase. Pupils are required to complete a table in the output phase. Other instruments on this topic point out differences between left–right directions and compass directions.

There are other instruments on temporal relations which encourage pupils to develop an understanding of such things as the sequential nature of time, and the relative nature of time words such as 'late'. This helps to develop the idea that for someone in 1750, 1850 was in the future even though for us it is in the past.

Pupils do work on comparing and analysing pictures which helps to establish the idea that objects can be the same in some respects but different in others. This is a necessary step in building up an understanding of classification. In science we often use classification in order to understand some principle (e.g. we teach classification of material into solid liquid and gases partly so that we can relate the properties of materials to the particle theory). IE emphasises the skills required to do the initial classification and points out the importance of classification (e.g. to arrange things so that you can find them), and of understanding other peoples' classifications so that you can use their catalogues, dictionaries, etc.

Other topics include work on giving and receiving clear instructions, on family relationships, on logical reasoning, on syllogisms, on identifying problems which have too little data for their solution to be possible, on sets, on numerical progressions; on analogies, and on divergent thinking.

There have been several formal evaluations of the IE programme. In his own book Feuerstein (1980) describes a substantial study involving 218 students of whom 114 were given IE while 104 were given a general programme of subject related enrichment. In a battery of 28 tests, most showed some gain for the IE group compared with the general enrichment group, and in 12 cases these differences were statistically significant. Feuerstein's discussion of these results is quite positive. He claims (p. 367), for example, that 'the evidence is consistent enough...to suggest that IE merits adoption in programs that aim at modifying the cognitive structure of low-functioning adolescents'.
In an independent study, Arbitman-Smith et al. (1984) reported that 'after one year of IE students commonly show gains of 5–10 IQ points'. Though they stated that gains on achievement tests were found in some but not all subject areas, they did note ‘more marked changes in classroom learning and in enthusiasm for learning’. This same finding of modest cognitive gains, but inconclusive subject-related gain was noted by Shayer and Beasley (1987) after a careful experimental study of 12–14-year olds in a special school for pupils with moderate learning difficulties. They also recorded that IE had substantially affected pupils’ metacognitive functioning and had improved their ability to tackle novel tasks.

A further evaluation of IE was carried out in five LEAs in England by the Schools Council (Weller and Craft, 1983). This reported pupils’ and teachers' views of IE and gave a generally positive impression. For example when teachers were asked to comment on the responses of their pupils to IE, roughly 80 per cent of the points raised were positive ones, and just over 20 per cent of the comments referred to apparent progress on the part of the pupils. Pupils’ own views were also positive. When asked to give their reasons for disliking IE, nearly 50 per cent of the comments were ‘I like it all’.

There does therefore seem to be a reasonable basis for continuing to take a serious interest in IE. In the context of the individual teacher’s response to pupils’ learning difficulties, perhaps the sensible thing would be to adopt one of Shayer and Beasley’s suggestions and incorporate the basic principles of the programme into the teaching of mainstream subjects. In this respect, one significant thing may well be to make use of the different elements of an IE lesson, including:

- the initial discussion
- the debriefing of pupils’ approaches to the task and the evaluation of different approaches
- the explicit attention to language
- the emphasis on bridging from the lesson to other lessons and to general life

Another way forward may be to copy the concern which IE shows for cognitive processes in themselves (e.g. for the processes involved in classification, or observation). The insights which the IE programme can offer in such areas may help, not only with the learning of science process (Attainment Target 1 in the National Curriculum in Science for England and Wales), but also with learning in those content areas which build on these processes. As part of this, we may be wise to try the IE idea of using content free material to establish success in work on a cognitive process, before employing that process in a science context where some pupils may have learnt to expect failure. It may therefore help to do some work on, for example, precise observation in the context of day-to-day life, before requiring pupils to demonstrate such abilities in the context of observation of chemical reaction or of microscope work.

**Tactics related to differences in Piagetian stage of cognitive development**

Recently, Adey et al. (1989a) have undertaken work which has the goal of accelerating pupils’ progress through the Piagetian stages of cognitive development and therefore towards the stage of formal thought. Evaluations of their programme do seem to be encouraging (Adey et al., 1989b). Adey showed that when project staff taught an experimental group the cognitive acceleration programme which he and his colleagues had devised, they had greater gains in Piagetian level than a control group. Also, over a subsequent period of a year in which no further intervention was made, the experimental group developed at the same rate as the control group. Their gains over the whole period of the study were still found to be greater than those of the controls. Similar results seem to be emerging with respect to experimental and control groups taught by ‘ordinary teachers’. The tactics which they adopted were inspired by those of Instrumental Enrichment which were discussed in the previous section. It may therefore be that these ideas also offer a means of attending to differences mapped in
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terms of Piaget’s model of pupil development, by accelerating pupils who are at lower stages than would be expected for their age and ability.

Certainly to my mind, such an approach to Piagetian differences is preferable to one in which we strive merely to match work to pupils’ different stages of development. That may avoid frustration on the part of pupils who cannot cope with work that might otherwise be above them, but if genuine and sustained acceleration can be achieved, this alternative tactic of matching seems to be too modest in its aims.

Tactics related to differences in cognitive style

A considerable range of cognitive style dimensions have been identified in the literature. Several of these were mentioned in Chapter 2. Some of their implications for the tactics we might adopt in our teaching can be illustrated by considering just one of them: the holist–serialist dimension. In the study of holist and serialist learners (Pask, 1975), it was clearly demonstrated that students at both extremes of this particular style continuum learnt most effectively when taught in ways that matched their own preferred style of learning. It was not that students using one of the styles were markedly better than the others, just that they were different, and responded to different kinds of teaching.

Teaching particularly supportive of serialist learners would emphasise the logical connections within separate strands of a topic. It would stress the interrelationship of the ideas within one strand and the evidence which is supportive of those ideas. It would stress the details of how things are done. For example, it would explain the details of experiments done to test an idea. Only as a fairly late part of the teaching scheme would the teacher begin to put all the strands together to give an overview of the topic as a whole. A holist treatment might begin with an overview and deal with elements of each strand in ways that stress the links between them. Details of any procedures involved (e.g. exactly how a particular quantity might be measured) would be left until a late stage.

Thus a serialist treatment of basic electronics might deal with the properties of the light-dependent resistor and might use Ohm’s Law to generate an understanding of how it can be used in a voltage divider circuit to produce voltage changes as a result of changes in light intensity. Such a circuit might be built and tested. A similar treatment might then follow for a thermistor. Work on current amplification in a transistor might then be done, and an Ohm’s Law argument might be used, together with this idea of current amplification, to show how a transistor can be made to operate as a NOT gate and a NOR gate. Circuit elements might then be combined to produce systems to do particular jobs (e.g. to warn of temperature drops at night). A holist approach might look at several applications such as night-time temperature alarms and identify the fact that there are transducers and active circuit elements in all of them. Analogies might be drawn between the light-dependent resistor and the thermistor in that both can be used in circuits to produce voltage changes when there are environmental changes. The properties of NOT and NOR gates might be investigated and analogies drawn between them (e.g. truth tables can be established to enable us to predict what output condition will be produced from various input conditions). Frequent reference might be made to a range of applications using similar transducers and logic circuits. Only at a late stage might the analysis of components in terms of Ohm’s Law be attempted.

While it is easy to see how one might teach in both these ways during a piece of educational research on tactics related to learning style, it is asking an enormous amount of a teacher to prepare materials for a class on a day-to-day basis so that both styles of learning can go on. Apart from the investment of time and the complex class management circumstances that would arise, we have to remember that not all pupils can be readily classified as holists or serialists. Instead, many lie somewhere near the middle of the dimension and have no very clear preferred style. Even when pupils do have a clear preference, we may not know enough about their learning styles to be confident in placing them in the correct category.
Some of these difficulties could be overcome by offering the pupils choice over which approach they wish to follow, but there are other problems that would not be avoided in this way.

These arise from the fact that both styles have shortcomings. The holist may fail to value the detailed analysis of the components and may leap to unsubstantiated generalisations, whereas the serialist may fail to recognise the analogies between different components, and may not recognise the interrelationships between the parts of the topic, nor its more general significance (Entwistle, 1981). It might not be enough simply to circumvent any adverse effects arising from the mismatches in teaching and learning styles by allowing pupils to work in their preferred style. It might be necessary to include some element of remediation in the approach. In this, we would not be trying to change a pupil's preferred style, but to add facility in the other styles so that appropriate choices could be made as to which style to adopt in any given circumstance.

One approach related to this view might be to vary our teaching from one topic to another so that pupils would meet all styles. They would, at least for some of the time, be able to follow their preferences, but would also be encouraged to develop more facility in their less preferred style, and would therefore be helped to overcome some of the shortcomings of their preferred style. In an interesting discussion of the widespread effects of the field-dependence–field-independence dimension, Witkin (1977) makes a similar case for a variety of approaches. He states that: 'Beyond encouraging teachers to adapt their teaching to students as they find them, we may hope even more that teachers may find ways of helping students diversify their learning strategies.'

**Psychological differences – summary**

In the previous sections we have been considering both remedial and circumvention tactics in relation to psychological differences amongst pupils. For example, we have explored remedial tactics through which pupils can be helped to change so as to be more effective in monitoring their own problem solving. We have also considered circumvention tactics, for example those through which we can help pupils with different preferred learning styles to learn more effectively even though we may not be trying to change their learning style as such. Remedial tactics do dominate the section, partly because psychological characteristics which interfere with school learning are often alterable, and are undesirable in that they also affect other aspects of the pupils' functioning. Nevertheless, the importance of circumvention should not be underestimated.

However, perhaps the main point to be made in summarising this section is that, taken as a whole, it encourages us to recognise that we must attend to individual differences in *all* aspects of our teaching:

- it can influence our attitudes to pupils and to their successes and failures (pp. 69, 73; see also pp. 48 et seq)
- it draws attention to our general approach to pupils and their work (p. 70)
- through the notion that motivation is likely to be highest when pupils perceive themselves to have a 50 per cent chance of success at a task, it provides guidelines on what might count as a good match between task and ability (p. 71)
- it provides guidance on specific teaching tactics (e.g. pp. 70, 74, 75, 76)
- it encourages us to adopt a range of assessment tactics in order to encourage effort-based attributions (p. 73)

The section therefore helps to reinforce the notion that attention to individual differences must permeate our whole approach to teaching. It is not simply the production of a few extra worksheets with simpler language for less able pupils!
So far in this chapter, little seems to have been said about meeting the needs of pupils whose educational and psychological characteristics encourage us to classify them as ‘more able’. It is important to recognise that this is not, in fact, the case. Many of the tactics which we have been considering apply just as much to these able pupils as to those who have difficulties in learning. For example, the alternative frameworks used by able pupils may be much more sophisticated than the work which we intend to cover with the class. If we do not pay attention to the able pupils’ frameworks we may generate a sense of frustration, or even undermine their confidence in their own more advanced ideas by seeming to contradict them in discussing simplified models. Readability tests can help just as much (and just as little!) in the selection of material for unsupported use by able readers. DARTs activities can help to make difficult text accessible to able pupils even though they would not normally be expected to read it. Explicit discussion amongst a group of able pupils of their personal strategies in solving the mathematical aspects of some science problem can extend and develop the range of approaches to mathematics that are then accessible to any one of the pupils. The cognitive modifiability tactics exemplified earlier by reference to Instrumental Enrichment can be used to help able pupils develop advanced approaches to thinking at an earlier age and can give them even greater awareness of their personal methods of problem solving which might help them to extend their range of approaches. Able pupils, like others have preferred learning styles and although an aspect of high ability may be one’s better capability of learning in ways that are not one’s preferred approach, it may still be helpful to able pupils if the teacher does take some account of their preferred learning style.

These points indicate how the tactics discussed in the rest of this chapter can help able pupils to build upon their strengths. In addition, able pupils may well have some aspects of their functioning which are less well developed than others. The tactics discussed above will then serve a remedial function for those pupils, just as they would for someone with more generalised learning difficulties. A particularly significant example here is that tactics related to motivation may be very relevant to the underachieving able child.

The main work of describing tactics relevant to able pupils has therefore already been covered. Nevertheless, it may be helpful to add one or two points which can be drawn from the literature which is specifically concerned with able pupils. Perhaps the overriding point is that provision should be planned on some explicit basis and should not be simply a series of unrelated tasks chosen because, at some general level, they appear to be intriguing. Tannenbaum (1983) states this very sharply. He argues: ‘Differentiated education (for the gifted) is not just a grab-bag of goodies . . . (but has to be) . . . selected carefully to implement a comprehensive plan that has its own built-in rationale . . .’

One helpful means of choosing or designing enrichment materials for able pupils which do conform to some overall structure, is Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy of educational objectives – particularly that part of the taxonomy relating to the cognitive domain. Bloom lists objectives in order of increasing cognitive demand. The main headings of his list are:

- knowledge
- comprehension
- application
- analysis
- synthesis
- evaluation
It is logical to assume that material for able pupils should emphasise objectives at the more demanding end of this taxonomy and should therefore stress tasks of analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Though even this is a useful rough guide, study of the full taxonomy is rewarding for there are ordered lists of objectives under each main heading through which one can gain insights into, for example, the kinds of comprehension objectives which are particularly relevant for able pupils.

Renzulli (1977) mentions another basis for the design of tasks for the able pupil. In his Enrichment Triad Model he recommends that pupils should have access to a wide range of interest-provoking activities (Type 1 Enrichment) and to means of developing more advanced study and thinking skills (Type 2 Enrichment). Thus many pupils may find it valuable to learn how to use a school library catalogue, whereas able pupils may be offered Type 2 Enrichment focused on use of professional abstract journals and index journals. The use of Instrumental Enrichment with able pupils would fit in as Type 2 Enrichment. In the past, particularly in USA, activities designed to enrich the divergent production (creativity) aspects of Guilford's Structure of Intellect Model have been common features of Type 2 Enrichment. Renzulli's Type 3 Enrichment is in many ways the most interesting part of his model. This is enrichment based on real-world problem solving, preferably undertaken for a real purpose outside rather than simply as a classroom task for the teacher. Renzulli argues that the complexity of the variables involved in a real problem, the need to identify and solve the methodological problems inherent in real investigation, and the demands implied in producing answers for an informed and potentially critical audience outside the school, are all factors which make such tasks eminently suited to more able pupils. Type 3 Enrichment might involve a survey of children on school meals for the school meals supervisor, or an exploration of some aspect of local history for a presentation to the local history society, or a contribution to work on some problem encountered in a local science-based industry undertaken for the company concerned. Type 3 Enrichment emphasises the pupil as a creator of ideas not merely as a consumer.

A comprehensive and scholarly summary of ideas of this kind related to able pupils can be found in Tannenbaum (1983).

Much valuable enrichment for able pupils can be done within normal lessons, as part of a system of differentiated teaching for all pupils. However, there is value in very able pupils meeting to work together on some issues from time to time. A single class may not provide these opportunities for there may be only one or two very able pupils within it. Renzulli's Type 3 Enrichment clearly lends itself to such out-of-class work. Teachers committed to differentiating normal teaching might, therefore, wish to consider ways in which opportunities for such 'able groups' (consisting of pupils from one school, or from a number of schools) could be established. Teacher involvement in such groups can provide considerable insights into the very high levels of work of which some pupils are capable. As well as the tasks themselves being valuable to the pupils, these insights for the teacher can be useful in informing the design of enrichment material that that teacher might use in future in their own differentiated classroom.
The HMI survey of newly qualified teachers (HMI, 1982) states that 26 per cent of secondary school probationers felt themselves to be less than adequately prepared to teach the more able, 38 per cent felt under-prepared to teach the less able, and 26 per cent felt in need of more help to teach mixed-ability classes. There is therefore clear evidence of the need to support newly qualified teachers in this aspect of their teaching. There is also evidence that this need is not limited to the newly qualified. Although now quite old, HMI reports on mixed ability teaching (HMI, 1978) and on secondary education in general (HMI, 1979) make it clear that, in the 1970s, the practice of a substantial proportion of experienced teachers in differentiating work for the whole range of their pupils required development. Undoubtedly there have been advances in this area supported by such recent projects as TVEI, but there is evidence that the problem is still one which is high on teachers' own agendas. In a small-scale survey conducted in 1989/90, a colleague and I found that some 40 per cent of experienced science teachers in 21 schools reported significant difficulties in providing for the whole range of pupils in their classes (Postlethwaite and Reynolds, 1990). This result was confirmed in a similar study of another sample of teachers in the subsequent year.

Although the earlier chapters of this book provide a way of conceptualising such issues and offer direct suggestions for means through which teachers might respond, it is dangerous to assume that ideas of these kinds are all that is needed. Other research provides a strong hint that something more fundamental may be called for. For example, Calderhead (1984) reports that teachers often ask questions of able pupils at the start of the lesson to help to get the lesson going on a positive note, and to indicate the level of response that will be expected of pupils generally. Less able pupils may be asked questions if the teacher wants to re-assess the pace at which the lesson should go. Able pupils would be asked again if the pace was getting too slow. Calderhead also refers to Lundgren's idea that teachers judge the pace of their teaching by assessment of individual pupils' attainments by using a 'steering group' consisting of the 10th to 25th percentile of pupils in a class. There would therefore seem to be evidence of teachers using their knowledge of pupils differences to help them control the work of the class as a whole, rather than to address the individual pupils' needs directly. This may be perfectly understandable given the constraints faced by a single teacher attempting to keep a class of thirty or more pupils together, so that the whole group can be involved in the same activities in each lesson. It follows, however, that changes in the teacher's strategy for overall classroom management may be necessary if a more appropriate approach to individual differences is to be achieved, and if the teacher is to be able to make use of the tactics so far discussed in this book.

One possible strategy is a fairly conservative
one: namely to build a great deal of variety into our whole-class teaching. We might use the earlier ideas to identify a range of approaches to teaching, and a range of levels of treatment, that might suit the needs of the different pupils in our class. However, we might not attempt to match work to pupils in ways that address their differences at an individual level. Instead, we might continue to work in a class-focused way but would deliberately choose to teach any given topic by using as many of these ideas as possible over a sequence of lessons, possibly repeating the key aspects of the topic in different styles and at different levels as part of this strategy. In this way we would hope to enable all pupils to learn about the topic because each could tune in to the aspect of our teaching that suited them. A simple example of such an approach is to ensure that instructions for an experiment are written out, and described verbally, and modelled by the teacher going through a ‘dry run’ of the work with the apparatus. This would provide suitable input for pupils who prefer an aural presentation to a visual one; it would support pupils who have reading difficulties; it would help the pupils who lacked a specific piece of knowledge (e.g. the name of a particular piece of equipment). It would do all these things without the teacher having to identify the pupils with these different characteristics and target the relevant tactics on each. A more complex example of this kind of approach would be to devise both a holist and a serialist approach to a topic and ensure that both were taught to the whole class, perhaps over a series of lessons.

This general strategy does offer some possibilities, and may certainly be one way in which teachers can gain personal experience of some of the tactics mentioned earlier without committing themselves to major change in their classroom organisation. However, it is unlikely that this strategy would enable us to go far enough to support the whole range of pupils in our classes (particularly those with special needs), there is real risk that it would add to the problem of lack of challenge for able pupils, and it can be seen to be inconsistent with some of the tactics which could not therefore be incorporated into it.

**DIFFERENTIATED SCIENCE TEACHING**

**Flexible learning**

A much more radical approach is that of flexible learning (Employment Department, undated) which has been the subject of considerable recent development under the auspices of TVEI. In this document (p. 4), two fundamental aims of flexible learning are expressed:

1. ‘to meet pupils’ learning needs as individuals through flexible management and use of a range of learning activities, environments and resources’
2. ‘to give pupils increasing responsibility for their own learning and development.’

As conceived by the authors of the Employment Department paper, these aims of flexible learning are met through a situation in which the teacher is not the sole (or even the most significant) source of information for the pupils. Instead pupils learn from a wide range of resources including printed materials, computer-based material, audio and video programmes, and people other than the teacher inside and outside the school. The teacher’s role has several elements. It is to ensure that appropriate resources are available in the classroom, in the school library or resource centre, and also, where appropriate, outside school. It is to ensure that pupils develop the skills to access these, including the skills to make use of the support which can be provided by, for example, library staff. It is to engage in negotiation with pupils (in small groups and, at times, as individuals) to help them to set targets, and where necessary to clarify these targets so that each pupil knows exactly what they are aiming for in the next block of work. As part of the basis for this negotiation, it is the teacher’s role to have a clear framework of aims and objectives for the course, including notions of what is and what is not negotiable with pupils within this range of objectives. In this way, decisions made with individual pupils can remain coherent, and sensitive to external demands such as those of the National Curriculum, while still giving those pupils some influence over their work. The teacher’s role is also to monitor pupils’ work, and, in partnership with them, to record their progress.
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towards agreed targets. Through this monitoring process, recognition should also be given to any incidental learning that the pupil can demonstrate has taken place. Another element of the teacher’s role is to provide feedback and to encourage pupils to develop self-appraisal skills. A further important aspect of what the teacher does is to encourage pupils to take an increasing share of responsibility for all these aspects of their own learning.

In relation to the differentiation of work within this kind of flexible learning framework, a significant element of the teacher’s role is to ensure that there is sufficient range in the resources that are available, and in the activities based on them, to enable all pupils to learn effectively (albeit, perhaps, at different rates). The teacher will also help pupils to focus on the tasks and resources which are most appropriate for them during the negotiation phase of flexible learning. In doing so, the teacher will take account of their own view of the pupil’s strengths and weaknesses, but will also respond to the pupil’s personal interests and perceived needs. It is, however, an open question as to whether, in the teacher’s own plan for the course, the basic aims and objectives for all pupils are the same, or whether differentiation of aims and/or objectives is made.

Careful preparation of a range of resources and tasks, direction of pupils to appropriate tasks for them, and detailed feedback on the work that is completed, may well be the most significant aspects of the teacher’s contribution to the individualisation of pupils’ learning. However, another way in which teachers can respond to individual differences within a flexible learning framework is to organise personal support or extension for a pupil once they are embarked upon an agreed task. Such support will include help from the teacher to remedy or circumvent a problem where a learning difficulty arises, and will include discussion to enrich the most able. Compared to systems of whole-class teaching, flexible learning may make such support a more realistic proposition. However, the time demands of the other aspects of the teacher’s role within flexible learning should not be underestimated and the opportunities for extended work with individuals or small groups may still be relatively limited. Teachers may also support pupils in their work on agreed tasks by organising contacts between the pupil and other specialists such as special needs staff. This will be necessary when the help required by a pupils goes beyond the teacher’s expertise, or requires a greater investment of time than the teacher can properly give in the light of their responsibilities to other pupils in the group. The teacher may also seek to help a pupil to make (and use) contacts with specialists in industry, or in higher or further education. Such contacts may have expertise in a particular field which will be valuable when, for example, it is appropriate for an able pupil to go well beyond the normal objectives for the course.

All of the ideas outlined in the first chapters can inform the teacher’s thinking and action in relation to these kinds of differentiation. They indicate the dimensions which should be involved in the planning of differentiation, and the kinds of tactics which should be built in to the differentiated materials. They should inform the way in which the teacher conducts the negotiation of tasks with the pupil. It may be helpful to look, in a little more detail, at how this might be done.

In terms of the differentiation of resources, some helpful insights are provided by Powell (1991) and Waterhouse (1983). Both stress that resources are likely to be published material of some kind, as the preparation of high-quality resources from scratch is so time consuming that few teachers would have the opportunity to create their own. They suggest that although there will probably be a range of resources on any topic in a flexible learning classroom, it is unlikely that all aspects of differentiation can be catered for by the range that is available. This is partly because of the expense of providing books, computer programs and audio-visual material appropriate to the whole range of pupil differences, and partly because it is by no means certain that the necessary range of resources exist. However, in the model that they describe (which, in both cases, is based on that of the Resources for Learning Development Unit in Avon) the work that pupils do with these resources
is directed by ‘task cards’. These are relatively short documents which are usually produced by the teacher. Task cards do such things as

- set specific objectives
- guide the pupil towards the resources which are suitable for use
- specify (with varying degrees of open-endedness) what the pupil is to do with the resources
- suggest the kinds of output the pupil should produce as a result of the work

There can be a range of task cards for each aspect of a topic so that pupils with different strengths and weaknesses can be given tasks which are well matched to their personal characteristics. There may therefore be a variety of routes through a topic.

In a very simple version of this idea, all pupils may begin with a common task card. The next task may be differentiated into three levels: there may be enrichment for those who have already covered the key points on the topic, further mainstream work for those who are coping with the main ideas, and support for those who have demonstrated a lack of understanding. All three versions of this second-stage task may refer pupils to the same basic resources but they will be using those resources in ways that suit their own needs.

The nature of the tasks required, and the amount of support provided, by the task cards are therefore important and practicable means by which the teacher can deploy a wide range of tactics to meet individual needs, even when the range of resources to which the cards refer is relatively limited.

Powell (1991) gives some very clear and very helpful advice on the design and layout of task cards, but neither he, nor Waterhouse, gives an extended discussion of the theoretical constructs which might offer a teacher guidance on the details of matching tasks to pupils. I would argue that this is where many of the ideas from the earlier chapters of this book can profitably be used. For example:

- a range of task cards could employ differently structured DARTs activities to enable pupils with varied levels of understanding of a concept such as that of growth, to learn from the same biology text book or video tape
- in teaching the notion of, say, chemical reaction, different task cards could help pupils with different alternative frameworks conduct experiments which would appropriately challenge their way of thinking
- different task cards on a topic could take a holist or serialist approach to that topic
- a set of cards might deal differently with the mathematical aspects of a topic: one of these might provide extensive help with the mathematical aspects of ‘floating and sinking’, by directing pupils to a spreadsheet to conduct an investigation of role of density so that they can appreciate the principles without getting held up by the computations involved. Another card on the same topic might take pupils through an algebraic proof of Archimedes Principle. Both of these task cards might refer to the same resource material on floating – one perhaps using it as an end point of the investigation work, the other using it as a starter for the more theoretical treatment
- enrichment task cards could build an emphasis on the higher levels of Bloom’s taxonomy (analysis, synthesis and evaluation) into the tasks required of able pupils

With its recognition that learning takes place in contexts other than the classroom, flexible learning also lends itself very readily to Renzulli’s idea of Type 3 enrichment.

There is, then, plenty of scope for incorporation of many of the ideas of the previous chapters into the resources, and more especially into the task cards, that are an important element of a flexible learning approach. I would not wish to pretend that the preparation of differentiated task cards will be a trivial task for the teacher, but it is certainly more realistic than producing differentiated resource material.

Other ideas from the previous chapters can be used in the negotiation phase of a flexible learning
approach. The basic framework of Chapter 2 can help the teacher to think clearly about what should go on in any tutorial sessions with individual pupils: to recognise the dimensions of diagnosis that may be required, and to act in logical fashion on the information that such diagnostic investigation might reveal. The small group or individual tutorials then provide an excellent setting for the teacher to deploy the tactics from Chapter 3. For example, in this setting it is certainly possible for the teacher to explore pupils’ alternative frameworks and to recommend work to challenge the pupils’ ideas. Subsequent tutorial meetings will give the teacher the opportunity to use the tactics recommended by Nussbaum and Novick (1981), by Hashweh (1986) and by others to consolidate the changes in thinking made by the pupils. Where tutorials are conducted with small groups, there are excellent opportunities to encourage pupils to compare and discuss their strategies for solving problems and therefore to make explicit the metacognitive agenda on which systems such as Instrumental Enrichment (Feuerstein et al., 1980) place so much emphasis. The notion of negotiated tasks and of negotiated assessment provide the context in which it may prove possible to deploy the tactics described in Chapter 3 which relate to pupils’ self-esteem and motivation. Finally, the whole flexible learning approach, and particularly perhaps the periods of negotiation, emphasise a general classroom environment in which the teacher is very much ‘on the learners’ side’. This is just the sort of supportive environment for which, from different theoretical perspectives, there were repeated calls in the work reported in the previous chapters.

In a very similar way, the whole range of tactics from the earlier chapter could inform any individual support which the teacher is able to offer pupils during their work on agreed tasks. One of the things which prompted my own interest in this field was the recognition, as a fairly new teacher, that I actually had few specialist tools that I could use during those rare opportunities at lunchtime or after school when it was possible to do some extended work with individuals who were having difficulties. I found that I was effectively limited to the same kinds of explanations that I used in class. While the chance for increased dialogue may well have been supportive to the pupils, I was very dissatisfied with the scope of the teaching tactics which I could deploy. Chapter 3 does, I hope, go some way to suggest tactics that may be appropriate. Flexible learning does make more opportunities available, within ordinary lesson time, to deploy them.

Although flexible learning does not, in principle, preclude periods of whole-class teaching, some versions of the approach do imply that pupils will make progress at very different rates over long periods of time so that, after, say, a term, individuals in a class can be expected to be at very different points in a prescribed course (Employment Department, undated). This, of course, makes it difficult for the teacher to find topics for whole-class teaching that are relevant to all the pupils at the same time. Waterhouse (1983) offers a way around this problem in that he implies that work should be divided into topics. Typically, the teacher introduces each of these topics by means of whole-class teaching, then pupils use resource-based study to work on the main learning objectives of the topic as individuals or in small groups. To conclude the topic, the teacher may work with the whole class to summarise the work, encourage an interchange of ideas and perhaps conduct a summative assessment. In this model, the negotiation of tasks and the individual support and enrichment that I have discussed above are part of the resource-based phase of each topic. The opportunities which this sequence brings for whole-class teaching not only adds variety to the pupils’ experience, it also allows the teacher to exploit the strengths of the whole-class approach (e.g. its power to stimulate interest in a new topic through direct communication of the teacher’s personal enthusiasm for the topic and sense of its importance for the pupils, or more simply by providing pupils with an impressive demonstration). What is more, it does this without the drawback for the teacher of having to teach in this demanding way four or more times a day, five days a week. In this version of flexible learning, the teacher does not have to contend with an
increasingly complex management problem as time progresses, and the pupils become more and more widely spread over the course.

**Mastery Learning**

In the version that had just been described, flexible learning has something in common with Bloom's model of Mastery Learning (Bloom, 1976) which offers a theoretically coherent strategy into which we can fit much of what has been said so far in this book. Both flexible learning and Mastery Learning are strategies for the differentiation of work for all pupils in a class. They both offer a framework for support for pupils with special educational needs but they do not apply simply to this group of pupils. They therefore exemplify one of the basic principles of this book: namely that provision for special needs should not be added on to an otherwise unchanged approach to teaching.

The core ideas of Bloom's model are that all but the most severely handicapped children, the brain damaged or those with severe personality problems, have the basic mental equipment to cope with school learning. The success or otherwise of pupils in a particular learning task will depend, not on their psychological resources but on
- the pupils' previous learning in related areas
- their attitudes and feelings towards the task currently being required of them
- the nature of the learning task itself and quality of the instruction which they are offered

It is therefore a model which is predominantly based upon educational differences (though, as we shall see, insights related to differences of other kinds can be drawn into the model in a helpful way). Bloom's assertion is that if pupils have the necessary prior knowledge and positive attitudes to learning the subject, and if the learning tasks and the teaching are well designed, almost all pupils can be successful in their learning. He claims that under the appropriate conditions, and for the expenditure of some 20 per cent of additional time, approximately 80 per cent of pupils can master work which, under conventional teaching only 20 per cent would be able to master. This startling claim implies that pupils with a wide range of IQ can be helped to meet common course objectives. Mastery Learning is therefore a very good example of the point which I made earlier: namely that in non-conventional methods of teaching, the strong link which we have come to expect between IQ and attainment can be broken. In that it claims to break the grip of IQ on pupils' attainments, Mastery Learning is a radical approach to teaching and learning. However, in terms of its classroom organisation it is perhaps less radical than those versions of flexible learning in which pupils are allowed to progress at their own rate over a substantial period of time.

Mastery Learning encompasses the idea that the course we offer to pupils should be divided into units each of which represents up to approximately 10 hours of work. For each of these units, the criteria for mastery should be clear: that is, the pupils (as well as the teacher) should know what is expected of them at each stage. Each unit is planned to take account of what the pupils, as a group, already know and can do, so that pupils are not presented with totally unrealistic tasks. This may imply that some preliminary work will be necessary before the unit proper is begun, or that the teaching approach will be chosen so that some missing skill or piece of prior knowledge is no longer a handicap to the pupils. Although, in describing his model, Bloom did not make explicit reference to pupils' alternative frameworks, it would seem sensible to include concern over this aspect of pupils' prior knowledge in the requirement that work should be planned take account of pupils' starting points.

Once a unit of work has been defined, the first treatment of the ideas within it is through the normal range of teaching methods. This would include whole-class teaching, practical work, demonstrations, work on text books and problems, role play, discussion, use of audio-visual resources or any other method that forms part of the teacher's normal repertoire of work with whole classes. At the end of this first treatment of the ideas, there is a diagnostic assessment to see if
each pupil has attained the unit objectives and, if not, to indicate what help is needed. This assessment is not used as part of the teacher's accumulating record of pupils' attainments: it is simply a diagnostic instrument.

The most significant thing about this assessment is that although it is at the end of the first treatment of the ideas that comprise the unit, it is not at the end of the unit as a whole. Instead, on the basis of the assessment findings, pupils who have not attained the unit objectives are given the help they require, and any additional time they need, to achieve such mastery; pupils who have already attained the objectives are given enrichment work focused on new objectives that relate to the topic but do not merely accelerate them forward to work which the whole group will have to consider at a later date. The work that follows the diagnostic assessment is designed on an individualised basis and may very well deploy the whole range of flexible learning approaches that have been outlined above. It may therefore involve a resource-based approach with tutorials in order to negotiate with pupils the support or enrichment programmes on which they are to work. It is therefore at this stage of the unit that Mastery Learning makes opportunities for the teacher to bring into play the whole range of tactics which we have been considering.

Ideally, time would be spent on this individualised phase until all pupils had attained the key unit objectives which were defined at the start. In practice, the teacher may have to make a decision to move the class on to a final summative assessment of the unit and then on to the next unit before this has been fully achieved.

It is inevitable that early units in a Mastery Learning sequence will take longer to teach than would be the case under conventional instruction. However, this need not be a major problem if we take the view that what really matters is the quality of the learning that pupils achieve. There is little point in being able to teach more quickly under conventional instruction if little is actually learnt. Mastery Learning provides a system which helps to ensure that effective learning is achieved through the expenditure of the additional time required. It is also important to note that, in a sequence of units that are to some extent interrelated, the more secure learning of early units will help to reduce any additional time requirements for later units.

Mastery Learning emphasises pupils' prior understanding of the topic. It takes account of pupils' attitudes to the learning of the subject. It is based on a unit structure that is decided by the teacher in terms of the subject content. Much of the work is teacher-led. The diagnostic assessment, and the consequent enrichment and support are all related to the subject content of the unit. All of these factors are open to influence from the teacher. Thus, within a Mastery Learning model, learning is held to be very much within the control of the teacher. The approach is therefore in direct contrast to the idea that pupils' learning depends on characteristics such as IQ which are often assumed (perhaps wrongly) to be fixed and therefore to lie outside the teacher's influence. Mastery Learning can, then, be viewed as an exciting and challenging description of learning because it suggests that teachers can affect the learning of pupils to a much greater extent than is sometimes thought. However, this same feature can be seen as very threatening by teachers, because it does essentially put the responsibility for pupils' success, and for their failure, firmly on our shoulders.

Bloom claims that Mastery Learning will raise the attainment of pupils and that there will be less variation from one pupil to another in the scores achieved on summative tests focused on the main course objectives. (Pupils engaged in enrichment tasks during the individualised phase of the model will, however, learn additional things so the model implies no 'levelling down' of the most able.) In his book (Bloom, 1976) he presents evidence from a number of studies which supports these claims. In some studies the amount of time available to teachers to learn about Mastery Learning before teaching within it was relatively small; in others teachers were working with large classes of up to 70 pupils. These were not, therefore, favourable results achieved in absolutely ideal conditions.
Research on Mastery Learning has been quite extensive since Bloom's own reports. Guskey and Gates (1986) provide a useful and fairly up-to-date summary. They carried out a meta-analysis of 27 such studies, choosing those which they could demonstrate had been well designed. They reported generally positive effects from the Mastery Learning approach: pupils in Mastery Learning classes did better than those in conventional classes; they spent more time on-task; they had better attitudes and more positive views of themselves as learners of the subject; they retained their learning for longer; their teachers had more positive attitudes, and higher expectations of their pupils in Mastery Learning classes. The effects of Mastery Learning seemed to be somewhat smaller in secondary classrooms than in primary. The authors speculated that this may have been because the longer exposure of secondary school pupils to conventional teaching strategies had resulted in more gaps in understanding or in poorer attitudes towards learning on the part of the pupils. Alternatively, it may have been a consequence of the fragmentary nature of the secondary curriculum. They also reported effects to be smaller in science and mathematics than in other subjects (but this was possibly because the pupils involved in these studies tended to be older and therefore the subject result was coloured by the age result already mentioned).

In a more direct survey of pupil opinion on Mastery Learning, Geeslin (1984) showed that 78 per cent of a sample of over 1000 pupils liked working in this way. This held across all age groups in the sample and in relation to almost all subjects.

Finally, Fuchs et al. (1986) showed that Mastery Learning was particularly effective when careful attention was paid to the diagnosis and corrective teaching element in the model. This finding reinforces the proposition that careful development of support and enrichment is essential and that attention to the ideas of the first chapters of this book may therefore be valuable. It also suggests that Mastery Learning is a good framework in which to attempt to put such ideas into practice.

I will try further to clarify the nature of Mastery Learning by discussing some aspects of an investigation into its use which some colleagues and I carried out with PGCE students at Reading University as one part of a small scale research project funded by the Employment Department.

At the beginning of this chapter, I indicated that local science teachers felt they needed to develop their approach to differentiation in science teaching. In an attempt to address this, a group of two university tutors, two teachers and three PGCE students developed a Mastery Learning module which was then trialled by a larger group of students during their teaching practice. The module consisted of a lesson sequence for pupils in Year 10 and was concerned with the skills of 'planning a fair test'. It was set in the particular context of an investigation into the factors which affect the rate of photosynthesis. We provided a lesson plan for an initial whole-class treatment of the topic. This had five clearly defined objectives. We provided a simple diagnostic worksheet for use at the end of this whole-class phase of the topic. Questions on this worksheet were directly linked to each of the five objectives. We then provided support materials relevant to each objective to help pupils who had not mastered the objective during the whole-class phase. Finally, we designed some enrichment materials which were intended to extend pupils basic mastery of the process of experimental design through consideration of more complex issues related to this topic.

We introduced the student teachers who were to trial the module to the concept of Mastery Learning by means of the flow chart shown in Figure 4.1, and through the associated notes which are included as Appendix 1. We emphasised to students that all pupils are involved in this model. It is not just used for very able pupils or those with learning difficulties.

We then provided details of a lesson plan which would serve as Stage 1 of a module dealing with the problem of designing a fair test of the effect of varying light intensity on the rate of photosynthesis in pond weed. The objectives which we defined for this module were that pupils should demonstrate:
Figure 4.1 Flow chart for a Mastery Learning module on ‘Planning a fair Test’.

1. **Define main objectives in terms of the course being studied. Consider skills, knowledge and understanding, and attitudes.**

2. **Plan and teach whole-class lessons through conventional presentation of topic, or CLISP type exploration of pupils' alternative frameworks and consequent treatment of topic related to these.**

3. **E1 EVALUATION 1 Main objectives met?**
   - **YES**
     - **Enrichment Phase** (New objectives specified)
   - **NO**
     - Remedial/Support Phase (Objectives = those main objectives not yet met)

4. **E2 Objectives met?**
   - **YES**
   - **E3 Objectives met?**
     - **YES**
     - NEXT TOPIC
     - **NO**
1 Understanding of what is meant by a variable by identifying the relevant variables in the particular case of the photosynthesis experiment.

2 Ability to identify the dependent and independent variables in the photosynthesis experiment.

3 Understanding of the importance of controlling variables and how this can be done in the photosynthesis experiment.

4 Ability to choose appropriate ways of measuring the variables of interest in the photosynthesis experiment.

5 Ability to select appropriate apparatus and use it to achieve (3) and (4).

Part of the lesson plan was a simple worksheet which would enable the teacher to judge how far each of the pupils had achieved these objectives.

We also provided material for the Support Phase of Stage 2 of the flow chart. There was support material relating to each of the five original objectives. Students were encouraged to use the insights provided by pupils' responses to the worksheet to direct them to the appropriate support material.

Finally, we provided three pieces of enrichment for the Enrichment Phase of Stage 2. Two pieces of material were concerned with the design of fair tests; the third required pupils to criticise the design of experimental work reported in the literature. The first made less complex demands than the other two and was designed to accommodate those pupils who were borderline in their mastery of the original objectives. The objectives of the Enrichment Phase of Stage 2 included such things as being able to suggest possibly relevant variables in a particular system, even where that system is complex and only limited information is available about it; and being able to recognise or suggest different kinds of ways of controlling variables in a particular system.

In Appendix 2, I have included some examples from the support and enrichment materials which we provided. The first is part of the support material designed for pupils who had difficulty identifying relevant variables in the photosynthesis experiment and who therefore did not reach the first of the Stage 1 objectives. The second is a support material focused on understanding the notion of control and applying it to the photosynthesis experiment (the third Stage 1 objective). The final example is part of a piece of enrichment material, deliberately chosen to offer a substantial challenge to able pupils. It focuses attention on the issues of experiment design by asking pupils to analyse accounts of early researches on the topic. It has a further aim of helping pupils to develop a better understanding of the history of scientific ideas and of the processes by which these ideas develop.

In the next section, I shall outline some of the ways in which ideas from Chapter 3 informed the design of these materials.

The Support Phase material which we designed included work intended to help pupils to understand what is meant by the term 'variable' and how they can decide whether a variable is likely to be relevant to any experiment which they are designing. This work was based on familiar everyday situations and drew heavily on ideas from Instrumental Enrichment (IE). The actual example of material provided in Appendix 2a follows directly on from this work on variables and attempts to bridge the pupils' growing general understanding of the notion of variables, into the particular context of the photosynthesis experiment. Because pupils may not start with all the necessary background information to do this, the example provides a short piece of text which presents the key ideas. Pupils are invited to learn from this text by using the DARTs text analysis activity of underlining. Pupils are encouraged to do this cooperatively if possible. Pupils are then asked to use the information they have identified in the text to complete a table. (This is a DARTs text reconstruction activity. As mentioned in Chapter 3, text analysis is generally a good preparation for text reconstruction.) At the end of the example, pupils are asked to make explicit to themselves the processes which they have been through, discussing these with their teacher. This was included in response to the IE notion that pupils need to discuss and evaluate their problem-solving strategies in order to develop
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those strategies to the full. Simply to practise them is not enough.

The example of work in Appendix 2a is followed, in the full set of materials, by a separate exercise which helps pupils to understand the notions of dependent and independent variable. The example provided in Appendix 2b is the step which then come next: namely that of using knowledge about variables to help in the design of fair tests. In several IE instruments, pupils are asked to analyse examples of some concept, before they are asked to create examples of the same kind for themselves. This sequence is employed in Appendix 2b where pupils first analyse simple examples of fair and unfair tests before being asked to design their own fair tests using very similar sequences of ideas.

The example starts with analysis of simple 'test' designs. These move from very familiar situations towards more laboratory-based work and gradually place more emphasis on continuously variable variables where control involves some kind of measurement (not just assurance that, for example, both batteries were new). Pupils are encouraged to use the language of dependent and independent variables to help them in their analysis. They then move on to the design of fair tests starting with a familiar context and with the support of concrete equipment to help them explore their ideas. They are then encouraged to use the same kind of approach in the design of the photosynthesis experiment. Again there is an opportunity for a review of their thinking with their peers and their teacher.

Appendix 2c provides an extract from one of the pieces of enrichment material that we designed. Of the three pieces in the full set of materials, the first was a fairly simple extension of the ideas presented in Stage 1. This was provided in recognition of the fact that some pupils who meet the Stage 1 objectives will only just have done so, and will need to consolidate rather than significantly extend their understanding. The second piece was a more demanding, requiring students to apply what they had learnt about photosynthesis, and about the design of fair tests, to a consideration of an experiment on the efficiency of food production. This was intended to move towards Renzulli's Type 3 enrichment, though we did specify the task fairly tightly and did not set it up with a real audience in mind for the pupils' work. The material of which Appendix 2c is an extract, was the third, and most demanding, of the alternative enrichment materials. It focuses on objectives related to the higher orders of Bloom's taxonomy. It is intended to help pupils to see how ideas about photosynthesis developed over time, and to reflect upon the experiment design decisions that were taken by the earlier researchers. It draws attention to the role (sometimes the limiting role) of existing knowledge in the design decisions that scientists take. It could be used by the teacher to build up to a discussion of the nature and status of current scientific understanding.

These examples show how some of the ideas from Chapter 3 can influence the design of teaching materials and approaches. The opportunity clearly exists for many more of the ideas to be built in to Mastery Learning materials, and into the ways teachers negotiate tasks with pupils, work with them to overcome specific problems, and review the learning which is achieved.

As I explained earlier, the full set of these materials were trialled by a group of PGCE students during their teaching practice. Their comments on the materials are interesting. It is important, however, to note that they had to fit trial of the material to their teaching practice circumstances and were not able to control the conditions of their own experiment in ways that one would normally expect in full scale educational research. (For example, some students had to trial the material with pupils who were either much older, or much younger than the Year 10 target group.)

Eight of the 12 students who returned full evaluation forms reported that the strategy (as summarised by the flow chart) was easy to understand. Ten students stated that the strategy was sufficiently flexible that they could adapt it, and the materials which we had designed, to cover similar work on fair tests in a context other than that of photosynthesis. One pointed out,
however, that this took 'a considerable amount of work'.

Eleven of the 12 felt that the materials which we had produced were closely related to the strategy and that, in consequence, their function and interrelationship could be readily understood.

Two students reported that all of their pupils had mastered all of the Stage 1 objectives after the initial whole-class treatment of the ideas. Two reported that none of their pupils had achieved this. For most of the students, between a third and half their pupils had completed all the objectives after Stage 1.

Seven students commented on the different parts of the material. Six found the enrichment material 'sufficiently challenging', whereas one reported that they were too difficult. Five found the support materials sufficiently challenging. One student reported that 'they seemed trivial in some cases but produced the required results'. However, two students felt that they were too easy.

Seven students also attempted an estimate of the extent of pupils' enjoyment of different aspects of the Mastery Learning approach. Five reported that pupils enjoyed the Stage 1 activity, four that pupils enjoyed the enrichment and three that pupils enjoyed the remedial tasks (with one additional student saying that she was not sure about enjoyment, but she did feel they had not understood the purpose).

Finally, students commented on ways in which their trail of the materials and/or the underlying Mastery Learning strategy had informed their own thinking about differentiation. Some of these comments were quite helpful for anyone intending to explore mastery learning, and such comments are listed in Table 4.1.

I would not wish to suggest that the student teachers' experiences outlined above represent a hard-line evaluation of Mastery Learning, but they do perhaps indicate something of its potential, and its problems, as a strategy into which a wide range of remedial, circumvention and enrichment tactics can be fitted. The comments therefore repay some further consideration.

The general comments relate quite well to the key points about Mastery Learning that have already been mentioned. The reference to the importance of matching the initial activity to pupils' attainments is significant. In discussion, students reported that where that match was not good, many pupils failed to meet any of the objectives during Stage 1. They were then engaged in so much support work in Stage 2 that they began to tire of the materials. Where Stage 1 left most pupils with only one or two objectives to address through the support materials, interest could be sustained and the sequence worked well. This is an important reminder that the presence of the support phase is no excuse for insensitive planning of the original content and treatment of the topics.

The reference to the need to group pupils during Stage 2 is another interesting point, which is strongly supported by Waterhouse (1983) in his discussion of the practicalities of class management for flexible learning.

The need for tact, and the problem of pupils feeling inferior if they were directed to support materials were points that were strongly felt by some student teachers. Some of the support materials that we had designed went back to very simple situations based on everyday experience. 'The Race' in Appendix 2 is perhaps one example. Clearly, one way to avoid the risk that pupils will be insulted by such work is if the simpler objectives are addressed in earlier years so that only on rare occasions would an older pupil need to go back to material that starts from such a simple starting point. Perhaps another key to pupils' feeling good about work of this kind, where it is necessary, is their recognition that they really do learn by using it. Thus, the first exposure to Mastery Learning may well be more problematic in terms of pupils' reactions to the materials than later sessions when pupils can refer back to the earlier successful experience of being helped to tackle something which they at first found difficult. It, is incidentally encouraging that the pattern of failure and success that may accompany Mastery Learning was reported, in work summarised in Chapter 3, to be helpful in encouraging high levels of motivation amongst pupils.

The final point which I would like to pick up from the record of students' views is their com-
Table 4.1  Student teachers' comments on insights gained from the use of the Mastery Learning strategy and materials

**General comments**
Before I used the materials, I only understood in principle. The materials gave me a practical understanding. You have to plan how to decide who does what activity and whether this is to be teacher or pupil directed. Thought and time must go into differentiation. The (Stage 1) activity must be accessible to most pupils and form a larger part of the lesson. You must ensure that all pupils feel that they have understood a new topic and have been kept fully occupied. Differentiation requires a lot of planning. Pupils can be bored by too much of the same. Evaluating pupils' understanding is difficult. Flexibility is required. Groups need individual attention. Pupils doing less demanding tasks can be resentful of those doing harder things. The techniques can be applied to any lesson. You need tact to ensure that pupils using support material do not feel inferior. You cannot have all the pupils working individually. You need to group them in order to deal with the questions. It is difficult to predict how pupils will respond to this approach. Try not to label the pupils.

**About enrichment materials**
They shouldn't be too difficult. (The examples showed) the extent that is possible given time. It is more difficult than providing support material: it must extend their skill and knowledge, not be too difficult, be relevant, be interesting. Must be interesting, challenging and relevant. It is more worthwhile if it is directly related to the topic. It is helpful to include a practical element. Materials are good for motivated pupils. Others see them as extra work. They need to be tailored to the individual and not be too much of the same.

**About support materials**
They should not be too easy. (The examples showed) the extent that is possible given time. They must be stimulating, and must not make the pupil feel inferior. They are useful as revision and back-up. They need to be presented seriously, with carefully chosen examples. You need to find out who needs what support. Avoid giving too much of the same material. Pupils do not like going back to the Stage 1 worksheet (i.e. the diagnostic assessment sheet).

The fact that student teachers found this a problematic notion suggests that pupils were misinterpreting the intention here. In Mastery Learning it is valuable to let pupils into the 'secret' of the model so that they are quite clear about the different stages and what they can expect to get out of them. If 'return to the diagnostic assessment worksheet' is perceived to be 'do the test again because you got it wrong'
all is lost. If, however, it is perceived to be ‘go back and fill in the answers you didn’t get because you have now got that problem beaten’, then perhaps the demotivating aspect will disappear.

The brief descriptions of flexible learning and Mastery Learning hopefully give insights into how the mainstream science teacher can move towards fuller differentiation of work within the classroom. It is important to point out that they are both styles of classroom organisation which greatly empower special needs staff and adults other than teachers who may be available to offer support, in the mainstream classroom, to pupils with special educational needs. Such staff are greatly limited in what they can do for pupils if the predominant teaching style is one of whole-class teaching. However in the resource-based phase of the models of classroom organisation that we have been considering, it is much easier for support staff to find situations in which they can work with special needs pupils without interrupting the flow of the lesson for others. Also, since the general context is one in which all pupils are working on a range of tasks, it is easier for support staff to make use of their specialist expertise, and their specialist resources within the mainstream classroom, without marking out special needs pupils as being significantly different from the rest of their classmates. If such support is to be of greatest effect, it is clearly important that science staff and support staff communicate with one another over the objectives of the topic, the content to be covered and the likely difficulties of the special needs pupils. This is often said in relation to all in-class support scenarios, but in practice it is extremely difficult to find the time to follow the advice. In this respect both flexible learning and Mastery Learning have further advantages over conventional teaching. First, more of the planning has to be committed to paper (e.g. in the resources and task cards that are necessary). Staff can therefore share ideas without always having to meet face to face. Secondly, negotiation of tasks is part of the lesson structure. If support staff join in the negotiation which takes place between pupil and the mainstream teacher, the necessary staff to staff interchange can take place as part of the lesson rather than as an extra for which (usually) no timetabled time is made available. Certainly in the early stages of any staff partnership some opportunities for other discussion may still be necessary, but these occasional meetings are perhaps manageable even within a busy schedule. What flexible learning and Mastery Learning do offer is time within the normal lessons with a class to do the day-to-day discussion about the support of individuals within that class. It is this regular staff contact that is otherwise so difficult to organise when all staff are so heavily committed.

Summary

This chapter, and its two associated Appendices, should have suggested some ways in which we could organise our general approach to teaching so that it becomes possible to make use of the ideas which emerged from the earlier chapters of this book. It should also provide some indications of the kinds of ways some of those ideas could be applied to the topics of the science curriculum.

There is no doubt that the development of any of these approaches is a massive undertaking for any individual teacher. It could, however, become a more realistic undertaking if a department, with appropriate support from special needs colleagues, were to plan to develop the necessary resources incrementally over a long period of time. Mastery Learning (perhaps more so than those systems of flexible learning in which the topics of pupils’ work tend to become more and more different as time goes on) does lend itself to piecemeal development topic by topic. Initial work is likely to be quite protracted and difficult, especially if a team of colleagues have to begin to come to terms with the idea of mastery learning as they produce their first sets of material. However, some support material will have application to a wide range of topics and therefore has more than a single use. Development tends, therefore, to become less traumatic once some initial experience has been gained.

For teachers considering whether to take the first steps down the Mastery Learning road,
perhaps one more finding from the student teachers who trialled our material would be helpful. Several of the student teachers stated they only really began to appreciate that the Mastery Learning material had value when they actually tried it with pupils. The most harsh criticisms came from students who had only gone so far as to read and discuss the ideas.
CHAPTER 5

Putting the ideas to use

One thing is clear about the previous chapters of this book: they are largely concerned with principles, and with empirical results, which are claimed to have some sort of generalisable application to the issue of the differentiation in science teaching. They offer theory-based and research-based suggestions for ways in which we might *think* about differentiation, and ways in which we might *act* to differentiate our teaching. Another thing should be clear: namely that the chapters have been written with the intention of helping to improve our practice, as teachers, student teachers and teacher educators, in relation to this aspect of our work. Given these points, it might be helpful to finish with a brief consideration of the links between theory and practice so that readers will then be better placed to make use of the book in relation to their own teaching.

An interesting starting point for this is provided by Wilson (1975). He draws attention to the tentative nature of much of the theory which is held to be of value to teachers and suggests that one should therefore use theory cautiously in a context as important as education. (This point is important, but it can be overstated as the tentative nature of theory in the physical sciences does not stop us from applying that theory to the design of bridges and aircraft and the radiological treatment of disease.) More significant, perhaps, is the fact that in educational contexts, several theories from a given discipline, or theories from a range of disciplines, might be relevant to any given situation. These different relevant theories may very well have different, or even contradictory, implications. Therefore, there is indeed a significant risk in assuming that any *one* theory can be used directly to prescribe what teachers should do. In response, one might argue that theory should be ignored. However, Wilson warns of the ‘wholly disastrous’ nature of this assumption. He suggests instead that an open-minded, critical reading of ‘theory’ might help teachers to clarify issues, question ‘commonsense’ suggestions about practice (which may be common but not, actually, very sensible) and gain insights into alternative practices which might (just might) be helpful in their own classrooms. Readers should find that this book can be used in precisely these ways: not as a recipe for practice but as one source of ideas that might help in the creation of a given teacher’s (or a department’s, or a school’s) approach to the issue of differentiation.

This view of the treatment of theory in educational decision making is taken further by McIntyre (1988) who argues that student teachers learning to teach (and, I would add, experienced teachers striving to develop their teaching) should test ideas which are intended to inform practice against a wide range of criteria. He states that these should include criteria closely related to the concerns and situation of the particular school in which the teacher is working (e.g. the resources available in terms of equipment, teaching spaces, support staff and the like; the attitudes and expectations of colleagues, of parents, of governors and of pupils, the recent history of that school and department). He argues that they should also include criteria
such as 'the intellectual clarity and coherence of the theory underlying the proposed approach, the educational values implicit in it and its general effectiveness in achieving its intended purposes as reflected in the research evidence' (McIntyre, 1988, p. 109).

One might clearly treat this book as a collection of 'ideas intended to inform practice' and subject it to just this kind of analysis in order to establish how it might best be used to inform the development of practice in a given school. I will make no claims for the 'intellectual clarity' of the text, but I feel it is reasonable to argue that there is a sense of coherence in much of what has been presented in the previous chapters. Also, the text includes reference to empirical evidence to establish the 'general effectiveness' of the ideas. In analysing the text against such criteria, different teachers may be more convinced by some elements of it than by others. However, even where teachers agree on how the different parts of the text measure up to examination in terms of these theoretical criteria, the importance of the more context-specific criteria listed by McIntyre suggests that they may each come to regard different ideas as worthy of trial in their own particular teaching situations. In follows that different teachers, and certainly teachers in different schools, may use the same material to create different approaches to differentiation. Each of these approaches may well be right for that particular teacher to try in their given setting. For example, a teacher who has the support of special needs staff in the mainstream classroom may feel that the team of adults in the classroom will be able to give an adequate amount of personal attention to small groups of pupils working on different aspects of a topic. Such a teacher may find the arguments for a heavily resource-based approach to differentiation less convincing than a teacher who has to think of ways of attending to individual differences without the support of another adult in the classroom. Similarly, if timetables are such that each teacher teaches in one room for most of the time, a resource-based approach where pupils work at their own pace over long periods of time and begin to spread out over many different topics may be regarded as manageable whereas, if the teacher has to move resources from room to room, such an approach may be viewed as totally impracticable. The general validity of the ideas in the present text does not prevent each context-driven decision from being the correct one for the teacher involved. It follows that the context-specific validity of one particular idea for one particular teacher does not prevent the other ideas from being valid for other teachers, or indeed for the same teacher should their contextual circumstances change.

Far from being a prescription for action, the present text may therefore be seen as a starting point for the creation by teachers, of a range of new approaches. Each of these should then be tried out to determine their validity in the relevant local context.

In addition to the criteria provided as examples by McIntyre, one might argue that it is important to test any set of ideas or practices against the implications of all the relevant theories. From this perspective, the book can be seen as an annotated catalogue of some of the theories and research relevant to differentiation.

For example, one important reason for drawing attention to Guilford's multidimensional theory of intellect in Chapter 2, is not that the Structure of Intellect model provides a recipe for what we should do in schools, but that it encourages us to be critical of simplistic notions of pupil grouping. If it is possible for pupils to have strengths and weaknesses across a range of aspects of intellect, and if different aspects of intellect may be related to performance in different subject areas, how can we justify streaming pupils in a school so that each pupil is in the top, or middle, or bottom stream for every subject? We may argue instead for setting, or may claim that no system of selection can be sensitive to the whole range of strengths and weaknesses that our pupils may display and find that a compelling reason for mixed ability grouping.

Used as a source of theoretical ideas, which relate to differentiation, and which could be used to encourage critical analysis of a school's, or a teacher's, policies and practices, the book will still not dictate what that particular school or teacher
should do. This is partly because of the points raised earlier.

First there will often be a wide range of ‘relevant theories’ against which ideas or practices should be tested. In relation to the example of setting and streaming, a school may feel that although setting is desirable on the basis of Guilford’s model, there are good sociological, or social psychological reasons for streaming or mixed ability grouping on the grounds that these alternatives allow pupils to settle down in a consistent class group, whereas setting places pupils in different groups for every lesson and disrupts peer relationships.

Then there will be local practical constraints. A school may agree that setting is theoretically the most defensible approach, but argue that streaming is nevertheless the best solution in its context as setting is organisationally too complex given its particular staffing constraints.

Then there will be local institutional history which will also matter. For example, in a school which has just been formed by the amalgamation of two schools with rather different ability ranges in their intakes, setting might tend to perpetuate classes that existed in the old schools, so the school may decide to adopt a mixed-ability grouping system, largely to help establish the identity of the merged institution.

For all these reasons, arguments may be found which may well prove more powerful than those which can be based upon Guilford’s model. The present treatment of Guilford’s theory does not then guarantee the adoption of any one grouping system. It does, however, add an important dimension to the debate, it makes our decision making more explicit, and it alerts us to some of the possible consequences of the decisions that are finally taken. It may, for example, warn us that if we do adopt streaming for some reason, then we should expect to find some individuals in each streamed group for science who have particular strengths or weaknesses in abilities relevant to science, and are therefore more able, or less able in that subject than their group placement would otherwise lead us to expect. This in turn may make us more aware of the need to differentiate teaching within each streamed group, and may weaken any inappropriate self-fulfilling prophecies that we may otherwise be inclined to make.

Though Guilford’s model and its implications for pupil grouping provide a convenient example which can be discussed relatively briefly, I would suggest that all of the theoretical ideas and empirical findings discussed in the previous chapters can be used in the same way by those who have to take decisions about aspects of differentiation. They all have value in adding to the range of considerations which we can take into account.

The reflective practitioner

These ideas have much in common with those of Schön (1983, 1987), who developed the notion of the role of reflection in the development of professional practice. He argued that professionals reflect-in-action in producing the moment by moment decisions that governed expert performance in rapidly changing circumstances (such as those of the busy classroom). He also argued that professionals reflect-on-action during those moments after the event when we consider what went on and try to plan more appropriate responses to similar situations that might occur in the future. It is a mark of enormous expertise to be able to make use of information such as that provided by the earlier chapters, together with a knowledge of other relevant theories and of local constraints and opportunities, in order to reflect-in-action on issues related to differentiation.

Where this is possible only to a limited degree, or where longer term planning decisions are involved, it is valuable to reflect-on-action.

Louden (1991) has offered an interesting framework which we can use to consider what such reflection might mean in relation to this book. First he argues that anyone proposing change in teachers’ practice is likely to have more impact if there is an element of continuity between current practice and the developments which are being proposed. This continuity brings not only a sense of familiarity which is likely to make the new ideas seem plausible to the teachers, but, more
significantly, it signals a respect for their current practice as being a generally well-judged response to current circumstances. In other words, it indicates that teachers' practice may need development given new insights but is not so inappropriate that revolutionary change is the only solution. I would argue that Mastery Learning, the overall teaching strategy which I feel has much to offer those who wish to improve their approach to individual differences, stands in just this kind of relationship to much current practice in teaching. It is radical in some of its principles (e.g. that almost all pupils are capable of learning things which we might otherwise regard as within the scope of only a few) but there is considerable continuity in its proposed teaching methods (e.g. that much of the instruction is whole-class teaching and that even the more individualised phases are controlled by and paced by the teacher). I feel that many of the other ideas in the book can also be seen as evolutionary, rather than revolutionary.

Secondly, Louden identifies what he calls different interests for reflection which are closely related to different goals for the process of reflection. The first is 'technical reflection'. The goal here is to establish how well practice matches some specification of what that practice should be. If teachers were to adopt Instrumental Enrichment in full they would, I suspect, feel it necessary to engage in technical reflection to ensure that their practice measured up to the quite detailed model of how specific instruments within that programme should be used, and how IE lessons generally should be conducted. However, the notion of technical reflection carries with it the notion that there can actually be a detailed specification of practice that must be followed. As the previous discussion shows, I am not inclined to see most of this book in these terms. I therefore feel that technical reflection has relatively little to offer in terms of guidance on how to use it.

Louden's second interest for reflection is 'problematic reflection'. This is reflection focused upon a specific problem in the classroom. I feel that the book has much more to offer here. For example, a teacher may find that as a term progresses able pupils in a class are beginning to show signs of restlessness and boredom. In reflecting upon possible causes the teacher may begin to question the appropriateness of the work being demanded. The analysis offered in the section on able pupils may well be useful here. For example, it draws attention to Bloom's taxonomy as a basis for the design of genuinely challenging enrichment materials, and recommends that such materials emphasise the higher levels of that taxonomy; it summarises Renzulli's notion of setting able pupils real-world problems to be reported to real-world audiences; it reminds us that able pupils may need to be introduced to higher level study skills if they are to be able to meet the greater demands of work designed to take account of these ideas from Bloom and Renzulli. Other sections may also shed valuable light: for example, the section which deals with motivation may suggest a different kind of analysis altogether. Therefore several areas are offered for exploration during reflection on this particular problem. In different situations the relative value of the different ideas may vary, but the subjects discussed here do offer support for the teacher's thinking and subsequent action. A teacher using the material to support problematic reflection of this kind may simply change some aspect of the way they teach and keep the effect of these changes under general review, or they may see the issue as worthy of more detailed, and more explicit, trial and evaluation, perhaps through the procedures of action research (see, for example, Carr and Kemmis, 1986).

The third of Louden's 'interests for reflection' is labelled 'personal'. In this category Louden places reflection aimed at developing a deeper personal understanding of an issue, and at making more explicit the connections between our professional understanding and experience and the whole range of personal experience which influences our thinking and action. The whole of the present work should be a useful guide to the development of personal understanding. It is harder to give detailed examples of how it might help us to connect our experience and understanding to our
personal lives. However, I feel that the broad exploration of the issue of differentiation which it offers may perhaps have potential in helping us to re-examine and perhaps re-interpret earlier experience, and to re-evaluate its implications for future action. A useful methodology for personal reflection may well be that of journal keeping, or of biography writing (Connelly and Clandinin, 1987).

Louden identifies ‘critical reflection’ as the final ‘interest for reflection’. He states that this form of reflection calls into question ‘taken-for-granted thoughts, feeling and actions’. Louden explains that critical reflection involves exploration of the circumstances in which professional action is taken. It includes consideration of the constraints which influence that action and encourages the frame of mind in which such constraints are seen as alterable, even though they might often seem natural and perhaps unchangeable. He argues that critical reflection involves consideration of who benefits from current practice, how it might be changed, and what personal or political action might be necessary to bring about such change.

Clearly, a stimulus for critical reflection is a recognition that some practice does not measure up to a view of what may be desirable. By summarising a wide range of theories and empirical findings related to differentiation, this work might serve as a source of ideas of ‘what may be desirable’. It can therefore help in the identification of mismatches between current practice and desired practice, and may thus help to focus critical reflection.

The result of critical reflection may be a recognition that the mismatch which is under consideration is a consequence of the fact that, say, teachers’ interests are being given priority over pupils’ interests; or that some timetabling decisions inhibit the adoption of the more appropriate classroom practice; or that some feature of resourcing is the cause. Whether these constraints are seen as alterable will depend on the role which the teacher engaged in the reflection is empowered to play, or willing to play (e.g. as individual teacher, as head of department, or as citizen with the political influence that this offers). I would suggest that critical reflection might also, on occasion, result in a scepticism about the validity of the suggestions made for so-called ‘desirable practices’. This might lead the teacher to question the theory on which these suggestions are based, and to generate alternative hypotheses on which new theories could be based.

Summary

I have, then, three main motives in drawing attention to these views on the development of thinking and practice in teaching, and on the role of theory in that process. The first is to guard against any implication that the material presented here should be regarded as a recipe for good practice. Fundamentally, it would be to misunderstand the relationship between text books and professional decision making in individual schools and individual classrooms. Since teachers, quite rightly, tend to adopt a critical stance to theory there is little risk that misuse of this kind will be very widespread.

My second motive is to encourage careful thought about the ideas presented here, even though they may not match current practice and may sometimes seem to be difficult to implement given the common practical constraints of schools and of our present educational system in general. Any such mismatch may be a sign of the potential usefulness of the ideas, not a mark of their weakness. The conflict between the ideas and the common constraints within which we work may be a sign that the constraints need to be changed rather than the ideas relegated to oblivion.

My third motive is to affirm my belief that expert teachers create optimum teaching and learning conditions in their classrooms. This book does not seek to replace this process of creation by dictating what those conditions should be in order to attend to the whole range of individual differences amongst our pupils. It is intended to inform the process of creation.
Appendix 1

Notes on the Mastery Learning strategy*

These notes help to explain the overall strategy illustrated by the flow chart (see Figure 4.1 on p. 89). It is not easy to live up to the specification they provide when designing a specific piece of teaching. Our own example falls short in some respects. However, the notes should help you to understand our example more fully and therefore to use it appropriately.

Stage 1

The objectives for this stage will be based on the course materials that you are using and/or on the National Curriculum. They must be defined clearly as they form the basis of decision making later in the sequence. The teaching and learning activities that are involved at this stage could be those of conventional whole-class teaching, and could include group work or practical work done by all the pupils. Where lessons are concerned with knowledge or understanding, they could also be activities designed to elicit and work with pupils' alternative frameworks.

The first evaluation (E1) is a diagnostic evaluation designed to show which pupils need more time or support to achieve the Stage 1 objectives, and which have mastered these and are ready for enrichment work. This evaluation should not play any part in any cumulative record of pupils' achievements. It is purely a tool for deciding what happens next for each pupil. You should try to ensure joint pupil/teacher ownership to this evaluation. At least ensure that pupils understand its purpose in the overall strategy defined by the flow chart. In general you could make use of any appropriate form of assessment (e.g. written classwork, oral work, pupil self-assessment, tests, homework) though there is no suggestion that you should use all of these in any one evaluation. The evaluation could be an integral part of the activities of Stage 1. You will need time to reflect on the results of the evaluation before Stage 2 in order to assign pupils to appropriate activities in Stage 2. Ideally this would be done through discussion with small groups of pupils, perhaps while the class as a whole is writing up some aspect of Stage 1.

Stage 2

This is a more individualised stage consisting of two phases: the Support Phase and the Enrichment Phase. Pupils work on one or other of these as a result of the first evaluation (E1).

Care needs to be taken to avoid any notion of labelling the pupils who are tackling the support

* As they appear, these notes are a slightly modified version of those provided to the student teachers who were to trial the Mastery Learning materials which were developed as part of the Reading research project. The reader should remember that they were originally addressed to a student teacher group who were cooperating in the research.
phase. They are not 'remedial' pupils; they are simply pupils who need some help on the objectives of Stage 1. Pupils may be asked to tackle the support phase for one topic, but the enrichment phase for the next depending on their success in the respective Stage 1 activities.

There are Support Phase activities related to each of the Stage 1 objectives. Different pupils should be encouraged to work on different subsets of the support materials during Stage 2 dependent upon what they have already achieved in Stage 1.

The enrichment phase has new objectives related to a more challenging aspect of the Stage 1 work. The enrichment phase does not seek to hurry successful pupils on through work which all will be expected to do later. That would merely store up difficulties for later in the course.

Stage 3

This is a second round of support or enrichment activities for those who, by the time the E2 or E3 evaluations are done, have not achieved the Stage 2 objectives on which they have been working. Ideally a wider range of alternative materials may be needed for Stage 3 to cater for all degrees of achievement that have been reached by that stage. In practice, it may be difficult to find time to run Stage 3.

Further notes on the Support Phase

Though the objectives for the Support Phase are necessarily the same as in the initial stage, the teaching method and resources used should not simply repeat the original treatment of the topic. There should be a variety of support resources and routes available to the pupils to match the difficulties which they each have. In the context of the National Curriculum, the design of this phase can make use of lower Statements of Attainment related to our original objectives to give clues to what might be needed as support work. It is, though, important to remember that there is at present no guarantee that the sequence of SoAs is genuinely developmental so care should always be exercised in using them in this way (e.g. there is no guarantee that SoA4 provides a basis for learning SoA5). Plans for the Support Phase should take account of what is being done in other subjects (e.g. maths). Special needs colleagues might be consulted, especially if more straightforward ideas for this phase fail to work.

Teachers can work with individual pupils in this phase, which provides another opportunity for work based on pupils' alternative frameworks – even if that approach was not part of the original treatment of the ideas. The main principle in the Support Phase is to help the pupils to meet the original objectives, so the work done in this phase might not always seek to improve pupils' basic skills (such as reading or number skills) as such. It might instead help pupils to meet the science objectives despite problems with those skills. Ideas such as DARTs, use of calculators and spreadsheets, and ideas to support concept learning all have a part to play in informing the design of Support Phase activities.

It is easy to bore pupils by too much similar activity in the Support Phase. This can be avoided in two ways: first by ensuring that the original Stage 1 material is at a sensible level for most of the pupils in the class, so that pupils do not have to go over too many basic skills during the Support Phase; secondly by encouraging pupils to work on the particular materials in the Support Phase which match their particular problem. Careful interpretation of the E1 evaluation is therefore important.

Each of the support activities we have devised begin with fairly general references to the relevant ideas. We then try to apply these to the particular situation of the photosynthesis experiment. Pupils may need to be reassured that we are not underestimating their ability by starting with such simple things. It is just that this is an effective way of helping them. The same starting points might be useful as support material for work on 'fair tests' in some context other than photosynthesis. However, if you use them in this way, you will have to write your own materials to 'bridge' from the simple starting points to your particular context.
APPENDIX 1

Further notes on the Enrichment Phase

This phase should not just be about more difficult content. It should relate to skills, cognitive objectives and affective objectives in the laboratory context, or in broader social, technological or economic contexts. The E2 evaluation should test achievement of these new objectives.

In the design of these objectives, and in the related materials, it is important to remember that some of the pupils who will be directed to the enrichment phase will not be extremely able pupils, but will merely have met the objectives of the particular piece of work at Stage 1. At least one piece of enrichment material should be fairly closely linked to the standard of work expected at Stage 1. Other pupils using the enrichment material will be 'more able' pupils in the usual sense. Such pupils should certainly be helped to apply their science in real-world situations where the range of relevant factors complicates the question under consideration. They should be helped to acquire any advanced study skills needed to meet these demands. Some of the enrichment objectives should make higher cognitive or affective demands on the pupils, such as those defined in the higher levels of Bloom's taxonomy. For all pupils engaged in the Enrichment Phase, the work should not merely be 'more of the same' to fill time, nor should it require pupils to start on the next topic, or on the more advanced treatment of the present topic that the whole class will be expected to do in the future.
APPENDIX 2

Examples of materials used in Stage 2 of the Mastery Learning module explored in the University of Reading research

In the flow chart in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.1; see p. 89), Stage 2 of the Mastery Learning model is identified as the more individualised stage in which pupils are encouraged to work on either support material (if they have yet to master some of the key objectives of the module) or on enrichment material (if they have already demonstrated mastery of those objectives).

In this Appendix, I have provided examples of materials that might be used in Stage 2. These are based on some of the resources prepared for the Support Phase and the Enrichment Phase of the Mastery Learning module on ‘designing a fair test’ which was developed and trialled at Reading University during 1990/91. The work was carried out in the context of an experiment to investigate the effect of light on the rate of photosynthesis. Despite the setting of a small-scale funded research project, the time available to develop these materials was extremely short and these resources are not offered as exemplars of the best that can be achieved, but merely as concrete examples of ways in which some of the tactics discussed in Chapter 3 of this book can be used to inform the design of work within a Mastery Learning structure.

The resources below consist of:

(a) Support material – Identifying relevant variables

[Preceded in the full set of materials by a worksheet on identifying variables in common situations.]

What affects the rate of photosynthesis in pond weed? Identifying variables which might be relevant

You were able to base your answers to the last worksheet on your everyday understanding of how things work. It is not quite as easy to think about what affects the rate of photosynthesis. You need to know something about the process to be able to do it. You have done work on this before, but, to remind yourself, read the next section now:
Photosynthesis in pond weed

Like other green plants, pond weed can make sugar from carbon dioxide and water. When this happens, oxygen is also made. This oxygen comes out of the plant and can be seen as bubbles in the water around the pond weed. To do this job, the pond weed needs energy. It gets this from the light which shines on it. Bright light provides more energy than dim light. Red light is more easily used by the pond weed than most other colours.

This process of making sugar and oxygen is called photosynthesis.

Pond weed uses the carbon dioxide which is dissolved in the water it is in. The amount of dissolved carbon dioxide can be varied by adding sodium hydrogen carbonate (carbon dioxide solution) to the water. Many other plants take carbon dioxide from the air. The water for photosynthesis is water that is already inside the plant. It is not the water in the beaker holding the plant.

Now go through the passage (with a friend if possible) and do the following:
- Underline, in blue, two things which are made if photosynthesis happens.
- Underline, in red, two things the sugar is made from. The pond weed needs these if photosynthesis is to work.
- Also in red, underline one other thing the pond weed needs.
- Draw a ring round the words which tell you where the pond weed gets its carbon dioxide from.
- Draw a ring round the words which tell you where the energy comes from.
- Draw a ring round the words which tell you where the pond weed gets the water it needs for photosynthesis from.

Summary

Now you have most of the information you need to decide on some of the variables which are important in the process of photosynthesis. The next section will help you to sort this information out.

Using your information

- Look back at your work. The things underlined in red are things that the pond weed needs. Write them down in Table 1, in the column headed 'Things needed'.
- Now look at the things you have drawn rings round. These tell you where the pond weed will get things from. Write these in to Table 1 in the second column.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Things needed</th>
<th>Come from</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All these things could be changed in some way – all of them are variables. However, it will be difficult for us to change the amount of water inside the plant. Therefore write down the two most relevant variables for our experiment:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

These are two of the things which might have an effect on how fast oxygen gas is produced by pond weed.

Some extra information

Photosynthesis takes place inside a plant. However, it is just a chemical reaction like the ones you see in test tubes. So there is something else which affects how quickly oxygen gas is produced by pond weed. It is something that affects most chemical reactions – the temperature.
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• You could change the temperature of the plant. How could you do this?
  Also, you would expect the size of the plant to affect how quickly oxygen gas is produced by pond weed.

• You could easily change the size of plant. How could you tell how much you had?

This suggests that temperature and size of plant are two more relevant variables.

Summary

You have now identified four variables which you would expect to have some effect on how quickly oxygen gas is produced by pond weed. To get them all together, write them here:

..........................................................
..........................................................
..........................................................
..........................................................

• These four variables are the answers to Question 1 on the Student Worksheet that you used in an earlier lesson. Fill them in on that worksheet.
• Now look back through the work you have just finished. With a friend, or in a group, decide how you found out that the four variables that you have written down in the list above were the relevant variables. (There are two main steps.) Write down your ideas, then talk to your teacher about what you think.

(b) Support materials – controlling variables

Stage 2 Materials Fair tests

Think about the three tests in the boxes below and say whether you think they were fair.

### The race
Maria wants to see if Sarah is generally a faster runner than Jean.
  She times Sarah over a distance of 100 m downhill. Sarah takes 15 s. She times Jean over a distance of 100 m uphill. Jean takes 20 s.
  Maria concludes that Sarah is generally a faster runner than Jean.

Is the race a fair test? ...........................................
If not, why not? ..........................................................

### Checking the adverts
A TV advert says that a Duracell battery lasts longer than an ordinary battery. Tania wants to see if this claim is true.
  She puts a new Duracell battery in a torch and times how long the bulb stays alight.
  She then puts an ordinary battery (again a new one) in the same torch and times how long the bulb stays alight.

Is this a fair test of the advert? .................................
If not, why not? ..........................................................

### Bouncers
William wants to see if a marble bounces higher than a tennis ball.
  He drops the ball 1 m on to a rubber mat and measures how high it bounces.
  He drops the marble 2 m on the a hard floor and measures how high it bounces.
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Is this a fair test? .................. If not, why not (give two reasons)? .................. ............................

Some information
To design a fair test you first decide which variables might be relevant.
You then decide which of these variables you are going to affect directly (the independent variable), and which you are going to measure when the experiment responds (the dependent variable).
Finally, you have to decide how to keep the other variables the same while you do the whole experiment. This is so that there are no unfair influences of the results.
Keeping the other variables the same is called controlling the variables.
Did you think about this when you criticised the three tests?
Check your thinking against the ideas below and fill in the missing word or words wherever there is a line (______).

The race
In the race, the independent variable was the person. The dependent variable was their speed. But the track could also affect the runners. Maria should have kept the track (uphill for both runners, or downhill for both runners). She should have controlled the track. She didn’t, so it wasn’t a fair test.

Checking the adverts
In the battery test, the independent variable was the type of battery. The dependent variable was how long it would last. But the height of the drop and the kind of floor the balls landed on could affect the bounce.
Tania did keep these things the same (they were both new batteries, and she tested them in the torch). She did control the age of the batteries and the job the batteries had to do. It was a fair test.

Bouncers
In the bounce test the independent variable was the type of ball. The dependent variable was the height of the bounce. But the height of the drop and the kind of floor the balls landed on could affect the bounce.
William should have kept these the same. He should have controlled the height and the surface. He didn’t, so it wasn’t a fair test.

Remember:
Controlling a variable means doing something to make sure that this variable stays the same through all the parts of the experiment.
All of these ideas help you to tell whether a test is fair or not.
They also help you to design your own tests. You are going to do that next.

Designing two fair tests
You want to see which of three saucepans heats up quickest
A set of apparatus is available to help you think about the experiment. You can use this in any way you like to help you with your design.
You do not have to carry out the whole experiment.
The independent variable is the type of pan. The dependent variable is how quickly the pans heat up.
• What will you measure to see how much a pan heats up?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
• How can you measure how quickly it heats up?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
• What variables might affect how quickly the pans heat up?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
• How will you keep them the same (control them) while you test all three pans?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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You can use the same kinds of ideas that helped you design a fair test of the pans to design a fair test of the effect of light on photosynthesis. Next we take you through the steps.

You want to see how light affects the amount of oxygen gas that is produced by pond weed in one minute

- What will you measure? ........................................
- How will you do this? ...........................................
- What variables, apart from the brightness of the light, might affect how much oxygen gas is produced by pond weed in one minute? (You have already done some work on this and got the answers right. Check back if you have forgotten.) .................................................................
- How will you control these variables while you test the different strengths of light? ........................................

The last two lines above are the answer to Question 4 on the Student Worksheet you will have used in an earlier lesson. Fill in the worksheet.

You have learnt a lot about scientific experiments. Check up on what you have learnt by talking to your group and then writing down what you think the following terms mean.

an independent variable ........................................
a dependent variable ...........................................
controlling variables ...........................................
a fair test .........................................................

When there is a chance, talk to your teacher about your design for the experiment on photosynthesis. Tell them especially how you made sure it was a fair test.

(c) An extract from Enrichment Material

Taking things further – analysing experiments

Introduction

Plant nutrition has been investigated by scientists for centuries because of the importance of growing plants for food. The essential process in plant nutrition is photosynthesis, yet it was not until the nineteenth century that scientists could give an accurate description of the raw materials and products of photosynthesis.

This worksheet outlines the major advances made in the investigation of photosynthesis during the period 1648–1804.*

It is interesting to see how a scientific explanation developed over time as people devised more sophisticated experiments and took account of knowledge from other aspects of science. We hope you will enjoy the materials from that point of view. However, we are mainly interested in what they can help you to learn about experimental design.

We would like you to try to work out why the early experimenters did what they did, and to be critical of the experimental design that they used. We would like you to think why they came to conclusions that we now think are wrong.

We will ask you some specific questions after each piece of text, to get your thinking started.

Jean Baptiste van Helmont (1577–1644)

One of the earliest investigations into the raw materials and products of photosynthesis was carried out by a Dutch physician, Jean Baptiste van Helmont. He did not know about photosynthesis as such, he was simply investigating the raw materials from which vegetable matter was formed. One of his reports is entitled ‘By experiment, that all vegetable matter is totally and materially of water alone’. This was published by Ortus Medicinae, Amsterdam, in 1648.

* The material is based on ABAL, 1983, Energy and Life, Cambridge University Press.
You can read part of this report in *Energy and Life*. (For the convenience of the present reader the extract is printed opposite.) Do this now.

*After your reading, discuss the following points with a friend and make some notes on your ideas*

- Why did van Helmont use dried earth to set up his experiment? (There is a hint towards the end of his passage.)
- Why do you think he used rainwater or distilled water – what was he trying to control for?
- Why do you think he was concerned about dust, and what do you think of the things he did about this?
- The fact that van Helmont omitted to measure the weight of the leaves that fell off each autumn did not affect his conclusion. Why not?
- van Helmont left any consideration of light out of his design – why do you think he might have done so?
- What do you think about his conclusion?

(Similar work is then suggested in relation to other historical accounts of experimental investigations)

---
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*By experiment, that all vegetable matter is totally and materially of water alone*

'I took an earthen vessel, in which I put 200 pounds of earth that had been dried in a furnace, which I moistened with rainwater, and I implanted therein the trunk or stem of a willow tree, weighing five pounds. And at length, five years being finished, the tree sprung from then did weigh 169 pounds and about three ounces. When there was need, I always moistened the earthen vessel with rainwater or distilled water, and the vessel was large and implanted in the earth. Lest the dust that flew about should be co-mingled with the earth, I covered the lip or mouth of the vessel with an iron plate covered with tin and easily passable with many holes. I computed not the weight of the leaves that fell off in the four autumns. At length, I again dried the earth of the vessel, and there was found the same 200 pounds, wanting about two ounces. Therefore 164 pounds of wood, bark and root arose out of water only.'

Van Helmont's conclusion could be summarised as a word equation:

\[
\text{vegetation} \rightarrow \text{water} \rightarrow \text{vegetable matter}
\]
APPENDIX 3

The SMOG Readability Formula

- Select 10 sentences from the beginning of the text you wish to use, 10 from the middle and 10 from the end.
- Count the number of polysyllabic words (i.e. words with three or more syllables) in all 30 sentences. Call this number \( n \).
  (The number of syllables in a word is the number of vowel sounds that make up the word. People sometimes disagree on the number of vowel sounds in some words as this will depend on pronunciation. An adequate approach for the SMOG test is simply to say the word and count the number of vowel sounds in your pronunciation.)
- The Readability Score for the text is \( 8 + \sqrt{n} \). For the interpretation of readability scores, please refer to p. 63.
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Responding to individual differences and to special educational needs

Keith Postlethwaite explores ways in which science teachers can respond appropriately to the whole range of pupils in their classes in mainstream schools. He analyses the nature of individual differences relevant to the science teacher, paying particular attention to learning difficulties and to high ability. He considers different kinds of response and specific tactics which can be deployed to help the range of pupils who find science difficult to learn, and to extend and enrich the science education of those who learn it with ease. He provides a theoretical framework for differentiated science teaching and practical proposals for effective classroom practice.
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